
THE CITY OF SAN DIEGO 

REPORT TO THE HEARING OFFICER 

HEARING DATE: June 10,20 15 REPORT NO. HO 15-070 

ATTENTION: 

SUBJECT: 

LOCATION: 

OWNER/ 
APPLICANT: 

SUMMARY 

HEARING OFFICER 

SPECTRUM 1 & 2/LA JOLLA SPECTRUM; PROJECT NO. 383639 
PROCESS 3 

3013-3033 Science Park Road and 3115-3215 Merryfield Row 

ARE-SD Region 35, LLC, a Delaware Limited Liability Company 

Requested Action: Should the Hearing Officer approve the demolition of an existing 
building and parking structure, and to construct a two-story research and development 
building and a four-level parking structure site located at 3013-3033 Science Park Road 
in the University Community Planning area? 

Staff Recommendation(s): 

1. ADOPT Mitigated Negative Declaration No. 383639, and ADOPT the 
Mitigation, Mitigation, Monitoring, and Reporting Program; and 

2. APPROVE Coastal Development Permit No. 1390732 and Site Development 
Permit No. 1390733 for the Spectrum 1 & 2 development; and 

3. APPROVE Coastal Development Permit No. 1447486 and Site Development 
Permit No. 1447486 for the La Jolla Spectrum development. 

Community Planning Group Recommendation: On February 10, 2015, the University 
Community Planning Group voted 14-0-2 to recommend approval of the project 
(Attachment 17). 

Environmental Review: A Mitigated Negative Declaration (MND) No. 383639 has been 
prepared for the project in accordance with State of California Environmental Quality Act 
(CEQA) Guidelines, which address potential impacts to Biological Resources, Historical 
Resources (Archaeology), and Paleontological Resources. A Mitigation, Monitoring and 
Reporting Program (MMRP) would be implemented with this project, which will reduce 
the potential impacts to below a level of significance. 



BACKGROUND 

The project site is located at 3013-3033 Science Park Road and 3115-3215 Merryfield Row 
(Attachment 1), east ofNorth Torrey Pines Road (Attachment 2). The properties are located in 
the IP-1-1 Zone (Attachment 3) within the University Community Plan (Attachment 4), 
identified as Prime Industrial Lands, Coastal Height Limitation Overlay Zone, Community Plan 
Implementation Overlay Zone (CPIOZ-B), First Public Roadway (Attachment 5), and Parking 
Impact Overlay Zone (Coastal and Campus Impact Areas). The property at 3013-3033 Science 
Park Road is within the Coastal Overlay Zone (Non-Appealable Area 1) and 3115-3215 
Merryfield Row is located within the Coastal Overlay Zone (Non-Appealable Area 1 and 
Appealable Area) (Attachment 5). In addition, the properties are located within the Airport Land 
Use Compatibility Overlay Zone, the Airport Influence Area (Review Area 1) and the Accident 
Potential Zone (APZ-2) for MCAS Miramar. The IP-1-1 zoning allows for research and 
development uses with some limited manufacturing and the University Community Plan (UCP) 
designates the sites as Industrial. The surrounding properties are zoned IP-1-1 and developed 
with research and development uses, and the UCP designates the properties as Industrial. 

The project site located at 3013-3033 Science Park Road is a trapezoid shaped lot with frontage 
on Science Park Road. The parcel has been previously graded and developed with two (2) 
research and development buildings and a detached parking structure that were constructed in 
1979. On August 3, 1979, the development was approved under Coastal Development Permit 
(CDP) No. F8369 issued by the State of California Coastal Commission (Attachment 7). The 
applicant contacted the California Coastal Commission (CCC) to verify ifthey would exert 
jurisdiction over a proposed development on the property. On February 24, 2012, the CCC 
determined that an amendment of their CDP would not be necessary, and the City of San Diego 
would review and issue a new CDP for the proposed development (Attachment 8). 

The project site located at 3115-3215 Merryfield Row is a trapezoid shaped lot that follows the 
curvature of the adjacent canyon edge. Merryfield Row is a private driveway that takes access 
from Science Park Road. The parcel has been previously graded and developed with two (2) 
research and development buildings that were constructed in 1996-1997. On July 1, 1996, the 
development was approved under CDP/Hillside Review Permit (HRP) No. 96-7939 (Attachment 
9). That same year, a Substantial Conformance Review (SCR) was approved to allow a 
greenhouse, cooling tower and emergency generator to 3115 Merryfield Row. 

The project sites contain Environmental Sensitive Lands (ESL) in the form of steep hillsides and 
sensitive biological resources. The southern property line located at 3013-3033 Science Park 
Road is adjacent to a natural canyon, but is not within or adjacent to the Multiple Species 
Conservation Program (MSCP) Multiple Habitat Planning Area (MHPA). This natural canyon 
also extends along the southern property line for 3115-3215 Merryfield Row, and the MHP A 
does extend into the property at the far southeastern corner of the parcel. 

DISCUSSION 

Project Description: 

The project proposes the demolition of an existing building located at 3013 Science Park Road 
and the adjacent existing parking structure, and to construct a two-story, 62,753 square foot 
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research and development building, and a four-level, 141,238 square foot parking structure. As a 
component of the proposed project, the proposed new research and development building would 
achieve a Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) Gold Certification. The 
existing II 0,588 square foot building located at 3033 Science Park Road shall remain in place. 
As previously indicated, the project sites contain ESL in the form of steep hillsides and sensitive 
biological resources. All of the proposed development will occur within the previously disturbed 
and developed portion of the site and there would be no encroachment into, or impacts on, any 
steep slopes or other environmentally sensitive lands located on the site. In addition, a Brush 
Management (BM) Plan would be implemented with the project and all landscaping proposed 
would utilize native and non-native, non-invasive, and/or drought-tolerant plants throughout the 
site. 

To allow for the construction of the new parking structure, the application includes an 
amendment to CDP/HRP No. 96-7939 for a lot line adjustment of 12,796 square feet from the 
property located at 3115-3215 Merryfield Row and transfers the area to 3013-3033 Science Park 
Road. This amendment is only for the lot line adjustment, and all of the conditions contained in 
CDPIHRP No. 96-7939 shall remain in effect. 

The properties are located approximately 0.71-miles from the Pacific Ocean. The properties are 
located in area just west of Sorrento Valley Road and the entire area is located between the sea 
and the first public roadway paralleling the sea. Science Park Road and Merryfield Row are not 
designated as a view corridor and do not contain intermittent or partial vista, viewshed or scenic 
overlook with views toward the Pacific Ocean. The proposed development would not encroach 
upon any existing physical accessway that is legally used by the public or any proposed public 
accessway as identified in the UCP or the Local Coastal Program Land Use Plan. 

The site is approximately 357 feet above Mean Sea Level (MSL) at the proposed building and 
360 feet above MSL at the proposed parking structure, and is located above the I 00-year 
floodplain. The topography of the site creates various building heights around both the proposed 
building and parking structure; therefore, Sheet A4.1 within the Exhibit "A" provides 13 
elevation exhibits that demonstrate that the structures and any projections will not exceed the 
maximum height limit allowed by the Coastal Height Limitation Overlay Zone (CHLOZ). 

The proposed development would be located on private property and proposes no deviations or 
variances from the applicable regulations and policy documents, and is consistent with the 
recommended land use, design guidelines, and development standards in effect for this site. 
Development ofthe proposed project requires the approval of a Process 3 CDP for the 
development on 3013-3033 Science Park Road and to amend CDP/ HRP No. 96-7939 for the lot
line adjustment on 3115-3215 Merryfield Row, and a Process 3 Site Development Permit (SDP) 
for development on a site that contains ESL and for development within the CPIOZ-B. Because 
the project utilizes renewable technologies and qualifies as a Sustainable Building, the land use 
approvals have been processed through the Affordable/In-Fill Housing and Sustainable Buildings 
Expedite Program. 

Project-Related Issues: 

Community Plan Implementation Overlay Zone (CPIOZ-B)- The project sites are located within 
the Torrey Pines Subarea of the University Community Plan (UCP). The UCP designates the site 
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as Industrial, and the Industrial Element of the plan more specifically identifies the site for 
scientific research. The sites are also subject to the CPIOZ-B. The sites identified for application 
of the CPIOZ B are those where the development regulations ofthe existing zone are not 
adequate to ensure that new development is consistent with the goals, objectives and proposals of 
the community plan or compatible with surrounding development. The issues reviewed as part of 
the application of CPIOZ B include land use and intensity, bulk and scale, and architectural 
design of buildings, structures and signs. 

The project has been determined to be in conformance with Table 3 of the Land Use and 
Development Intensity Element of the UCP which calls for Scientific Research use at existing or 
approved development at the time of adoption of the UCP. The UCP was adopted in 1987 and 
the project site was previously approved for a total of 171,581 square feet. The project would not 
exceed this development intensity. The CDP and SDP include conditions to ensure consistency 
with the design guidelines included in the Torrey Pines Subarea section of the UCP. These 
conditions address height, bulk and scale, materials, colors and signs. Conformance with these 
conditions would ensure consistency with the goals, objectives and proposals of the UCP as 
required through application of CPIOZ-B. 

Airport Land Use Compatibility - The properties are located within the Airport Land Use 
Compatibility Overlay Zone (ALUCPOZ), the Airport Influence Area (Review Area I) and the 
Accident Potential Zone (APZ-2) for MCAS Miramar. The ALUCPOZ regulations in San Diego 
Municipal Code (SDMC) Chapter 13, Article 2, Division 15 became effective on January 2012. 
CDPIHRP No. 96-7939, CDP No. F8369, and all amendments and SCRs were approved prior to 
this date, which establish the baseline for the properties. 

SDMC Section 132.1535(b )(3), states: "Previously conforming non-residential development may 
be reconstructed, altered, or expanded where the development would not increase the maximum 
number of people allowed on the site unless otherwise allowed by Section 132.1535(d)." City 
staff conducted an extensive analysis of the CDP/HRP No. 96-7939, CDP No. F8369, and all 
amendments and SCRs, and the building records for the existing building located at 3115-3215 
Merryfield Row. Staff has been determined that the existing and proposed development would 
not increase the maximum number of people allowed on the site. 

Environmental Analysis: 

A Mitigated Negative Declaration (MND) No. 383639 has been prepared for the project in 
accordance with State of California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines, which 
address potential impacts to Biological Resources, Historical Resources (Archaeology), and 
Paleontological Resources. A Mitigation, Monitoring and Reporting Program (MMRP) would be 
implemented with this project, which will reduce the potential impacts to below a level of 
significance. 

As outlined in Cultural Resources Section ofMND No. 383639, no cultural deposits were 
encountered during an archaeological survey; however, a structure was identified, outside of the 
proposed development area that consists of a series of poured concrete walls, stairs, and 
walkways is located on the south-facing slope leading down to the drainage bottom. Heavy 
vegetation obscures or covers portions of the structure. The date "Il-l 0-33" is handwritten in the 
top of one section of wall. This is possibly the construction date of the entire structure, although 
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it could only be the date for that section of wall. A significance testing report of CA-SDI-12581 
states that an experimental agricultural station was located around the archaeological site. CA
SDI-12581 is approximately 300 meters to the north of the project. It is possible that the 
structure is part of the agricultural station, which included at least nine buildings as well as 
fields. As detailed in the Historical Resources Survey, the structure identified above does not 
meet any of the criteria used by the City to determine significance of historic resources. As a 
result, it does not qualify as a significant historical resource under CEQA or for inclusion on the 
California Register of Historic Resources. However, because of the because of the proximity of a 
recorded archaeology sites, there is a potential for buried prehistoric and historic to be 
encountered during ground-disturbing activities (demolition and grading activities). Therefore, 
monitoring during ground-disturbing activities is required. 

In addition, according to the Geology of the San Diego Metropolitan Area, California (1975) 
published by the California Division of Mines and Geology, the project site is underlain by both 
the Lindavista Formation and Ardath Shale; Linda vista formation is considered to have a 
moderate sensitivity level for paleontological resources, whereas Ardath Shale is considered to 
have a high sensitivity level for paleontological resources. The project proposes grading 
operations would entail approximately 2,155 cubic yards of cut and 1,834 cubic yards of fill; for 
a total of 321 cubic yards of soil export. Therefore, monitoring during ground-disturbing 
activities is required. 

Therefore, aMMRP, as detailed within Section V ofthe MND, would be implemented. With the 
implementation both the potential impacts on historical resources and paleontological resources 
would be reduced to less than significant. 

Conclusion: 

The project meets all applicable regulations and policy documents, and staff finds the project 
consistent with the recommended land use, design guidelines, and development standards in 
effect for this site per the adopted UCP, SDMC, and the General Plan. As a component of the 
proposed project, the proposed new research and development building would achieve a LEED 
Gold Certification. 

ALTERNATIVES 

1. ADOPT Mitigated Negative Declaration No. 383639, and ADOPT the Mitigation, 
Mitigation, Monitoring, and Reporting Program; and APPROVE Coastal Development 
Permit No. 1390732 and Site Development Permit No. 1390733, and Coastal 
Development Permit No. 1447486 and Site Development Permit No. 1447486, with 
modifications. 

2. DO NOT ADOPT Mitigated Negative Declaration No. 383639, and DO NOT ADOPT 
the Mitigation, Mitigation, Monitoring, and Reporting Program; and DENY Coastal 
Development Permit No. 1390732 and Site Development Permit No. 1390733, and 
Coastal Development Permit No. 1447486 and Site Development Permit No. 1447486, if 
the findings required to approve the project cannot be affirmed. 
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Respectfully submitted, 

eltJ"e"v--A-,Jifle'(e rso n 
Deve opment Project Manager 
Development Services Department 

PETERSON/lAP 

Attachments: 

1. Location Map 
2. Aerial Photograph 
3. Zoning Map 
4. Community Plan Land Use Map 
5. First Public Road Map 
6. Coastal Overlay Zone Map 
7. CDP No. F8369 
8. California Coastal Commission Correspondence 
9. CDP/HRP No. 96-7939 
10. Project Data Sheet 
11. Project Plans 
12. Spectrum 1 & 2 Draft Permit with Conditions 
13. Spectrum 1 & 2 Draft Resolution with Findings 
14. La Jolla Spectrum Draft Permit with Conditions 
15. La Jolla Spectrum Draft Resolution with Findings 
16. Draft MND No. 383639 Resolution 
17. Community Group Recommendation 
18. Ownership Disclosure Statement 
19. Project Chronology 
20. Copy of Public Notice (forwarded to HO) 
21. Copy of Project Plans (full size-forwarded to HO) 

Internal Order No. 24004990 
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA-CALIFORNIA COASTAL 

SAN DIEGO COAST REGIONAL COMMISSION 
6154 MISSION GORGE ROAD, SUITE 220 
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 92120-TEL.I714) 280-6992 

DEVELOPMENT PERMIT 

ATTACHMENT 7 . 

EDMUt<D G. BROW>I. JR. , G_ ... , @ 
Tim Cohelan ·· 

Chairman 

EDger .Hedgecock 
Vice Chairman 

Harriet Allen 
Representative to the 
California Coastal Commission 

DATE (P CCMMISSIC!l ACTIOO: August 3, 1979 CONTROL NO.: F8369 
Tom· Crandall 

Exec:utiva Direc:tor 

APPLICANT: Linkabi. t Corp. 
10505 Roselle St. 
San Diego, CA 92121 

AGENT: Gary Allen 
1307 Stratford Ct. 
Del Mar, CA 92014 

. PRGJECT LCXJATICN:: 3033 Science Park ... ..11 
, -.&. , east of N. Torrey Pines Rd. , 

San Diego (APN 340-010-18 & 24) 

You are hereby granted a coastal development permit. This permit is issued after a duly held 
public hearing before the San Diego Coast Regional Commission and after the Regional 
Commission .found that the proposed development is in conformity with the provisions of the 
California Coastal Act of "1:9.76 including the following: 

1. That the de'relop~~mt·~-->fn · conformity with Chapter 3 of the California Coastal 
Act of 1976 (commencing with Public Resources Code, Section 30200). 

z. That the permitted development will not prejudice the ability of any af.fected 
l ocal government to prepare a local coastal progt"am that is in conformity with Qhapter 3 
of the California Coastal Act of 1976. 

3. That if the development is located between the nearest public road and the sea or 
shoreline of any body of water located within the coastal zone, that the developnent is 
in conformity with the public access arid public recreation policies of Chapter 3 of the 
California Coastal Act of 1976 (Public Resources Code, Sections 30210 - 30224). 

4. That there are no feasible alternatives or feasible mitigation measures, as pr~ 
vided in the California Environmental Quality Act, available which would substantially 
lessen any significant adverse impact that the development as finally proposed may have 
on the envirorunent. · · 

This permit is limited to development described below and set forth in material on file with 
the Regional Conunissicn, and subject to the terms, conditions, and provisions hereinafter 
stated: 

A. DEVELCFMENT: Construction of 2 two-story buildings with a total 

:v. 8/77) 

area. of 133,585 sq. ft. in Torrey Pines Science Park Unit I 

~t area 
Building coverage 
Paved area coverage 
Landscape coverage 
Parking 
Zoning 
General Plan 
Project Density 
Hgt. abv. avg. fin. 

294,901 sq. ft. 
93,539 sq. ft. (32\) 
71,703 sq. ft. (24\) 

129,833 sq. ft. (44\) 
390 spaces 
Science & Research 
Life Science Research · 
N/A 
grade: 29 ft. 



DevelolJIOOnt ·perrni t; F /j (, f 
l'age 2 of 3 · 

B. TERMS AND CONDITIOOS: 

ATTACHMENT 7 

1. That the applicant agrees to adhere strictly to the current plans for the project 
as approved by the Regional Canmissian. 

2. . That th~ applican~ a?I'ees to notif'y the Regional Commission (or State Commission if 
_there l.S no Reg1.onal Comnu.ss1.on) of any changes in the. project. 

3. That the applicant will meet all the local code requirements and ordinances and 
obtain all necessary permits from State and Federal Agencies. 

4. That the applicant agrees to conform to the permit rules and regulations of the 
California Coastal Commission. 

5. That the applicant agrees that the Commission staff may make site inspections of 
the project during construction and upon completion. 

SPECIAL CONDITION: 

1. That prior to issuance of this permit, the applicant shall submit a runoff 
control plan, designed by a licensed engineer qualified in hydrology and 
hydraulics, which would assure no increse in peak runoff from the fully 
developed site over runoff that would occur from the existing undeveloped 
site as a result of the greatest intensity of rainfall expected during a 
one-hour period once every 20 years (20-year one-hour rainstorm). Methods 
employed within the runoff control plan to control increase in runoff are 
at the discretion of the engineer, and could include check dams., energy 
dissipaters/sedimentations basins, etc. Storage reservoirs shall not be 
used if they would represent a safety hazard or health problem. The 
maintenance and repair of any runoff control device to assure proper 
functioning shall be the responsibility of the applicant or his successor 
in interest. The runoff control plan shall be submitted to and determined 
adequate in writing by the Executive Director prior to issuance of the permit. 

2. The applicant shall complete all mitigation measures proposed by the 
City of San Diego Environmental Quality Division with respect to: · 

A. Collection, testing and/or salvage of archaeological resources on 
the site. 

B. Replacement of Torrey Pine Trees removed for construction. 

C. Preservation of the canyon in the southwest corner of the site in its 
natural state. 

Terms and conditions are to run with the land. These terms and conditions shall be per
petual, and it is the intention of the parties to bind all future owners and possessors of 
the ·~ubject property to said terms and conditions. 
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c. STANDARD PROVISIONS: 

ATTACHMENT 7 

1. STRiar COMPLIANCE: Permittee is under obligation to conform strict::cy to permit 
under penalties established by California CoastaJ. Act of 1976. 

2. TIMELY DEVELOPMENT AND COMPIEriON: Permittee shall commence development witlrln 
2 years follow:ing l.iilal approvaJ. of the project by the San Diego Coast RegionaJ. Commission. 
Construction shall be pUrsued in a diligent manner and completed witlrln a reasonable period 
of time. 

3. ~UEST l'OR EXTENSIONS: Permittee may recpest an extension of time for the commen
cement oconstruction provided the recpest is applied for prior to BJqJiration of the permit. 

4. ASSIGNABILITY OF PERMrl': This permit is not assignable unless the permittee's 
obligations under the permit are asswned by assignee in writing witlrln one year and a copy 
of the re.quired assumption agreement delivered to the RegionaJ. Commission or state Cemmis

. sian if there is no Regional Commission. 

5. APPEAL: l]:lless appeaJ.ed to the state Commission witlrln ten (10) working days 
!ollow:ing l.iilal action by the San Diego Coast RegionaJ. Commission, all terms and conditions 
shall be final. 

6. DISCLAJNER: The permit is in no way :intended· to affect the rights and obligations 
heretofore existing under private agreements nor to affect the exist:ing regulations of 
other public bodies. 

7. PERMITTEE TO REI'URN COPY: This permit shall not be valid unless witlrln ten (10) 
working days permittee returns a signed copy aclmowledging contents to San Diego Coast 
Regional Commission. 

If you have any questions on this permit, please. contact the staff of the RegionaJ. Commission •. 

Very truly yours, 

~~ 
Tom Crandall 
Executive Director 

JEJUEM k IE JE JE Ji J( IE X K 

Directions to Permittee: Permittee is to execute below and retu:m one copy of this permit 
to the San Diego coast RegionaJ. Commission. 

I have read and understand the terms, conditions, limitations, and provisions of this 
permit anci. agree to abide by them. 

Control No.: &f3tf 
' 

signature of Permittee nate 



ATTACHMENT 7 

STAlE Of CAUFORNIA-CAUFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION EDMUND G. BROWN .II.. Go.omor 

SAN DIEGO COAST REGIONAL COMMISSION 
6154 MISSION 001101 ROAD, sum 220 
SAN DIEGO, ~NIA 92120-IB. (714) 2f0.6992 . . 

April 1, 1980 

Linkabit Corp. 
10505 Roselle St. 
San Diego, CA 92121 

Dear Sirs: 

This letter will serve to confirm that Development Permit F8369 has 
been administratively amended to allow the following: 

1. Excavate a basement beneath the northwest leg of Phase II to 
provide 14,820 SF. 2. Add 10' to the height of the northeast wing 
of Phase II to accommodate an additional 16,480 SF. 3. Add a park
ing level.to the previous parking deck (maintaining on-grade access 
for all three levels due to the natural site slopes) to bring 
total on-site parking to 429 cars (215 of which are covered). 
Numerically: 

1) The building coverage is reduced from 32% to 30% 
2) The paved area coverage is reduced from 24% to 17%; and, 
3) The landscaped and undisturbed vegetation areas have increased from 

44% to 53% of the site. 

The ~endment was determined to be a non-material rev~s~on and notice of 
this determination was issued on February 20, 1980, No written objections 
were received in this office within 10 working days and the amendment is 
therefore gtanted, A copy of this letter and tbe revised plans have been 
made a permanent part of the file, 

If you have any questions, please contact this office. 

~ery truly yours, 

~CL~ 
Torn Crandall 
Executive Director 

; 
TC:JBH :tnb 
cc: Gary Allen, Architect 

•> 

·> 



Peterson, Jeff 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Lee McEachern [lmceachern@coastal.ca.gov] 
Friday, February 24, 2012 8:55 AM 
Neil Hyytinen 
RE: CDP No. F-8369//3013- 3033 Science Park Road 

ATTACHMENT 8 

Neil- after reviewing the information, our determination is that an amendment to our original permit would not be 
necessary. Instead the City would review and issue a new CDP for the development. Lee 

From: Neil Hyytinen [mailto:nhyytinen@hechtsolberg.com] 
Sent: Friday, February 17, 2012 11:34 AM 
To: Lee McEachern 
Cc: Rodney A. Hunt (rhunt@are.com); Jodi Jensen 
Subject: CDP No. F-8369/ /3013- 3033 Science Park Road 

Lee, 

Per our discussion, attached are the CDP (F-8369), CDP Amendment and related staff reports and environmental 
document. The project is fully built-out pursuant to the CDP and Amendment. Our Client, Alexandria Real Estate Equities 
(ARE), is escrow to purchase the property and intends to redevelop the property as follows: the building located at 3013 
Science Park (referred to as Phase I in the CDP) would be completely demolished and a new replacement building would 
be built on the same site and the building located at 3033 Science Park (Phase II in the CDP) would be re-skinned and 
partially reconfigured to move some square footage around. 

Please determine (for purposes of ARE's proposed project) whether the Coastal Commission would exert jurisdiction over 
the proposed project. 

Please let us know if you need anything further to make this determination. 

Thanks, 

Neil S. Hyytinen 
HECHT SOLBERG ROBINSON GOLDBERG & BAGLEY LLP 
600 WEST BROADWAY, 8TH FLOOR 
SAN DIEGO, CA 92101 
P: 619.239.3444 F: 619.232.6828 
nhyytinen@hechtsolberg.com 
IIEHechtSolberg 

'liWWJl_es:iltsoli:J~g,~Qm 

This e-mail transmission (and/or documents attached) may contain confidential information belonging to the sender 
which is protected by the attorney/client or work product privileges. The information is intended only for the use of the 
individual or entity to whom this e-mail is directed. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any 
disclosure, copying, distribution or the taking of any action in reliance on the contents of this information is strictly 
prohibited. If you have received this transmission in error, please delete it immediately. 

This e-mail may not be forwarded without the sender's express permission. 

1 
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AT'l'ACHMENT 9 

DOC :h, '1998-0463621 

RECORDING REQUESTED BY 
CITY OF SAN DIEGO 

DEVELOPMENT SERVICES 

JUL 24. ~998 2:~~ P~ 

OFFICIAL RECORDS 

AND WHEN RECORDED MAIL TO 
PERMIT INTAKE 

MAIL STATION 501 

SAN DIEGO COUNTY RECORDER'S OFFICE 
GREGORY J. SMITH, CIJOOTV RECORDER 

28 3 FEES: 47.00 

COASTAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT/HILLSIDE REVIEW PERMIT 
NUMBER 96-7939 
CARRAMERICA 
CITY MANAGER 

This Permit is granted by the City Manager of the City of San Diego to the 
CARRAMERICA REAL TV CORPORATION, Owner/Permittee pursuant to the Municipal 
Code of the City of San Diego. The 14.2 acre site is located at 3115 and 3215 
Merryfield Row in the SR (Scientific Research) zone of the University Community Plan, 
The project site is legally described as Lots 9,1 0,11 &12 of the La Jolla Spectrum 
according to Map No, 12990, La Jolla, State of California, 

Subject to the terms and conditions set forth in this permit, permission is granted to 
Owner/Permittee to develop 2 two-story scientific research buildings totaling 156,820 
square feet described as, and identified by size, dimension, quantity, type and location 
on the approved Exhibits "A", dated July 1, 1998 on file in the Office of Development 
Services. The facility shall include: 

a. 156,820 square feet of scientific research uses within two 2-story buildings; 

b. Landscaping (planting, irrigation and landscape related improvements); and 

c. Off-street parking facilities; and 

d. Accessory improvements determined by the City Manager to be consistent 
with the land use and development standards in effect for this site per the 
adopted Community Plan, California Environmental Quality Act guidelines, 
public and private improvement requirements of the City Engineer, the 
underlying zone(s), conditions of this permit, and any other applicable 
regulations of the Municipal Code in effect for this site. 

1. Construction, grading or demolition must commence and be pursued in a diligent 
manner within 36 months after the effective date of final approval by the City, following 
all appeals. Failure to utilize the permit within 36 months will automatically void the 
permit unless an Extension of Time has been granted. Any such Extension of Time 
must meet all the Municipal Code requirements and applicable guidelines in effect at 
the time the extension is considered by the appropriate decisionmaker. 
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2. No permit for the construction, occupancy or operation of any facility or 
improvement described herein shall be granted, nor shall any activity authorized by 
this permit be conducted on the premises until: 

a. The Permittee signs and returns the Permit to Development Services; and 

b. The Permit is recorded in the office of the San Diego County Recorder. 

3. Unless this permit has been revoked by the City of San Diego the property 
included by reference within this permit shall be used only for the purposes and under 
the terms and conditions set forth in this perm it unless otherwise authorized by the 
City Manager. 

4. This permit is a covenant running with the subject property and shall be binding 
upon the Permittee and any successor or successors, and the interests of any 
successor shall be subject to each and every condition set out in this permit and all 
referenced documents. 

5. The utilization and continued use of this permit shall be subject to the regulations 
of this and any other applicable governmental agencies. 

6. Issuance of this permit by the City of San Diego does not authorize the applicant 
for said permit to violate any Federal, State or City laws, ordinances, regulations or 
policies including, but not limited to, the Federal Endangered Species Act of 1973 and 
any amendments thereto (16 U.S. C. Section 1531 at seq.) 

7. The Owner/Permittee shall secure all necessary building permits. The applicant 
is informed that to secure these permits, substantial modifications to the building 
and/or site improvements to comply with applicable building, fire, mechanical and 
plumbing codes and State law requiring access for disabled people may be required. 

8. Before issuance of any building or grading permits, complete grading and working 
drawings shall be submitted to the City Manager for approval. Plans shall be in 
substantial conformity to Exhibit "A," dated July 1, 1998, on file in the Office of 
Development Services. No change, modifications or alterations shall be made unless 
appropriate applications or amendment of this permit shall have been granted. 

9. All of the conditions contained in this Permit have been considered and have 
been determined to be necessary in order to make the findings required for this 
discretionary permit. It is the intent of the City that the holder of this Permit be required 
to comply with each and every condition in order to be afforded special rights which the 
holder of the Permit is obtaining as a result of this Permit. It is the intent of the City 
that the Owner of the property which is the subject of this Permit either utilize the 
property for any use allowed under the zoning and other restrictions which apply to the 
property or, in the alternative, that the Owner of the property be allowed the special and 
extraordinary rights conveyed by this Permit, but only if the Owner complies with all the 
conditions of the Permit. 

In the event that any condition of this Permit, on a legal challenge by the 
Owner/Permittee of this Permit, is found or held by a court of competent jurisdiction to 
be invalid, unenforceable or unreasonable, this Permit shall be void. However, in such 
an event, the Owner/Permittee shall have the right, by paying applicable processing 
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fees, to bring a request for a new Permit without the "invalid" conditions(s) back to the 
discretionary body which approved the Permit for a determination by that body as to 
whether all of the findings necessary for the issuance of the Permit can still be made in 
the absence of the "invalid" condition( s ). Such hearing shall be a hearing de novo and 
the discretionary body shall have the absolute right to approve, disapprove or modify 
the proposed Permit and the condition(s) contained therein. 

10. This Coastal Development Permit shall become effective on the eleventh working 
day following receipt by the Coastal Commission of the Notice of Final Action, 
following all appeals. 

11. Prior to recordation of this permit with the County Recorder, a fee of $11,022.86 
shall be deposited with Development Services for the Los Peiiasquitos Watershed 
Restoration and Enhancement Program. The enhancement fee shall be computed on 
the basis of site grading at a rate of $0.005 per square foot for all areas graded, with an 
additional rate of $0.03 per square foot for all impervious surfaces created by the 
development. The enhancement fee shall be computed by the applicant and verified 
by Development Services. 

ENGINEERING REQUIREMENTS: 

12. The drainage system proposed for this project, as shown on the approved plans, 
is subject to approval by the City Engineer. 

13. Prior to the issuance of any building permits, the applicant shall obtain a grading 
permit from the City Engineer (referred to as an "engineering permit") for the grading 
proposed for this project. All grading shall conform to requirements in accordance with 
f the City of San Diego Municipal Code in a manner satisfactory to the City Engineer. 

14. Prior to the certificate of occupancy, the applicant shall complete a storm water 
detention basin easement exchange satisfactory to the City Engineer, note an 
easement exchange requires City Council approval (PROCESS 5). 

15. Development of this project shall comply with all requirements of State Water 
Resources Control Board (SWRCB) Order No. 92-08-DWQ (NPDES General Permit 
No. CAS000002), Waste Discharge Requirements for Discharges of Storm Water 
Runoff Associated With Construction Activity. In accordance with said permit, a Storm 
Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) and a Monitoring Program Plan shall be 
developed and implemented concurrently with the commencement of grading 
activities, and a complete and accurate Notice of Intent (NO I) shall be filed with the 
SWRCB. A copy of the acknowledgment from the SWRCB that an NOI has been 
received for this project shall be filed with the City of San Diego when received; further, 
a copy of the completed NOI from the SWRCB showing the permit number for this 
project shall be filed with the City of San Diego when received. 

16. In addition, the owner(s) and subsequent owner(s) of any portion of the property 
covered by this grading permit and by SWRCB Order No. 92-08-DWQ, and any 
subsequent amendments thereto, shall comply with special provisions as set forth in 
Section C.7 of SWRCB Order No. 92-08-DWQ. 
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TRANSPORTATION DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENTS: 

17. Prior to certificate of occupancy, applicant shall provide double yellow center 
striping through the intersection of Science Park Road I Torreyana Avenue to the 
satisfaction of City Engineer. 

18. Prior to certificate of occupancy, applicant shall install a stop sign on Merryfield 
Row (private road) at its intersection with Torreyana Road to the satisfaction of City 
Engineer 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS: 

19. If grading will occur between March 1 and August 15 (breeding season for the 
California gnatcatcher), a gnatcatcher survey shall be completed. If survey results are 
negative, than no further mitigation is required. If gnatcatchers are present and grading 
is to occur during the breeding season, then a temporary 4-6 foot wall or berm shall be 
constructed at the slope edge. However, if the applicant chooses not to conduct a 
gnatcatcher survey, then the temporary wall or berm shall be constructed. 

20. Alternative mitigation measures may be proposed by the applicant, and if 
acceptable to the Environmental Review Manager, may replace the above mitigation 
measures. 

21. If grading is to occur before March 1 and after August 15, no mitigation measures 
would be required. 

22. Lighting of all developed areas adjacent to the Multiple Habitat Planning Area 
(MHPA) shall be directed away from the MHPA. Where necessary, development shall 
provide adequate shielding with non-invasive plant materials (preferably natives), 
berming and/or other methods to protect the MHPA and sensitive species from night 
lighting. 

PLANNING/DESIGN REQUIREMENTS: 

23. No fewer than 470 off-street parking spaces shall be maintained on the property 
at all times in the approximate locations shown on the approved Exhibits "A," dated 
July 1, 1998, on file in the Office of Development Services. Parking spaces shall 
comply at all times with Division 8 of the Municipal Code and shall not be converted for 
any other use unless otherwise authorized by the City Manager. · 

24. Regulations of the underlying zone(s) shall apply unless a deviation or variance to 
a specific regulation(s) is approved or granted as condition of approval of this permit. 
Where there is a conflict between a condition (including exhibits) of this permit and a 
regulation of the underlying zone, the regulation shall prevail unless the condition 
provides for a deviation or variance from the regulations. Where a condition (including 
exhibits) of this permit establishes a provision which is more restrictive than the 
corresponding regulation of the underlying zone, then the condition shall prevail. 

25. The height(s) of the building(s) or structure(s) shall not exceed those heights set 
forth in the conditions and the exhibits (including, but not limited to, elevations and 
cross sections) or the maximum permitted building height of the underlying zone, 
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whichever is lower, unless a deviation or variance to the height limit has been granted 
as a specific condition of this permit. 

26. A topographical survey conforming to the provisions of the Municipal Code may 
be required if it is determined, during construction, that there may be a conflict between 
the building(s) under construction and a condition of this permit or a regulations of the 
underlying zone. The cost of any such survey shall be borne by the permittee. 

27. Any future requested amendment to this permit shall be reviewed for compliance 
with the regulations of the underlying zone(s) which are in effect on the date of the 
submittal of the requested amendment. 

28. All signage associated with this development shall be consistent with the sign 
regulations of the underlying SR (Scientific Research) zone. 

29. All private outdoor lighting shall be shaded and adjusted to fall on the same 
premises where such lights are located. 

30. The use of textured or enhanced paving shall meet applicable City standards as 
to location, noise and friction values. 

31. The subject property and associated common areas on site shall be maintained in 
a neat and orderly fashion at all times. 

32. All uses, except storage and loading, shall be conducted entirely within an 
enclosed building. Outdoor storage of merchandise, material and equipment is 
permitted in any required interior side or rear yard, provided the storage area is 
completely enclosed by walls, fences or a combination thereof. Walls or fences shall 
be solid and not less than six feet in height and, provided further, that no merchandise, 
material or equipment stored not higher than any adjacent wall. 

33. No mechanical equipment, tank, duct, elevator enclosure, cooling tower or 
mechanical ventilator or air conditioner shall be erected, constructed, converted, 
established, altered, or enlarged on the roof of any building, unless all such equipment 
and appurtenances are contained within a completely enclosed structure whose top 
and sides may include grillwork, louvers and latticework. 

34. No merchandise, material or equipment shall be stored on the roof of any 
building. 

35. No mechanical equipment shall be erected, constructed, or enlarged on the roof 
of any building on this site, unless all such equipment is contained within a completely 
enclosed architecturally integrated structure. 

36. Prior to the issuance of building permits, construction documents shall fully 
illustrate compliance with the Citywide Storage Standards for Trash and Recyclable 
Materials to the satisfaction f the City Manager. All exterior storage enclosures for 
trash and recyclable materials shall be located in a manner that is convenient and 
accessible to all occupants of and service providers to the project, in substantial 
conformance with the conceptual site plan marked "Exhibit A". 
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LANDSCAPE REQUIREMENTS: 

37. Prior to issuance of any grading, or building permits, complete landscape 
construction documents, including plans, details and specifications (including a 
permanent automatic irrigation system unless otherwise approved), shall be submitted 
to the City Manager for approval. The construction documents shall be in substantial 
conformance with Exhibit "A," Landscape Concept Plan, dated July 1, 1998, on file in 
the Office of Development Services. No change, modification or alteration shall be 
made unless appropriate application or amendment of this Permit shall have been 
granted. 

38. Prior to issuance of grading permits, interim landscape and erosion control 
measures, including hydroseeding of all disturbed land (all slopes and pads), shall be 
submitted to" the satisfaction of the City Manager (including the Environmental Section) 
and City Engineer. All plans shall be in substantial conformance to Exhibit "A," dated 
July 1, 1998, on file in the Office of Development Services and all other applicable 
conditions of related permits. 

39. The timely erosion control including planting and seeding of all slopes and pads 
consistent with the approved plans is considered to be in the public interest and the 
Permittee shall initiate such measures within 45 days from the date that the grading of 
the site is deemed to be complete. Such erosion control and the associated irrigation 
systems (temporary and/or permanent) and appurtenances shall be installed in 
accordance with the approved plans and the Landscape Technical Manual. 

40. Prior to issuance of any Certificate of Occupancy it shall be the responsibility of 
the Permittee to install all required landscape and obtain all required landscape 
inspections and to obtain a No Fee Street Tree Permit for the installation, 
establishment and on-going maintenance of all street trees. Copies of these approved 
documents must be submitted to the City Manager. 

41. All required landscape shall be maintained in a disease, weed and litter free 
condition at all times and shall not be modified or altered unless this Permit has been 
amended. Modifications such as severe pruning or ·~opping" of trees is not permitted 
unless specifically noted in this Permit. The Permittee, or subsequent Owner shall be 
responsible to maintain all street trees and landscape improvements consistent with 
the standards of the Landscape Technical Manual. 

42. If any required landscape (including existing or new plantings, hardscape, 
landscape features, etc.) indicated on the approved plans is damaged or removed 
during demolition, it shall be repaired and/or replaced in kind and equivalent size per 
the approved plans within 30 days of completion of construction by the Permittee. The 
replacement size of plant material after three years shall be the equivalent size of that 
plant at the time of removal (the largest size commercially available and/or an 
increased number) to the satisfaction of the City Manager. 

43. Access to underground utilities shall be accomplished from the parking areas and 
no additional access roadways are to be installed within the transitional landscape 
and/or open space easement. 
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44. The Brush Management Program is based on the Fire Department's fire Hazard 
Severity Classification of "Moderate". The permittee shall implement the following 
conditions in accordance with the Brush Management Program shown on Exhibit "A" 
dated July 1, 1998, Brush Management Plan, on file in the Office of Development 
Services. 

a) Prior to the issuance of any building permits, a complete set of brush management 
construction documents shall be submitted for approval to the City Manager and the 
Fire Chief. The construction documents shall be 1n substantial conformance with 
Exhibit A and shall comply with the Uniform Fire Code, and the Landscape Technical 
manual on file at the Office of the City Clerk. 

45. The Brush Management Zone shall be 60 feet. 

46. Within Zone One, combustible accessory structures with less than one-hour fire 
rating are not permitted, including, but not limited to, wood decks, trellises, gazebos, 
etc. Non-combustible accessory structures and/or combustible accessory structures 
with a minimum fire rating of one hour or more, may be approved by the Fire Chief and 
City Manager. 

47. All requirements for fire resistive construction and other architectural features 
shall conform to the applicable City and Regional Building Code Standards. The Fire 
Chief may consider deviation from these conditions or may require additional 
conditions at the time of final inspection if it is determined an eminent health and safety 
risk still exists. 

48. Plant material. shall be selected to visually blend with the hillside vegetation. No 
invasive plant species shall be permitted. 

49. The following note shall be provided on the Brush Management Construction 
Documents: "It shall be the responsibility of the Permittee to schedule a pre
construction meeting on site with the contractor and Development Services to discuss 
and outline the implementation of the Brush Management Program." 

a) Prior to issuance of any Certificate of Occupancy for any building, the approved 
Brush Management Program shall be implemented. 

b) The Brush Management Program shall be maintained at all times in accordance with 
the City of San Diego's Landscape Technical Manual, Section Six. 

WATER UTILITIES REQUIREMENTS: 

51. Prior to the issuance of any building permits, the Owner/Permittee shall install fire 
·hydrants at locations satisfactory to the Fire Department and the City Engineer. If 
more than two (2} fire hydrants or thirty (30) equivalent dwelling units are located on a 
dead-end main then the Owner/Permittee shall install a looped water system. 

52. Prior to the issuance of any building permits, the Owner/Permittee shall design 
any proposed public water and sewer facilities to the most current edition of the "City of 
San Diego Water & Sewer Design Guide." Proposed facilities that do not meet the 
current standards shall be private. 
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53. Prior to the issuance of any building permits, the Owner/Permittee shall grant 
adequate water, sewer, and/or access easements, including vehicular access to each 
appurtenance (meters, blow offs, air valves, manholes, etc.}, for all public water and 
sewer facilities that are not located within paved public rights-of-way, satisfactory to the 
Water and Metropolitan Wastewater Departments' Managers. Vehicular access 
roadbeds shall be a minimum of 20 feet wide and surfaced with suitable approved 
material satisfactory to the appropriate Department Manager. Minimum easement 
widths: water mains with services or fire hydrants - 24 feet, sewer mains with manholes 
- 20 feet. No structures of any kind shall be installed in or over any easement prior to 
the applicant obtaining an encroachment removal agreement. 

54. Providing water and sewer facilities for this development is dependent upon prior 
construction of certain water and sewer facilities in previously approved TM 89-0269 in 
this area. If they have not .been constructed when required for this development, then 
the construction of certain portions of these previously approved water and sewer 
facilities, as required by the City Engineer, will become off-site improvements required 
for this development. 

55. All common areas and/or open spaces that require irrigation shall be irrigated with 
reclaimed water as specified in City Council Ordinance 0-17327. The 
Owner/Permittee shall design and install a reclaimed water distribution system within 
the development in accordance with "Rules and Regulations for Reclaimed Water Use 
and Distribution within the City of San Diego" satisfactory to the Metropolitan 
Wastewater Department Manager. The irrigation system shall initially be supplied from 
the potable water system until reclaimed water is available. The system shall be 
designed to allow the conversion from potable to reclaimed water service and avoid 
any cross connections between the two systems. 

APPROVED by the City Manager of the City of San Diego on July 1, 1998. 
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COASTAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT/HILLSIDE REVIEW PERMIT NO. 96-7939 
CARRAMERICA 

WHEREAS, the CARRAMERICA REALTY CORPORATION, Owner/Permittee, filed an 
application with the City of San Diego for a permit to develop 156,820 square feet of 
scientific research uses within two two-story buildings as described in and by reference 
to the approved Exhibits "A" and corresponding conditions of approval for the 
associated Permit No. 96-7939, on portions of a 14.2 acre site, and; 

WHEREAS, the project site is located at 3115 and 3215 Merryfield Row in the SR 
(Scientific Research) zone of the University Community Plan, and; 

WHEREAS, the project site is legally described as Lots 9,1 0,11 &12 of the La Jolla 
Spectrum according to Map No. 12990, La Jolla, State of California, and; 

WHEREAS, on July 1, 1998, the City Manager of the City of San Diego considered 
Coastal Development Permit and Hillside Review Permit No. 96-7939 pursuant to the 
Municipal Code of the City of San Diego; NOW, THEREFORE, 

BE IT RESOLVED by the City Manager of the City of San Diego as follows: 

That the City Manager adopts the following written Findings, dated July 1, 1998. 

FINDINGS: 

COASTAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT FINDINGS: 

A. THE PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT WILL NOT ENCROACH UPON ANY 
EXISTING PHYSICAL ACCESSWA Y LEGALLY UTILIZED BY THE PUBLIC 
OR ANY PROPOSED PUBLIC ACCESSWAY IDENTIFIED IN AN ADOPTED 
LCP LAND USE PLAN; NOR WILL IT OBSTRUCT VIEWS TO AND ALONG 
THE OCEAN AND OTHER SCENIC COASTAL AREAS FROM PUBLIC 
VANTAGE POINTS. 

The Carr America La Jolla Spectrum project is situated inland more than 1.5 miles from 
the ocean within an existing approved scientific research Industrial park, and is not 
located on or adjacent to any existing public accessway, nor is it adjacent to any view 
corridors identified in the adopted Local Coastal Program Land Use Plan. Therefore, 
the proposed project will not encroach upon any physical accessway utilized by the 
public, and will not obstruct views to and along the ocean or any other scenic coastal 
areas from public vantage points. 
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B. THE PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT WILL NOT ADVERSELY AFFECT MARINE 
RESOURCES, ENVIRONMENTALLY SENSITIVE AREAS, OR 
ARCHAEOLOGICAL OR PALEONTOLOGICAL RESOURCES. 

The proposed development will not adversely affect marine resources, environmentally 
sensitive areas, or archeological or paleontological resources. The sensitive slope 
area adjacent to the project is not being disturbed because the proposed grading for 
this project does not extend beyond the limits of the previously graded areas approved 
as part of the La Jolla Spectrum Planned Industrial Development project. Potential 
impacts to water quality of the adjacent open space areas are being mitigated by 
erosion and drainage features incorporated into the project design. Special lighting 
has been incorporated to minimize light intrusion into the adjacent open space area. 
Potential indirect noise impacts to sensitive species (California gnatcatcher) will be 
mitigated by avoiding grading during the breeding season or by construction of a noise 
barrier during the grading operation, if sensitive species are found to be affected. 

C. THE PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT WILL COMPLY WITH THE 
REQUIREMENTS RELATED TO BIOLOGICALLY SENSITIVE LANDS AND 
SIGNIFICANT PREHISTORIC AND HISTORIC RESOURCES AS SET FORTH 
IN THE RESOURCE PROTECTION ORDINANCE, CHAPTER X, 
SECTION 101.0462 OF THE SAN DIEGO MUNICIPAL CODE, UNLESS BY 
THE TERMS OF THE RESOURCE PROTECTION ORDINANCE, IT IS 
EXEMPTED THEREFROM. 

Pursuant to the terms of the Resource Protection Ordinance, this project, located in the 
Coastal Zone, is exempt from chapter X, Section 101.0462 of the City of San Diego 
Municipal Code. 

D. THE PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT WILL NOT ADVERSELY AFFECT 
RECREATIONAL OR VISITOR-SERVING FACILITIES OR COASTAL SCENIC 
RESOURCES. 

The La Jolla Spectrum Carr America project is located within an existing approved and 
previously graded scientific research business park, and contains no recreational or 
visitor serving facilities or coastal scenic resources. Therefore, the proposed 
development will not adversely affect recreational, visitor-serving facilities or coastal 
scenic resources. 

E. THE PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT WILL BE SITED AND DESIGNED TO 
PREVENT ADVERSE IMPACTS TO ENVIRONMENTALLY SENSITIVE 
HABITATS AND SCENIC RESOURCES LOCATED IN ADJACENT PARKS 
AND RECREATION AREAS, AND WILL PROVIDE ADEQUATE BUFFER 
AREAS TO PROTECT SUCH RESOURCES. 
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The project is not located on or near environmentally sensitive recreation areas, scenic 
resources, or adjacent parks. Open space slopes will not be directly impacted by the 
proposed grading, and potential indirect impacts to the open space slope areas have 
been fully addressed by the site design features, project conditions, and appropriate 
mitigation measures. The proposed development will not alter the natural land forms 
because the proposed grading does not extend beyond the limits of previously graded 
areas. The adjacent steep sensitive slopes are being retained in their natural state. 
Brush management mitigation is accomplished through the use of adequate setbacks 
from the canyon rim which will not cause any impacts to the vegetation on the adjacent 
sensitive slope areas. 

F. THE PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT WILL MINIMIZE THE ALTERATIONS OF 
NATURAL LANDFORMS AND WILL NOT RESULT IN UNDUE RISKS FROM 
GEOLOGIC AND EROSIONAL FORCES ANDIOR FLOOD AND FIRE 
HAZARDS. 

The CarrAmerica project will be developed on previously graded pads approved as 
part of the original Planned Industrial Development permit for the La Jolla Spectrum 
project. The proposed project does not propose additional significant grading. Project 
conditions require erosion control measures and compliance with State Water 
Resources Control Board requirements for discharge of storm water and waste 
discharge. Brush Management practices are required as project conditions and will 
minimize risks from fire hazards. Therefore, the proposed development will not result 
in undue risks from geologic and erosional forces and/or floor and fire hazards. 

G. THE PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT WILL BE VISUALLY COMPATIBLE WITH 
THE CHARACTER OF SURROUNDING AREAS, AND WHERE FEASIBLE, 
WILL RESTORE AND ENHANCE VISUAL QUALITY IN VISUALLY 
DEGRADED AREAS. 

The proposed development will be visually compatible with the character of 
surrounding areas and will enhance the visual quality in visually degraded areas. The 
proposed project includes building height limitations, setbacks from the canyon rim, 
massing, and architectural design features which are similar in character to 
surrounding developments. In addition, the proposed project conforms with the 
development regulations and design guidelines of originally approved La Jolla 
Spectrum Planned Industrial Development Permit, and the underlying SR (Scientific 
Research) zone. 

H. THE PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT WILL CONFORM WITH THE GENERAL 
PLAN, THE LOCAL COASTAL PROGRAM, AND ANY OTHER APPLICABLE 
ADOPTED PLANS AND PROGRAMS. 
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· The Carr America project, which proposes scientific research uses, is located in an 

area designated in the Progress Guide and General Plan, University Community Plan, 
and the North City Local Coastal Program for scientific research uses. The 
Carr America project is consistent with the permitted land uses and development 
regulations of the underlying SR (Scientific Research) zone. 

HILLSIDE REVIEW PERMIT FINDINGS: 

A. THE SITE IS PHYSICALLY SUITABLE FOR THE DESIGN AND SITTING OF 
THE PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT. THE PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT WILL 
RESUL I IN MINIMUM DISTURBANCE OF SENSITIVE AREAS. 

The site is physically suitable for the design and siting of the proposed buildings. The 
proposed project will not result in the disturbance of any undisturbed hillside review 
designated areas. The development will occur totally within previously graded areas 

· on the top of an existing mesa with no encroachment into the sensitive slope areas 
adjacent to the project. 

B. THE GRADING AND EXCAVATION PROPOSED IN CONNECTION WITH THE 
DEVELOPMENT WILL NOT RESUL I IN SOIL EROSION, SILTING OF LOWER 
SLOPES, SLIDE DAMAGE, FLOODING, SEVERE SCARRING OR ANY 
OTHER GEOLOGICAL INSTABILITY WHICH WOULD AFFECT HEALTH, 
SAFETY AND GENERAL WELFARE AS APPROVED BY THE CITY 
ENGINEER. DISTURBED SLOPES ARE PLANTED WITH NATIVE AND SELF 
SUFFICIENT VEGETATION. 

The Carr America project will be developed on previously graded pads approved as 
part of the original Planned Industrial Development permit for the La Jolla Spectrum 
project. The proposed project does not propose additional significant grading. The 
sensitive steep slopes adjacent to the project will not be disturbed. Project conditions 
require erosion control measures and compliance with State Water Resources Control 
Board requirements for discharge of storm water and waste discharge. The project 
design includes detention basins, siltation traps and energy dissipaters in an effort to 
control and reduce drainage impacts. Landscaping and Brush Management practices 
are required as project conditions. The project also implements building setbacks 
which adequately mitigate fire hazards in compliance with the City's Brush 
Management Standards without the need for further impacts to the sensitive 
vegetation. 

C. THE PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT RETAINS THE VISUAL QUALITY OF THE 
SITE, THE AESTHETIC QUALITIES OF THE AREA AND THE 
NEIGHBORHOOD CHARACTERISTICS BY UTILIZING PROPER 
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' STRUCTURAL SCALE AND CHARACTER, VARIED ARCHITECTURAL 
TREATMENTS, AND APPROPRIATE PLANT MATERIAL. 

The Carr America project retains the visual quality of the site and the aesthetic qualities 
of the area by utilizing proper structural bulk and scale, architectural treatments, and 
appropriate landscaping consistent with the previous approval of the planned industrial 
development permit for the La Jolla Spectrum project. 

D. THE PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT IS IN CONFORMANCE WITH THE OPEN 
SPACE ELEMENT OF THE GENERAL PLAN, THE OPEN SPACE AND 
SENSITIVE LAND ELEMENT OF THE COMMUNITY PLAN, ANY OTHER 
ADOPTED APPLICABLE PLAN, AND THE ZONE. THE APPLICANT HAS 
DISCUSSED THE FEASIBILITY OF OPEN SPACE DEDICATIONS OR 
EASEMENTS WITH APPROPRIATE CITY STAFF. 

The Carr America project is consistent with the originally approved La Jolla Spectrum 
planned industrial development permit, which proposes development and designates 
open space areas that are consistent with the Progress Guide and General Plan and 
the University Community Plan. 

E. THE PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT IS IN CONFORMANCE WITH THE 
QUALITATIVE DEVELOPMENT GUIDELINES AND CRITERIA AS SET FORTH 
IN DOCUMENT NO. RR-262129 "HILLSIDE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT 
GUIDELINES". 

The Carr America project proposes development, including brush management, outside 
of the previously undisturbed Hillside Review area and sensitive slope areas, and is in 
conformance with the qualitative development guidelines and criteria of the Hillside 
Design and Development Guidelines. 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that, based on the findings hereinbefore adopted by the 
City Manager, Coastal Development Permit and Hillside Review Permit 96-7939 are 
hereby GRANTED by the City Manager to the referenced Owner/Permittee, in the form, 
exhibits, terms and conditions as set forth in Permit No. 96-7939, a copy of which is 
attached hereto and made a part hereof. 

Mike Westlake 
Development Project Manager 

Adopted on: July 1, 1998 
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. · .. 

STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

ALL-PURPOSE CERTIFICATE .: 

Type/Number of Document: CDP/HRP 96-7939 
Date of Approval: July 1, 1998 

Mike Westlake, Development Project Manager 

On before me, BARBARA J. HUBBARD (Notary Public), personally 
appe d Mi Wes ake, Development Project Manager of Development Services ofthe City of 
San Diego, ersonally known to me to be the person(s) whose name(s) is/are subscribed to the within 
instrument and acknowledged to me that he/she/they executed the same in his/her/their capacity(ies), 
and that by his/her/their signature(s) on the instrument the person(s), or the entity upon behalf of which 
the person(s) acted, executed the instrument. 

WITNESS may hand and official seal 

PERMITTEE{S) SIGNATURE/NOTARIZATION: 

r 
i 
I. (Seal) 

THE UNDERSIGNED PERMITTEE{S), BY EXECUTION THEREOF, AGREES TO EACH AND EVERY 
CONDITION OF PERM! AND PROMISES TO PERFORM EACH AND EVERY OBLIGATION OF 
PERMITTEE(S T ~~ R., 

Signed f/::r Signed ,--------------
Typed Name Dwight• Me=iman Typed Name 

....CAR~RICA REALTY CORPORATION 
STATE OF L.-€/U{_=rr=---"a-<41 .t 

COUNTYOF~eL~~~~~--~~ 

On I !9 cP b~fore me, arne of Notary Public) 
personally a eared , personally know to me 
(or proved to me on the basis of s tisfactory evidence) to be the person(s) whose name{s) is/are 
subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged to me that he/she/they executed the same in 
his/her/their authorized capacity(ies) ,and that by his/her/their signature{s) on the instrument the 
person(s), or the entity upon behalf of which the person(s) acted, executed the instrument. 

WITNESS my hand and official seal. 
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Hearing Officer: 

Recording Secretary: 

Deadline for Appeal: 

CITY OF SAN DIEGO 
DEVELOPMENT SERVICES 

HEARING OFFICER HEARING 
202 C STREET, COUNCIL CHAMBERS 

MINUTES 
JULY 1, 1998 
8:30 ITEMS 

Gene Lathrop 

Beverly Allen 

July 16, 1998, 5:00p.m. 

Request for Continuances: One 

ATTACHMENT 9 

Gene Lathrop gave the hearing and appeal processes and introduced the items on the agenda 

ITEM 2 EIR ADDENDUM 
ACTION: CERTIFIED 
ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNER: 
PROJECT NUMBER: 
PROJECT NAME: 
PROJECT MANAGER 
RECOMMENDATION: 
ACTION: 

Reso. #D-728 
MYRA HERRMANN 
96-7939 
CARRAMERICA 
MIKE WESTLAKE 
APPROVAL 
APPROVED ON CONSENT, Reso. #D-729 

An application for a Coastal Development Permit and a Hillside Review Permit to 
develop "156,820 square-feet of scientific research uses within two buildings on a 
previously graded 14.2-acre site. The subject property is located at 3115·3215 
Merryfield Row within the University Community Planning Area. 

SPEAKER SLIPS IN FAVOR 

MARK ROWSON, Latitude 33, 4180 La Jolla Village Drive, #330 

PATRICIA RUSSELL, Carr America, 3611 Harbor Boulevard, Suite 230, Costa Mesa 

RUSSELL REX, 2827 Presidio Drive 

I:\ALLIALLENBEV\MINUTESIDS\967939M.wpd 



• DIVERSITY 
-16>11.~ 

THE CITY OF SAN DIEGO 

December 3, 1998 

Michael B. Wilkes 
Delawie, Wilkes, Rodrigues, Barker & Bretton 
2827 Presidio Drive 
San Diego, CA 92110 

Dear Mr. Wilkes: 

ATTACHMENT 9 

SUBJECT: Substantial Confonnance Review approval for Coastal Development 
Permit No. 96-7939 - CarrAmerica at La Jolla Spectrum. 

City staff has completed its review and has approved your request for Substantial 
Conformance Review (SCR) for the Carr America at La Jolla Spectrum project - Coastal 
Development Permit No. 96-7939. This approved SCR applies to Building A, Lots 9 
and 10 of the previously approved Carr America project, and will allow Novartis to 
incorporate the following minor modifications: 

1. The addition of one greenhouse to be constructed'above the previously 
approved but enlarged mechanical equipment b!Jil~ing . 

.. 
2. The addition of a cooling tower to be constructed in the parking lot of Building A. 

The cooling tower will be fully landscaped around the perimeter. Eliminated 
parking spaces will be relocated to the area previously designated as a 
basketball court. 

3. The addition of an emergency generator to be located adjacent to the trash 
enclosure. The trash enclosure will be reconfigured. 

The addition of the greenhouse, cooling tower and emergency generator will not affect 
the total amount of square footage allowed for the project. The cooling tower is open to 
the sky and does not count as gross floor area. The emergency generator is equipment 
only and also does not count as gross floor area. The University Community Plan 
(page 179) allows, and City staff has approved in the past, square footage exclusions 
for mechanical rooms, elevator shafts, etc. For the CarrAmerica building A, there is a 
total of 4, 791 square feet of mechanical and equipment rooms, which is significantly 
greater than the square-footage proposed for the greenhouse . 

Development Services 
1122 First Avenue, MS 302 • Son Oiego, CA 92101-4153 

Tei(619) 533-5931 foK(619) 533·5924 



ATTACHMENT 9 
.. :··. 

In terms of parking and traffic, all lost parking spaces will be replaced, and the 
CarrAmerica project was approved with a 157 parking space surplus. In addition, the 
added greenhouse and cooling tower will have essentially no effect on the traffic· 
generated by the project. Neither the greenhouse or cooling tower are conditioned for 
human occupancy, are not habitable, and are not likely to cause a traffic increase. In 
fact, locating the greenhouse on site may reduce the total number of trips. Normally, 
staff would be required to shuttle back and forth between the on-site labs and an off-site 
greenhouse. 

If you have any questions or need additional assistance, please do not hesitate to 
contact me at 236-7769. 

Sincerely: 

Mike Westlake · 
Development Project Manager 

Attachments: Original letter dated November 25, 1998, requesting SCR. 
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PROJECT DATA SHEET 
PROJECT NAME: Spectrum I & 2/La Jolla Spectrum; Project No. 383639 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: Demolition of an existing building and parking structure, and to construct a 
two-story research and development buildiog and a four-level parkiog 
structure site located at 3013-3033 Science Park Road; and a lot line 
adjustment of 12,796 square feet from the property located at 3115-3215 
Merryfield Row. 

COMMUNITY PLAN University 
AREA: 

DISCRETIONARY Coastal Development Permit (CDP) & Site Development Permit (SDP) for the 
ACTIONS: Spectrum I & 2, and CDP & SDP for La Jolla Spectrum 

COMMUNITY PLAN LAND Industrial 
USE DESIGNATION: 

ZONING INFORMATION: 

ZONE: IP-1-1 

HEIGHT LIMIT: 30-foot (Coastal Height Limitation Overlay Zone) 

LOT SIZE: 40,000 square feet 

FLOOR AREA RATIO: 2.0 

LOT COVERAGE: NA 

FRONT SETBACK: 20-foot (min.) and 25-foot (std.) 

SIDE SETBACK: 15-foot 

STREETSIDE SETBACK: NA 

REAR SETBACK: 25-foot 

PARKING: 430 required (504 parking spaces provided) 

ADJACENT PROPERTIES: LAND USE DESIGNATION & EXISTING LAND USE 
ZONE 

NORTH: Industrial; IP-1-1 Research and Development 

SOUTH: Industrial; IP-1-1 Research and Development 

EAST: Industrial; IP-1-1 Research and Development 

WEST: Industrial; IP-1-1 Research and Development 

DEVIATIONS OR None. 
VARIANCES REQUESTED: 

COMMUNITY PLANNING On February 10,2015, the University Community Planniog Group voted 14-
GROUP 0-2 to recommend approval of the project. 
RECOMMENDATION: 
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lliS ""<lJEr.T "'LL I:CW'L~ WITH OHE USG!IC RUIUiqrJ<Offi; F00 I. LEEn 
Sl!..\IER >«U"" <)10 """"'· L<O~ Cfl!lliTS (JNOE!O. C<lr!SPEAATIG" AT 11-IS POim 
/IRI': THO FOU."""'O (1101E m<<L ""'~"' "-'Y \'ER'I" ""-10~ Q~ ~·"~" 
OCYELO,.,ENT, EUT o; 00 ,.,...,- F"Oil'J<:E CO::SS THAN "- L.Em 5'-"" M~NC) 

S\lSTAI....SlEWE5. 
cot<STiWCTION M::wm' ?ow.tnO~ ?l<E'J£1{1'<lN - l"'ffiE'Q l 

~SELECTION 
a..cTTI!tJ.Am.:~•lln~ 
c. •LTD!IIATlV£ TIU.i-ISI'OP111Timl - SICY\:LE ST<mAGE 
0. ALTEfiNIITM: T~All0~ - LOW EMITllOO FUEl 'IEHICLE!I 
E. ~Lm<tiA.,.,.. "ffims?O•(A.TIOM - "-"U<NO <W'Am'i 
F. "'-'' l!ilAN!l J;:J:FE<IT - NOk-~OOF 
:;;. HW ISL.'-10;) EFFECT - "Ctlf 
H. lW.ONT OE:lW" NW OONSl>tUflllot-1 <l"I~"-INE:S 

2. ><11ER EffiCIENC>' 
"'-'"'" LISE liEOUCTION • ""'"'eq 1 

~El<EFIICIEfl[lfNO""""t 
a.W<.miL&»EoU~ = 

:l. I'I!El>G'r ANt> A"IWll'F'HEl<E 
""'-"-"'l'S 
). F'-'N"""""AL CDIO,.!iSIO.~'"" 0> lHE ..._,UliNG EN....,.,. S'<S1'tl4S 
(ALSO A (OOL GREE" "EiJUI~EJOEJ-IfJ 
2, I>OINI~U~ <NERCY >'E'!1F'O!IWI->Ci; 
3, """rw.<£1<T"- """'IGERN<T """""".,"" = A.OPTI"'IZEE~i'F.:RF'()l!W>JCt-'<11 

~: ~~~-~~~~"""""£- ,.,.. 
o. E-"fi>NOOJ iiEFR!CiEHANT ~~~ENT 

•- """"' PO'II'" 

PROPOSED OVERALL SITE PLAN 

PltOP<>IED 
'lli'OC'Tl!\R,\ T 

PROI'OSED PARKING 
STRUCTURE - 4 LEVELS 

SEEDWGA2.1 &A2.2FOR 
FLOOR PlANS 

3013 SOENCE f'AAK ROAD 
2-STORY BUILDING 

63,.000 S.F. 

'o<~<.-><..:---,~--<--0 

;-1! "--'''·"- .. 

-1. WITE!HAI.S-"R(!lGU= 
sr<>R'-<JE ~ Cnu..EC'll<:t< REL'<CLA!Il-"S - PR""«l ' 

= A mmsrnlu:TIO!I W...'n'f.: ~<><;<()I:~Olf - II>C'f HE=LE~ Of< SI.Lw.rlE • 
fl. COI>JS""l>:;TIOI! 'IWlTE """-""'~""' - 7!!~ R<=LEO 01< ~ACVAOE 
C. REC'ICLE!J C0NTE>IT - !IDo: OF CCNlHiT 
u. RE"""'-EO C<J>lTM - om< OF tm<TD1T 
£. Rml(lML """'""L~ - 1CO: """"""'- IAAT'"C"'-S 
F'. RffiCtlAL ""'-TO'iiALS - 21l:O: REGIONAL "'-lER"'-.S 
G, CS<I'F'IW wooO 

5. INDOOR EWI'I~""~""'AC qu.o,LITY. 
""""'~·s 1. JiiNI~U~ IIIDOOR AIR OLJALil'f ~El<FU~>WICE 
2. <'WI'"'....em"'- T!lao= S"""E (El>) <:ONmOI. 

i"~OR AIR IIONimll<NC 
~- "'O~WE!> \IENTII.AUON 
C. CO""'IItJC11C!f' INOOM AI~ <l\J>J.ITY ~""-"'N"'1' - <lWRiNC ~UCnON 
0. lOW E'<ITIII-IG "'-lEI!W.S - AOHESr;ES f>HiJ SE>UI!TS 
E. LOW EllrmNo W.TD'!IALS - PAINT ,._.D ro.W-= 
r. LOW E~m-1"" "'-1E""'L5 - FLOO!IIN~ SYS'T(VS 
G. LCW EIIITTINO ""ITI!JAlS - CO~PO.IITE '11000 M>ll AG;!lr~B~;R l'!«lOUCT5 
H. TENANT 0ESJC,H Nt£J CO""f'llJCllO>I CUWW"E5 

~' mNOVAUON IN OESil>< PR=s5 

~ -"'~RrniT"' PROFl'S<toNAL 

""'""""'-""'Of<"" 
~SELEC"OON 
!!. QkSfT( RE!iE\Woll\( E"[ru;Y 

1.J FOO ENLARGED SITE PL<.N 

BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES 

1 """'" ID 1111: l;s'JA""" OF "'" CONST"'-"CllO~ PEJ'<f,fJ, 
THE 0"•>'£11/FEl<~ITTE!; ''H"ll INDOIU"O"-"It ioJ(l" C""'"""CliON 
•CST """-~"'"""""' PAACT= NEC!:SS.'FI\" J"0 C0""l.< ~rrH 
C>W'"!Sl 1<; .-<A:TIC\..E :., r.r.rn10~ 1 (GRMliN9 "EJJUU\TIDNS) 
rA' THE ""fNICIPAL <XlOE:. J>m) TH( C.0"'1~l)I;!KlN Ol.ONS <;II< 
SPECIRo.<JlOIIS 

WATER & SEWER DEVELOPMENT 

'· I'Rll;~ ltl THE JSS\Wi<:E OF Ntr OOII!II"C PB>IIIlS, THE 
mi'<EI!/I'ER~ITTEE SH'LL A>M_Y ffi~ A PLLJ .... NG PCRr.T F"O" 
!HE II<ST"-L.<llON OF -"""""""'T[ """'-'"TE OACK l'l1l\\" 
I'!!C, .. NTIDtl """'OS. QN <AC" 1"/ATER 1'1>1''"" (OOJ<E:IDCE. 
FIRE, f< I!IIO..._TI!l:'l), I~ A """'1;!1 SloYISFACTOf!T 10 1>oE 
OII'ECTO~ Of" ?W!IUC '-'llLITIES >llD nE Cm' rnG!NEE:I'. BF>'O'S 
SHMJ. BE LDC>.Te:l IIOO">'E G~OOND Dtl eR ... ATE ~OPElm", IN 
UNE WITH lHE 5EIMCE -"'" IW"<lliAI'tLY A:W.Cti<T 10 "II<E 
"'"" OF ,..y_ rne: P.U.D. "'"- N<>r ~'"'"' TIE ~EQ"J"'m 
nf"l'tiS TO "E ~.<>;:ATE::> aao-.Y QWIOC OR -.ITHW THE 
SlilllCTURE. 

2. """"' rn 1>oE I~ OF AAY "'-'WINC ""'"""' THE 
""'"""/""'~'nEE "f-l'li =me:. "" re:""'T !-1'0 aoNn, ,.;: 
om.~ Am> <::J'f!n"R~ <$1 ""- ouauc WAlER MD ~EWE!l 
F/.ClJTIES .'.RE TO BO IN ,.,.;;OORQJ..~OE 'I'll! ..-r""'-IS>lE\l 
<;:J<;IIJM 01 THE ><CSI CUFOO:NT em PF' """ t;llffiQ '"'"IE~ 
MOl: SEWEll (>ESI<;~ G\JIQ~ 

J. A.I.L PUBI.JC 1'/ATIJ! A'«) 50WCI! F'N)IU'!1F;s ARE T<i 80 .. 
"-"""""""'" WllH 11-1:: E;T,;,LISHEO C""UM IN THE ~= 
'-"-"'REt<r Crrt <:lf >-'-'1 DIEGO ""11:1< ANO ~EWER 0"'<;1'1 (llJ<lE~. 

<. A.I.L PR<lf'C'SEl> ""rv>l£ <lAID!""" SEWEJ< FACI.ITIE5 
l.OC<\TEll 1'/ITJjJ. A "'"GlE LOT AHE TO OC OOSI~~Ell TO ~aT 
lllt REQU~E-TS QF THE CIIUF!)f!N'-. iM1Fl:llll.l Pl.VMRI~~ COD< 
Nm \IOU. ~· ~!:\IIE>o€0 >'S PARI <lF THE ElJJL1l"'G PER"'rT >'lP.N 
CIJECI<-

0, !fll T!'!<;!l Oil SH"'-""' Ul;IRJ1NQ lHI<EE FEE:T 1M HEIGHT !if 
'"'-TU!O!Y SK-ti BE NST!U!ll 'IOT!HIN TEN FEET OF' .m SEWER 
FJ-.CIUn~ """ FriE FEE:T CF' - WAW< rAOU'!1ES. 

6. f'II!OR TO THE ISSLJAiiCE Of M« t>JilPI-'IG er~~J,~ITS. THE 
<WINER/PERIJITTEE SH<l.L ""'UR£, aY f'£'1MIT me OONil. ro 
C".l' ("'IANOON) ft,T THO <ROPOFI'!Y Cl"[ mr >;XI!nlH<l ll>IU:lEO 
SE'HE.\0 L.<ro<'l. ~"" INSI>J.L >I£W se:wrn L-"TEAAI.< WHIO>l 
..usT BE UlC',TEf.> OU"ffi!OE OF A1'<1' ~IEWAY OR >'EHICUIAA 
USEAAEA. 

7. ""'"" TO M;. ISS-"N<;E <$ Am li<JILDIN~ e""""'. THE 
OW><ER/PERWnTEe: Sl--l.'il """"''"· a-r """""' ..., ao,..,, m 
~ruove: (Kl.!.} AT THE ""'~ .wr EX!SJlJ-IIl LJt;LJSfll """"" 
SERI<ICE 

MOS MIRAMAR ClUP REQUIREMENTS 

It() SU!<SI"A"CES Will 11£ RnfAA~P 'NYO THO »<. 
ltiJR ELEOTRO~iiCNE:TIC EJ.iiSSIONS~ 0" UGHT 
·~I..SI'l!IS TH,.,- WIU. .....,--.,;:r -'J"""'-!T "" Got>.!'<!) 
INS!RU~EI-,TAUG!< 

THO: {)()kST"'>Cl'ION ,>S:>e:~a.JE:i. OF THE >HEll. 
BUILl>!...- »W.l aE: SIICH OOT If..: 'OC<lCR OOI!ll: 
'-"""-" ATT>Ul\JTA!JLE 10 ll-11: """"-""' OPEF!1,11Qh~ 
oF ""-'5 "'""'-"" ""-'l.l. ""' orCEID -me: >EVa 
IMlCMl'D I~ lHE CO~•'RECE""W!: '-""' USE: "'-""· 

COASTAL HEIGHT 
REQUIREMENT NOTES 

~e:E SHW A<. 1 I'Oll GR'<lE >llW.rJO"S. t!VILOINO 
rn:.oTIO><>, HIO!l >ol..-r 01' ~MD{. LOW f"'mT c>F' 
GAA>,l!:, <t. S<CTIOI< OI!>WIOGS TH" O"'IO..,...,Te: --· ENGINEERING NOTES 

'· ""O:li;liN~ """"""""" 2. SI'E SH!;[T C~ To<! ""''-"'~C ~ PROPOSE~ UTlLITJES. 
3. SU SHEEr M-.G FOR SITE SECTIONS 
4, S£ESHEOC"Zf">!il0f'OFWAU."""ooml~OF 

"-'U El(\'ATIDNS f<l~ SITE •ETAJ"INO W'-ll.S, 

SITE LIGHTING NOTES 
SITI; LIQH11NG ru ~t (li~'-'TEO 011 1'/iiEWUl TO 
!'REVE!fT LIGHT FT1C:.; <1!011"<: OFF' TIE. !'A£~1>E:S. 

ENVIRONMENTAL NOTES 
3EE $10l!lGY !m'!l!!T IN ;>teO. ~~"T>I.. 

~- STOR-~ lll'"'->FJ' ""'" ;JE CC'<lWLWJ POl! TrlO 
CMC PRA\\O!IG:S c:l -" C' \11TH T>!< JIOWO!EC Sii<'P~ 

WHI~H 1'1<:~ SE!.'T MA~ i'AACDCES I>NO 
THO "'lTICE: Cf' N'fOO Tll li-E ST~...- IIDJIO"'-'
WATER QU-IUIY ca•TROL SON!O. 

DISABLED ACCESS NOTES 
"-"F<.'I'fOSITEI'IJI><owtlAUFOflcJ..o!,'EST 
PUE>!J(: TFW-<SPililT~llm< :mJP 

ATTACHMENT 11 

3013- 3003 SCIENCE PARI: JIOIJl & 
3115.3215 MER.RYFIELO ROW 

&4N OIEGO, CA 92121 

SOP I COP SUBMITTAL 

RfVISION8: ------

bMSON7: _____ _ 

IIEYISIOH6: _____ _ 

REVISION 5; ______ _ 

~s~~------

lEVISlON3: ----"'"'/'"''/''"""' 

REVISION 2: ----"'"'/"""!''"""' 
REVISION t: ----~'•'1""'/~'"C"' 
ORIGUW.OATE: 

i o b no.: 

DEPNO. 

PROPOSED 
OVERALL SITE PLAN 

Al.l 
5HEH 6 OF ___ill_ 



---

DEMOLITION SITE PLAN 
1" 30' 0" 

L 

EXISTING 
"SPECTRUM 1' 

3033 SCIENCE PARK ROAD 
3-STORY BUILDING 

(NO CHANGE) 

' ' I 
' I 
I 

' I 
~... ... - ----------- -""1-- -- ·~ --·- ·----·-

/ 
0-' 

3013 SCIENCE PARK ROAD 
3-STORY BUILDING 
TO BE DEMOLISHED 

IN ITS ENTIRETY 

/'- -/:~'1 r: ~~fs~~:;] \g , . 1 

EXISTING 
'BUILDING A" 

3115 MERRYFIELD ROW 
2-STORY BUILDING 

(NO CHANGE) 

KEYNOTES 
0 Ll~l! OF WORK LINE 

0 ~=~ ::~: L::.:~;-r.~:~f<ilS, l.ISHTI,.;, P\1\tillll~ TO ilE 

0 UNE Of C<iSTING il\JILOI>IO TO iJE D£1o'OLISH0 

0 El'ISTING CU~B & PAR~IN<l STMLS TO RE"""" 

0 I):ISTI><!l PLR.\, 00 CHANCE 

0 OIISTI>t<> ~1'1: H\'1;1ll\"f 

0 O:ISTI,_. EIO ~EIE>IllOI< BASI~ TO O>EM>JN 

0 EXISTIOO Cll<\'00 TO RI:WJN 

0 EXISTI"G CONCRI:IE W4U..S & >&XOONED PW!lE!lS (NO ~!WN>E) 

<53> FJ(I!:Tl!IG TlWJSftii'IMER, EfiCUlSJ"". & TlltL.US W .,.,..,~ 

<S> !;;<IS!l,_, J.IE';)Ii'/'II.JAL ENCLOSURE 1< E'lii""E,.,- TO "f::IAIN 

<13> O:ISTIIIC nm: ~ PlAt<TER 10 aE llE~•Ul 

<D> f:XlSllN:l snE \ITIUTr TO ~D&<J~ 

<8> D:iS1l'<l WE LIGHTING TO !IE ~EWlVI"C 

1.3> !;Xl$11NG R£!,<,1WNC I'«Ll. W 2E 'lEM<lV!'ll 

<$> msn>JG n~E >I1'0fW<; TO FJE l<n!OV<n 

~ ~ E><CLOSURE,j, UllJTIE:::TO OE"E\!0\IED 

<G> EXISB<G MII'E &; IW.<PS ID aE ~EJ<O'VED/RELOCATEO/I'OOmE!) TO 

II.OOOI.<MOOA.TE ~E"' A..~E;S!l TO !'fi<Jl'(>S[!) FW<KIOO SlRUC'ItJPE 

1P Ul£ OF O<IS~G f'ROPCR'N UkE 1'0 !!£ RELOOATEO 

<&- U>£ OF "*li'OSm ~RoPBm' IJI<E IIOJ\JSTI"EI<T 

<& [;liSTING SIDEMLK ro IID<'JII 

43> EXISTINg TREJ: 10 R""""' 

~ [;liSTING SITE WN..L TI.l I<EMI\IM 

<S> D<ISTIN~ 51TE ST.oR!5 TO !<ErJAI< 

~ C<ISIING CO!iei\I:IE Sf_o\115 TO RE~o\I'J 

~ D!ISTI!OG PLMTERS AN& S~AGE TO EE REWOVEC 

qp O:ISTI«<l PEDESllMN PATH TO BE f<E-CONRCliRE!J TO W..TCIJ JJOW Cf'AD.S 

<'@> ~~::~/=:L.t~'!m!OI'ED .._ ~E~Ol WIT>< Cl.J~B, <IUTTil1. I< 

~·ATTACHMENT 11 

lll..lllll 
DGA planning J ~ J interiors 

3013 -J033SCIENCE PARK ROAD & 
311:i- 3215MEAAYFIELO ROW 

S".N OIEGO, CA 92121 

SOP I COP SUBMm AL 

Rf\IISIONS. -----

lEVISION7: -----

~SION6: -----

REVISIONS; ------

REVISION ... ------

llEVISION 3: ----"'"';,oo,/~M""" 

IEVISION2: ----"'"'12'"'1·1~'"'!'" 

Rf\IISIONl: ----2"'•/>o•UIM''"''' 
ORIGINAL DATE: OB/07/1014 

1 ~ a I e : 

i o b no.: 14!71 

DEPNO. 

DEMOliTION SITE PLAN 

Al.2 
SHEET __]_ OF ~ 



L 

I 
L 

EXISTING 
"SPECTRUM 1" 

3033 SCIENCE PARK ROAD 
3-STORY BUILDING 

• 

---:;;:-;c• • 

-\''';~'~' ~~ 
' ' 

\ 
' ' 

\ 
' ' 

\ 
' ' I SrTE PIAN 

j" - Jo· o· 

SCIENCE PP,._RK ROAO 
"'J' WI2E P"~LIC mcKT UF WAY 

/ 
EXISTING · / • • 

"BUILDINGA" ,/ . 
3115 MERRYFIELD ROW . /' 

2"STORY BUILDING ,/ 

' 

\ 

0 >;Xl..-rl'lll"-''ZJ..>IDCH"""" 

0 l:~l"TI'm ~lit t-MlR.I<T 

0 C<IOWC ;!!(} ~ETENTIO!l S>.SI~ 

<9 El<1STOIG GHf'!QN 

0 Oil~n <X>I<CPETE WAlLS ~ >SMIOONED PLAivTH; 

<!}> <xm~c ll'<o\l<lli'O~"'E!!, Et.a.OScJRE, & TREWS 

<fY ~NC UOCHfflc.<l. ENCL<lSURE '1: EQ'JIPUThT TO PEW~~ 

<!} f'il':'IP<l~CI T~....SFO~EJl LOcATIO!< 

1} E.X!STINO SrrE \1!1Urt rtl •tw.IN 

<&> >'RCPOS£\l F"l~ ""lli!.OW LOCJ\OO?l 

<8> DliSTI"'l P~YEll ORM;W<¥ 

~ .-tte~LCt:IJRBAA\1~ 

1$> PR0"0SEll 2ERO C!Jil6 

~ ~ROPOilE!l SURFACE PAAKII<G STo'I.L. e• o• < 1a'-O" 

49> LINI;' OF" f'l!O'O!a:O ~PERT!' Ui<E /ollJ"S~Oi'if 

<V DUSTNC 5~ 1U RE>.W~ 

~ P-osrn crutCP;m: ~~~Ew.-J.~ 

<& EX!STI'lG ~rrE liW--L T(l R"WJN 

1Y ~n>OG SrTE !JTI>JI!S TO I<EWIN 

<@> 1\CCOS:>tBI.E PAA~I..C STALL 

1? I'RilPOSCl p,o_,..O (lffi\'EII!AT Prn CIVIL 

-€!> NGT l.lst:D 

~ ~M~INO Sl'RUCTU~E E~TI'!Y - AT PAA~IN~ L[V[L 2 

~ :::;:: 7:;o~UTATE aAQlmG UF WC~ 
~ UN< VCNOTO .O.CC015161J': e~m< OF """""-

0 PROPQSCll PCCESSIBLE SITE -~ 

~ ~ROPOSE!l Pl>ZII WITH OECCAATNE; PA\11!11': 

~ eR(!POSEll PAi!.'.U.EJ. f'ARKII<~ STALL. e•---o• • 2~•-o• 

<$> Oi<ISTl'YG PAVIW ORIIIEli!A~ 1<100 WRil Hl -

~ Pl!O!'OSE:l TR.SH it ~Ecn:u~r. E'O:L.OSlmE 

<8> "'I(Jf'QSEll S'TGf!M rnt<IN f'Ell CI'IIL 

~ "''<lf'ClSfll >liE STAMS 

~ l'fl{l?QSED SlEJ'PEil SE.<T .. IJ.j_'i 

~ CIJRB. GlliTIR. & SIOEWNJ( ;!<fLL ?E!I. CM_ wtlE!lE fX.'11~G 
Qfl:MW<T'W.S6""11~ 

<§> ~EFIME EX?.>IIf<G 01%-EY/AY-.'lOlE:\1"1.!< nt"NSmOO<S TO C()jjPlY V>1TH 
CUOII(NT CJIY OF ..._., DIEGO SIAA!WIDS. SEE CMl 0WGS 

<9> ~E~!A(:f'; =1ll«l GU!l;il ~Ala' TO <Z~Pl.Y \\ffil CUR~FJ<T CllY Of 

SA!< ClEW ,;-rMIJ#I~ OIITH lRI.ii'CAlED OOVES. 500 CML 01\GS. 

ATTACHMENT 11 

419.685.3990 
f-419.60!\.Ml77 

!OOaulmtEET 650.~1660 
MO\.ItfTAjNVIEW,CA ~ F-650.9.ul.l670 

:101 fLliB!rST_3111lfl.OOit 415 • .Q7.2700 
u.NfiW.ICIK.O,CA "133 f~lS..077.7710 

3013-3033 SCIENCE PARK R:OAO & 
3115.3215 MER!M'IEI.O RCNI 

SAN DIEGO, CA 92121 

SOP I COP SUBMJTT AL 

REVI:SION 8: 

REVISION7: 

JlfVISION IS: 

iEVISION5: 

REVISION4: 

REVISION 3: <ll/0~/201.'; 

REVISION 2: 11/17/:'014 

REVISION 1: VH/lG/2014 

ORIGINAL Oo\TE: OB/07/:<014 

I C Q l I! : 

i Q b no.: 14171 

DEPNO. 

SITE PIAN 

Al.3 
SHEET ____§____ OF __ll_ 
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~11""'>'\./llUC 
e~osror 

EXISTING 
"SPEc:fJ'UM 1' 

3033 SC!ENCEPARK ROAD 
3-STORYBUilDING 

SITE PlAN 

GROUND LADDER DETAIL ~ LJ!.ooER cLEAA"ANCi 

l~"'o-

EXISTING 
•Bl.JJLDINGA" 

31.15 MERRYFIElD ROW . 
2,STORY.BUILDING // 

'-' , : , _- •c-: .,·/ "": - ·- , - - -·, 

\ 

, o;, ·XI~~~>:_; f¥RY."<G :,!'" I"•Y")J!S i'~'l'i;,, ~G!1""'· _-",A"'''d' 

·"·-~<">ra wJN~ ""( , ,,.,_. .' .·r "'~"" 

;'~, '·"'-'"'"a ;;:,«r ~ ~'"''~"" ·.'::> 

·-3-> '·""'""" "'--v>. ~~ ·:~M¥rr. 

<v- '~""'*' CA1-/"("< 

<.;) r~'~"''r, r.o~r.m-::r: f'l-''"'-" 

1J C''W~W "lAIIW"'.'~~UI, ~-•::_::,!$'~~(. ,<_ 1i<!;'-'-1i> 

(} fY:'l'ffi<C e-m:; u~"!Y ~c "'""'~ 

--8• f'-l:O'CGffi f''oit Hfl!Nf1 L!l(."ll:ll< 

d':''f' £>CSt,o.:; 0-'"18) c;,.""'4:'~t.< 

0 ""'""~'>l.1) :<:1*> GIM-' 

,-;P Oll<)l>()n~1> ~~m .. ~·o.n• c<Jrm 

<1? e-"'ll: <.rc e~orozc~ "'"':li"Oll't '-'''" >$."-'~'''""T 

{> '·"'= '"''-~ "~·-~ 
~ f'XlPW:irn c~"""g ~,pc,.-,.___~ 

·:f:'> f;tr.>•;K; O•'r< """-'- <O ~0-~ 

¢0 !:>i~S'JM.; O•tt S'~Tifi !o R!;W.fl< 

<§:> "'C~li!U: !I'R.~Il\ '!1"-\ 

<§,> ;o~w ~mm Oo">.l'i.WAr "'~ :1\1<1. 

17 O~Kl~G c:iTllt!l:'lmt: (:N!R" iW.W A~ "'-ft><IN(l !.!).'tc 1 

{9 '""'"-'''" 'lffil.,-;~"lf fN""" !!f;Wf' <C ,,"-""'"" '"'~ 

q.}O """"'Na S1PlK'i"" o:mm- ~''"" ~~ "'""'IN'; '-<"~!C.. 4 

<§? l!lft ~('Y-)11.'$ "-\."CE.%;6\E p,.,-,; '-" I'M\-1l 

<Z? ~_, M:::(!<l<;(i;.O ~llO "'liP 
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All I.AIIOOCAPE /IREAS WILL BE IRRIGATED WITH A PERMANENT. AIJTOIAATIC, 
BHOW-GRAIJE IRRIGA-TION SYSTEM, E<CEF'i" FOR \.ANDSCAPE AAEAS WITiiiN BRUSH 
MAW.GEMENTZONE Z I'MICH Willa£ IRR!GI\TEO'MTH A 'ffii,IP<JRARYIRf!JG.O,nON 
SYSTEM ALL RF.QIJIREOIRRIGATION SYSTEMS SHALL MEET "THE REOVIREME!iT$ OFlHE': 
Cl'rY OF SO,N DIEOOS LANDSCAPE ROOUI.ATIONS. SECT!ON 14Z.0403"-

REVEGETATION NOTE: 
AU.. GRADED, Ci!ITURBED OR EROOEO AI\E.'AS n;A.TWIU HOT BE PERMANENTlY PAVED 
OR COVERED BY STRUCTURES S>W.L BE PERMANENT!. Y R<NEGET ATED NolO !I'!RIGATEO 
PER THE Ri:OUiREMENTS Of THE CITY Of SAN OtEGO'S I.A!i!OSCAPE REGULATIONS. 
SECTION 142 0411 AND IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE STANOAROS !N THE LAIID 
OEVELOPME~ MANUAL 

I.AND&CAI'I! MAINTI'NA.NC:li' NOll:: 
LONG TERM MAINTENANCE Of THE PROPEJ!TY1l LJ\NOSCAPE Will llE PROV!OED BY TKE 
OWNER. 

STREET TREE CALCULATION: 

TOTAl STllEET FRONTAGE ~67S l,F 

STREET TREES REQUIRED AT 
1ll'IEEPER30LF'-23 

STREETTREES PROV1DED ~ 23 
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BRUSH MANAGEMENT NOTES 

DESIGN >.1ETHOD 

THE BfWSH MANAGEMENT ZONES DEVELO!'ED FOR THIS SITE WERE l!ASEDON THE INFORMAllON 
PROVIDI':O IN CITY OF SAN DIEGO MUI>IICIPAL CODE SECTION 14l041:,AS THEY APPLY TO AN EJHSTII'IG 
DEVElOPMENT TWIT 15 ADJA<;;ENT TO AATlVEOR NATLIRAUZEDVSGETA.T!ON. THE Wf[)TH OF ZO.~E 
ONE WAS fi$TABUSf*:D AT35' AS Rl':OUIR~D SYTABlE M:I-04H I SEE SEI.OW), EXC£PT WHERE 
TOPOGRAPHY MIDI OR ~XISTI!IIG CONO!TlONS REOUI!'tEO A MODIFIED \llllOTI\ PURSUANT TO SECTION 
1•2--04(1\ IN THfSE AREAS. ZONE ONE EXTENDS FROMTf.IE FActE Of THE 8CtSTtOIG STRUCTURE TO 
ThE TO~ 01' THEAOJACE!NT SLOf'E. WHICH'MLL BE MITIGATED BY ENHANCED STRIJCTVRAL FIRE 
RESJSTIVHl' IN THE FORM OF OUAL-GLAlED TEMPERED GlASS AND ONE-HOUR RI.TED WAlLS. IN 
OOOER TO PROVIDE SllFFICIEI>ITPEFEHSIBLE SPACE, MINIMIZE IMPA.CTS TO mE UNIJ1SfURSED 
NAT1JRALIZED VEGETAllON Af.IO PROMOTE THE PUBUC HEALTH SAFETY AND WE <.FARE OF Am 
PERSON WORKING IN TH!i AR~ Tli~ WIOTHOFZQNE TWO WM; ESTASliSHED AT 100' Ff'OM Tl-tE 
EDGE OF THE STRUCTURES, OR TOT KG EDGE OFTH~ EXIS't1NG CANYON. WH~R~ AtlYDISTIJFIBANCE: 
TO THE EXISTING NATIVE OR NATURALIZED VEGETATION COUlD S€ DETRIMENTAl TOT HE STA£11Lil'r 
OF THE EXI STlNG GEOlOGY. 

TASU! 1•2-<141'< 
BRUSH MMIA.::lew>NTZOIIe WIDTH ~QUI!I;EMEI'ITS 

CRITERIA ZONE WIDTH REQUIRED MODIFIED ZON6l'JIDTH PROVIDED 

ZONE ONE 'MOTH 35FT VARI!<SFRQM16FT -35FT 

ZONEn'VOWIOTl-1 VARIES FROM 6FT.· 55FT 

ZONE ONE" REQUIREMENTS 

THE REial!IREO lONE ONEWIIJTH SHAlL aE Pi!OVOEtl BE '!WEEN NATIVE OR NATIJRALIZED 
veaeTA't1-0N AND ANY STRUCTIJRE AND SHAlL BE MEASURED fROM THE EXTERIOR OF THE 
STRUCTURE TO THEVErJHATlON 
ZONE ONE SHAlL CONTAIN NO HABITABLE STRUCTURES. STRUCTURES THAT ARE DIRECTLY 
ATTACl'EDTO KABITABIE STRUCTURES. OR OTH<:Il COMi:IUSTIBI.Il CONSTRUCTION THAT 
PROVI!lES A MEA»S Fort TR.A»SMIITINO FIRETCTHE KASITAJ.!tE MIO NCfl.ilA!ltTABLE GAZESCS 
THAT ARE LOCATED WITHIN Sf!USH MANAGEMENT ZONE ONE SHALl BE OF NONCOMI'JUSTI61.-E, 
ONE HOUR ARE--AATED OR HEAVY TIMBER CONSTRUCTION. 
PLANTS \l\lfTH!N ZONE ONE SHALL Se PRtMARIL'>'LO\V.GRQWINGAI>IO LEOSS THAN4 FEET IN 
1-iEIGIHWrrn Trm EXCEPllON 0" TREES. PlANTS SHAlt BE LOW-RJELAND PlflE·REGISTJV~< 
TREES WITI-HN ZC~ ONE SI-IALL SE LOCATED i'J.VAY FROM STRIJCWRES TO A MINIMUM 
DISTANCE OF !G FEET AS MEASURW FROM THE $1'1l:l.ICTI.JRES TOTHEORIPLIN.E OF THE ~EE 
AT MATURrrt IN ACCORIY<NC£WITH 'i'kE lANDSCAPE STANDAAOSOFTHE i,.ANO DEVELOPMENT 
MANUAl . 
PERMANENT !l'lRIGAT!ONIS REOUFilED ~Ofl ALl ri.ANTINGAP.IOAS WITHIN ZONE ONE EXCEPT AS 
FOLLOWS: 
A. WHEN PI.ANTiflG AlmAS CONTAIN ONLY SPECIES TW..T DO NOT \iROWTAUER Tli!I.N24 

INCHES IN HEIGHT, OR 
S. '1\!HEN PLANTING AREAS CONTAIN ONLY NA.TIVE OR ~TURAUZEDSPECI!;S THAT ARE NOT 

Sl.IMMEI'I-DORMI\NT AND HAllE A MAXIMUM HEIGJ-JT AT f'LPIHMATURtTYOF Ji2SS THA.N 2<1 
IMCHES. 

ZONE ONE IRRIGATIQIII OVEFISPRAY AND RUNOFF SHALl,.~ BE AU. OWED INTO ADJACENT 
AREAS OF NATIV~ 00 W<!URAL!ZEDVeGETAfiOI< 

7. ZOO~ ONE SHAll SE MAINTAINED 0!< ARI':GUI.ARI!AS!S aY PRUNiflG AND THINNING PLANTS, 
CONTROI.Um3 WEEDS, AND MAINTA.!NifJG IRRIGATION SYSTEMS REFER TOSRUSH 
MANAGI'::M~~T !.WNTENANCE PROGRAM IIOT!<S BELOW 

ZONE T'iiKl REQIJifiEMENTS 

!jjE REQUlRED ZONE 11;\'Q WIDTH Sfi;li,L BE PROVIDED !'l!STWEEN ZONE ONE AND THE 
UNDISTURBED, NA!JVE OR NATVRALIZEO ve;:;ETATION. AND S11AI.L aE MEASURED FROM THE 
E~ Of' ZCN~ ONE THAT IS FARTHEST FROM THE H>.BITABLE STRUCTURE. TO THE EDGE OF 
UND!STURBEO VEGETATION 
NO STRUCTURES SH/I,I,_l!.l€ OONS1RllGTEO IN !:ONE 1WO 

3. WITI·IINZONE ~.50 PERCENT OF THE PLANTS OVER 2411'1CHESIN HEIGHTS!l.ALL ll£CIJI" AMJ 
CLEARED TO A HEIGHT Of 6 IOCHES. 
WITI11NZONE TWO. ALL PI.Am--5 REMAINING AFTER SO PERCENT ARE REDUCED IN HEIGKT. SW.LL 
BEPf'IUNEO TO ReDUCE FUEl. LOAOING IN ACCORDANCE VI'ITH THEI.ANDSC'!PE STANDARDS IN 
TH~ I.AND DEVELOPMENT MANUAl.. fiON-WITIVE PLANTS SKAU BE PRUNED BEFOI'IE NA.TIVJ: 
PLANTSAREPRUNEO 
THE FOLLOWING STANDARDS SHI\LL BE USED WHERE ZONE TWO IS IN AN AREA F><IEV!OUSL Y 
G!t!\OEO At;; PART OF LEGAL DEVELOPMENT ACTI\Il"IY AND IS PfiOPOS~D TO BE P!.ANTEOWIT!i 
NEWPI.ANT MA T€R!AI. iNSTEAD OF Cl.EAR!NG EXlST!NG NATIVE OR NATURALIZED VEGETATION: 
A Ai..l NEW PLANT MATERIAl ~OR ZONE lWOSHAlt. BE NATM!, LCl\111-FUEL, AND FIRE.JlES!STI\IE. 

NO NON--NATIVE Pi.ANTMATERliU.W>.YSE PLANTED lN ZONE1WOEITHER INSIDe r<1E MHPA 
OR IN THE CO!>ST Al OVERlAY lONE. ADJACENT TO AREAS CONTAINING SENSillVE 
8101..001CAt. RESOURCES 

B NEWPLAml> SHALL BE LOW-GROWING WITHAMAXlMUM HEIGHT AT IM1URITYOFZ41NCHE'S. 
\'lNGLE SPEC!ME"NS OF FIRE RESISn''-'E NATIVE TREES ANPTI<~E FORM SHRU!3SMAY EXCEED 
TH~ UMITATIOO IF THE¥ ARE LOCATED TO ReDUCE THE CHANCE OF TRANSMITTING FIRE 
FROM NATIVE OR NA TUFW.IZED Vl:iGETATION TO HAB!TA~LE STRU:TURES AND IF TH£ 
VERTICAl. DISTANC::: BETWEEN THE LOWEST BRANCHES OF THE TREES AND THE !OP Of 
AOJACEN'f PLANTS ARE THREE TIMES THE H!;:IGHT OF THE ADJACENT TO REDUCE THE 
SPREAD OF FIRE THROUGH lADDER fUELING 

C. ALL NEWZON( t\1110 PLANTINGS SHAll% IRRIGATED TEMPORARILY UNTIL ESTAI.IUSHI:O TO 
TH~ SATISFACTION OF THE CITY MANAGER. ONLY LQW.I'LOW, LOW-GI\LLONAGE SPRAY 
H~llS MAY BE USED fN ZONE TWO. OVER SPRAY AND RUNOFI" fROM THE IRRIGATION S!W.L 
NOT DRIFT OR FLOW iNTO ADJACENT AREAS OF NATIVE OR NATUAALIZEOV!::OETATION 
TEMPORARY IFIHIGA't10N SYSTEMS SI<All BE:: REMOVED UPON APF'ROVED ESTABLISHMENT 
OF THE PlANTING. P€RMI\NENT 1Rfi1GATION IS NOT A!. LOWED IN ZONE TWO 

0 WHERE ZONE TWO IS BEING REVEGETA'l"EO AS AREOl!!Ra\ENT OF SECTION 142.~11(a), 
REVEGETAllONSHALLCOMPLY I'IIITH TH~ SPACING STAM'>MDSIN THE LANb DEVB.OPMENT 
MANLW... AFT"!' PERCENT OF THE PlANTING MEA SHAll. BE PLANTED WITH MATERlAL '!HAT 
DOES NOT ORCWTALlER THAN 24 INCHES. THE REMAJNING PlANTING AREA MAY!!£ PlANTED 
WITH TALLER MATER..,L, BVTTtl!S MA'IERl/11. SHAlt BE MAINTAINED lN ACCORDANCE WITH 
THE REQUIREMENTS FOR EXISTING PtANTMATE~AL IN ZONE lWO. 

6. ZONE TWO SKAU. BE MAINTAINED Qlll AREOUlAR&ASr5 l"f PPjJNING ANO THINNING PlANTS, 
REMOVING INVASrvE SPECIES, AND CONTlWLliNG WEEDS, REFER !0 BRIJSN MI>NAGEMENT 
MAINTENANCE f>ROGRAM >lOlliS aELOW. 

I 

I 

I 
L- :--

7. EXCEPT AS PROVtoED IN SECTION 142 0412(1). WHERETHEREQUIREIJ lONI'; ON!: WIDTH SHOWN 
lN TABL\;.142-ffiH CANNOTI:IE PROVID!':OON PREMlSES WITH EXISTING STRUCTURES, ll-IE 
REOOIRED ZONE TI'VOW!OTHSHALl BE INCREASED BYONEFOOT FOR EACH FOOT OF REQIJIRED 
ZONE:: ONE WIDTH THAT CANNOT BE PROVIPEO \ 

' 
BRUSH MANAGEMENT MAINTENANCE PROGRAM NOTES 

aRUSH MANAGEMENTrN ZONE ONIO SHALL OCCUR ON A MONTHLY BASIS, AT MINIMUM, AS A PART OFT HE RE\iUI.AR MAINTEWINCE PROGRAM FOP: THE 
PROPERTY. AND SHAU.INCLUOE THE FOLI.OWlNG: 

PRUNING AND THINNING OF FOU/IGE Ml NEC~SSARYTQ F!EWVE DEAD 00 OAW.GiillGROWTH. MAINTAIN 1!-IE FOFIMAND S!RUCTVRE Of HIE 
PlANT MATERIAl. AND TO ENCOUAAGE S1RONG, H~Al THY GROWTH 
ClffTING BACK GROLINOCOVERS. P~REN~$AND GRASSES, AS APPROPRIATE FOR RENOVAT!ON, ONA $1;AS0NAL IIASIS 

CONTROlliNG THEC<lOWI"H Of WEEDS. 
OSSERVING IRR!GA TION SYSTEMS AND REPAIRING OR REPLACING Al/"f DEFECTIVE OR MALFUNCTIONING COMPONENI"S, AOJUS't1NG SYSTEM TO 

PROVIDE FULL COVERAGE WHILE PREVENTIIlG OVERS~RAY. N>ID CK~CKJNG FOP. PROPER OPERATION OF AUTOMATIC CONTROU.ER(S), VALVES 
ANO RElATED EQUIPMENT 

ZONE TWO: 
BRUSH MAWIGfM8lT IN ZONf 1WO SHAL.lOCCUR 1WICI: A YEAR, ONCE IN LATE FAUANDAGAINTN EARLY SPRING, AND SHALL INO.UOE "mE 

PRUNING AND THINNING OF FOUJGE ONLY AS NECESSARY TO Rf:MOVE DEAD OR IJ'\MAGEQ GROWIH ANDTOMAINTAIN ll-1~ FORM AND 
STRUCTURE OF "THE PlANT MAT(RIAL 

REMOVAL Of AlL INVASIVE SPECIES, INClUIJIN\i BUT NOT UMITED TO PAMPASGRASS,STAA THISTLE, CASTOR S~N PLANT ANDARUNOO DONM 
CONTA:OI.LING 'TiiE GROWJ"H OF WEEDS 

RESPONSISLE PAIIT!ES 
l"Ht: PROP£Rri0WNER SfliiLl BE RESPONS!BI.E FOR SCHEDULINGAND l.oNITORING THE MA!NTEW<NC£ W!THIN WEIIRVSH MANAGEMENT ZONES 

SPECmUM 1 
3033 SCIENCE PARK ROAD 

ZONE ONE 

SOENCE PARK ROAD 

BRUSH MANAGEMENT IMPLEMENTATION 

PROPOSED PARKING 

""""'"" 

BRUSH MAMG£J\IIENTZONEONEWIU. 6E lOCATED SeTWEEN THE BUilDING STRUCTVflES MOTtE TOP Of THE EXISTING SLOPE 
SOUTH OF THE STRUCTURES AND WILl CONSIST OF PAVING AND f'S'I.IIIANENTL Y I!I.RIO.O,TeO ORNAMENTAL PlANTING ONLY 
BRUSH MAMAG£MENT IMPlEMENTATION WITHIN lONE ONE SHAUACHERETO THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE THE CITY OF S4N 
DIEGO MUNICIPAL CODE SECTION 1~2.11412. i\1'(0 WIU. ~CI.U~ ALL ITI':M5 LISTED IN "THE BRUSH MANAGEMENT NOTES ABOVE". 

lON~TV\0: 

BRUSH MA,HAc;E~ENT ZONE T'NO 'MU liE LOCATED BETWEEN THE EOQCO OF ZOIE ONE AT THE TOP OF THE EXISTING SLOPE TO 
100' OUT FROM THE FACE OF THE EXISTING STRUCTURES. THS ZONE Will.. CONSIST OF NATIVE AND NAJURALIZED VEGETATION 
ONI. Y ANO WilL BE UNIRP.IGATED. I:IRUSH IMNAOEMENT IMPLEMENTATION WITHIN ZONE lWO SHALt. ADHERE TO THE 
REQUIREMENTS OF THE n.IE QTYOF SAN DIEGO MUNiCIPAL COOE SECTION 142(}412, TO THE EX!E:NT?OSSIE!l.E•. AI«>'MLL 
INQ.UDE ALL ITEMS LISTED IN rnE BRUSH MAIW3EMENT NOTES ABOVE. 

'CUE TO SITE CONSTRAfNTS RELATED TO THE STEEP TOPOGRAPHY OF THE NATURAl. CAINON ALONG THE SOUTH PQRT!ON OF 
THS f'f!OPERTY. IIRUSH !MNAGEMENT OPERATIONS 'MTHIN ZONE TWO WILL BE UM!TEO TO THOSE AREAS THAT ARE EASILY NlO 
SAFEl.Y ACCESS18LE. PRIMARILY SOUTll OF SUII.DING30'13. MUCli OF THE EXISnNG 0\NYOtl OJiiSISTS OFSHEERSANOSTONE 
CLIFfS, WTH SCATIEREDCOASTAL SAG.ESCRUSN«l NATURAliZED VEGIHAllON OCCURRING IN ISOlATED AREAS, THE 
IMPLEMENTATION OF A BR.USH MA!IAGEMENT PROGRAM WITHIN THESE AREAS WIU. NE~O TO liE SENSITIVE TO THE NATIVE PLANT 
COMMUNmES WHILE ALSO eENG CO<>NIZANT OF THE HAZAROOU5 TfARAIN. rT IS MJT THE INTENT Of THIS BRUSH MANAGEMENT 
PLAN TO PLACE ANY MAINTENANCE' PERSONNEL INTO DANGEROUS OR PRECARIOUS CIRCUMSTANCES IN OR;OER TO CARRY OUT 
THE REQUIFIEMB'ITS LISTED THERt;IN 

L.CT 

--------
DEVELOPMENT SUMMARY 

THE PRoPOSED IIRUSHMANAGEMEII'T PROGRAM FORT HIS PROPERTY IS TO SIO 
IMPLEMENTED PER THIS PlAN AND p,:; APPROVED BY THE C!TY OF SAN DIEGO FIRE f'I.AN 
REV!EWSTAFF. THE PROftlSEOI'ROORAM INCI.IXlES AN At.TERNATrvE.COMPUANCE 
WITH MODIFIED WIDTHS I'(IRZ(!NE'S ON~ AND TWO. 'MilCH HAVE BEEN ADJUSTED TO 
EXCWOE ANY BRUSH MAAAGEMENT OPE;RATIO~ WITliiN 1'lfl'O EIMRONMENTALLY 
SENSITIVE SLOPES AND CANYON AREAS SOV!'H AND SOUTHEAST OF THE SITE. THESE 
MOOfFIED ZONE WIDTHS WILL BE MmGA TED TI-IROVGH ENHANCED S1RVCTURAL FIRE 
llOSISTMTY IN THE FORM OF ONE-HO!Xl WALL CONSTRI.ICTIONAND 1" INSUlATED 
TEMPERED GlASS AI.ONG THE SOUTH AND ~".EST ELEVATIONS OF THE SUILDING 

~-
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RECORDING REQUESTED BY 
CITY OF SAN DIEGO 

DEVELOPMENT SERVICES 
PERMIT INTAKE, MAIL STATION 501 

PROJECT MANAGEMENT 
PERMIT CLERK 

MAIL STATION 501 

INTERNAL ORDER NUMBER: 24004990 

ATTACHMENT 12 

SPACE ABOVE THIS LINE FOR RECORDER'S USE 

COASTAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT NO. 1390732 
SITE DEVELOPMENT PERMIT NO. 1390733 

SPECTRUM 1 & 2 - PROJECT NO. 383639 [MMRP] 
AMENDMENT TO COASTAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT/ 

HILLSIDE REVIEW PERMIT NO. 96-7939 
HEARING OFFICER 

This Coastal Development Permit No. 1390732 and Site Development Permit No. 1390733, an 
amendment to Coastal Development Permit/Hillside Review Permit No. 96-7939, is granted by 
the Hearing Officer of the City of San Diego to ARE-SD REGION 35, LLC, a Delaware Limited 
Liability Company, Owner and Permittee, pursuant to San Diego Municipal Code [SDMC] 
Sections 126.0504 and 126.0708. The proposed 7.068-acre site is located at 3013-3033 Science 
Park Road in the IP-1-1 Zone within the University Community Planning Area, Prime Industrial 
Lands, Coastal Height Limitation Overlay Zone, Coastal Overlay Zone (Non-Appealable Area I 
and Appealable Area), Community Plan Implementation Overlay Zone (CPIOZ-B), First Public 
Roadway, Parking Impact Overlay Zone (Coastal and Campus Impact Areas), and Council 
District 1. The project site is legally described as: Parcel2 of Parcel Map No. 2411, in the City of 
San Diego, Cotmty of San Diego, State of California, filed in the Office of the County Recorder 
of San Diego County on March 4, 1974; and Lot 4 of Torrey Pines Science Park Unit I, in the 
City of San Diego, County of San Diego, State of California, according to Map thereof 6229 
filed in the Office of the County Recorder of San Diego County on November 21, 1968; Portion 
of Lot 12 of La Jolla Spectrum, in the City of San Diego, County of San Diego, State of 
California, according to Map thereof 12990 filed in the Office of the County Recorder of San 
Diego County on December 4, 1992. 

Subject to the terms and conditions set forth in this Permit, permission is granted to 
. Owner/Permittee to demolish one of the two existing buildings and demolish of the existing 

parking structure, and to construct a research and development building, and a parking structure 
that includes a lot line adjustment with the adjacent property; described and identified by size, 
dimension, quantity, type, and location on the approved exhibits [Exhibit "A"] dated June I 0, 
2015, on file in the Development Services Department. 
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The project shall include: 

a. An amendment to Coastal Development Permit/Hillside Review Permit No. 96-7939 
for a lot line adjustment of 12,796 square feet from Lot 12 of Map No. 12990 located at 
3115-3215 Merryfield Row and transfers the area to Lot 4 of Map No. 6229located at 
3013-3033 Science Park Road; 

b. Demolition of the existing building located at 3013 Science Park Road and the adjacent 
existing parking structure, and to construct a two-story, 62,753 square foot research and 
development building, and a four-level, 141,238 square foot parking structure. The 
existing II 0,588 square foot building (includes the basement square footage) located at 
3033 Science Park Road shall remain; 

c. Landscaping (planting, irrigation and landscape related improvements); 

d. Off-street parking; 

e. A Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) Gold Level Certification; 
and 

f. Public and private accessory improvements determined by the Development Services 
Department to be consistent with the land use and development standards for this site in 
accordance with the adopted community plan, the California Environmental Quality 
Act [CEQA] and the CEQA Guidelines, the City Engineer's requirements, zoning 
regulations, conditions of this Permit, and any other applicable regulations of the 
SDMC. 

STANDARD REQUIREMENTS: 

I. This permit must be utilized within thirty-six (36) months after the date on which all rights 
of appeal have expired. If this permit is not utilized in accordance with Chapter 12, Article 6, 
Division I of the SDMC within the 36 month period, this permit shall be void unless an 
Extension of Time has been granted. Any such Extension of Time must meet all SDMC 
requirements and applicable guidelines in effect at the time the extension is considered by the 
appropriate decision maker. This permit must be utilized by , 2018. 

2. This Coastal Development Permit shall become effective on the eleventh working day 
following receipt by the California Coastal Commission of the Notice of Final Action, or 
following all appeals. 

3. No permit for the construction, occupancy, or operation of any facility or improvement 
described herein shall be granted, nor shall any activity authorized by this Permit be conducted 
on the premises until: 

a. The Owner/Permittee signs and returns the Permit to the Development Services 
Department; and 
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b. The Permit is recorded in the Office of the San Diego County Recorder. 

4. While this Permit is in effect, the subject property shall be used only for the purposes and 
under the terms and conditions set forth in this Permit unless otherwise authorized by the 
appropriate City decision maker. 

5. This Permit is a covenant running with the subject property and all of the requirements and 
conditions of this Permit and related documents shall be binding upon the Owner/Permittee and 
any successor( s) in interest. 

6. The continued use of this Permit shall be subject to the regulations ofthis and any other 
applicable governmental agency. 

7. Issuance of this Permit by the City of San Diego does not authorize the Owner/Permittee 
for this Permit to violate any Federal, State or City laws, ordinances, regulations or policies 
including, but not limited to, the Endangered Species Act of 1973 [ESA] and any amendments 
thereto (16 U.S.C. § 1531 et seq.). 

8. The Owner/Permittee shall secure all necessary building permits. The Owner/Permittee is 
informed that to secure these permits, substantial building modifications and site improvements 
may be required to comply with applicable building, fire, mechanical, and plumbing codes, and 
State and Federal disability access laws. 

9. Construction plans shall be in substantial conformity to Exhibit "A." Changes, 
modifications, or alterations to the construction plans are prohibited unless appropriate 
application(s) or amendment( s) to this Permit have been granted. 

10. All of the conditions contained in this Permit have been considered and were determined
necessary to make the fmdings required for approval of this Permit. The Permit holder is 
required to comply with each and every condition in order to maintain the entitlements that are 
granted by this Permit. 

If any condition of this Permit, on a legal challenge by the Owner/Permittee of this Permit, is 
found or held by a court of competent jurisdiction to be invalid, unenforceable, or umeasonable, 
this Permit shall be void. However, in such an event, the Owner/Permittee shall have the right, 
by paying applicable processing fees, to bring a request for a new permit without the "invalid" 
conditions(s) back to the discretionary body which approved the Permit for a determination by 
that body as to whether all of the findings necessary for the issuance of the proposed permit can 
still be made in the absence of the "invalid" condition(s). Such hearing shall be a hearing de 
novo, and the discretionary body shall have the absolute right to approve, disapprove, or modify 
the proposed permit and the condition(s) contained therein. 

11. The Owner/Permittee shall defend, indemnify, and hold harmless the City, its agents, 
officers, and employees from any and all claims, actions, proceedings, damages, judgments, or 
costs, including attorney's fees, against the City or its agents, officers, or employees, relating to 
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the issuance of this permit including, but not limited to, any action to attack, set aside, void, 
challenge, or annul this development approval and any environmental document or decision. 
The City will promptly notify Owner/Permittee of any claim, action, or proceeding and, if the 
City should fail to cooperate fully in the defense, the Owner/Permittee shall not thereafter be 
responsible to defend, indenmify, and hold harmless the City or its agents, officers, and 
employees. The City may elect to conduct its own defense, participate in its own defense, or 
obtain independent legal counsel in defense of any claim related to this indemnification. In the 
event of such election, Owner/Permittee shall pay all of the costs related thereto, including 
without limitation reasonable attorney's fees and costs. In the event of a disagreement between 
the City and Owner/Permittee regarding litigation issues, the City shall have the authority to 
control the litigation and make litigation related decisions, including, but not limited to, 
settlement or other disposition of the matter. However, the Owner/Permittee shall not be required 
to pay or perform any settlement unless such settlement is approved by Owner/Permittee. 

ENVIRONMENTAL/MITIGATION REQUIREMENTS: 

12. Mitigation requirements in the Mitigation, Monitoring, and Reporting Program [MMRP] 
shall apply to this Permit. These MMRP conditions are hereby incorporated into this Permit by 
reference. 

13. The mitigation measures specified in the MMRP and outlined in MITIGATED 
NEGATIVE DECLARATION, NO. 383639, shall be noted on the construction plans and 
specifications under the heading ENVIRONMENTAL MITIGATION REQUIREMENTS. 

14. The Owner/Permittee shall comply with the MMRP as specified in MITIGATED 
NEGATIVE DECLARATION, NO. 383639, to the satisfaction of the Development Services 
Department and the City Engineer. Prior to issuance of any construction permit, all conditions of 
the MMRP shall be adhered to, to the satisfaction ofthe City Engineer. All mitigation measures 
described in the MMRP shall be implemented for the following issue areas: 

Biological Resources 
Historical Resources (archaeology) 
Paleontological Resources 

ENGINEERING REQUIREMENTS: 

15. Prior to the issuance of any building permits, the Owner/Permittee shall assure by permit 
and bond the closure of the existing non-utilized driveway, on Science Park Road, with City 
standard curb, gutter and sidewalk, satisfactory to the City Engineer. 

16. Prior to the issuance of any building permits, the Owner/Permittee shall assure by permit 
and bond the replacement of the existing curb ramp with City standard curb ramp with truncated 
dome, on the south side ofthe intersection of Science Park Road and Torreyanna Road, 
satisfactory to the City Engineer. 
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17. Prior to the issuance of any building permits, the Owner/Permittee shall obtain an 
Encroachment Maintenance and Removal Agreement for private storm drain located within the 
existing water easement, satisfactory to the City Engineer. 

18. Prior to the issuance of any construction permit, the Owner/Permittee shall enter into a 
Maintenance Agreement for the ongoing permanent Best Management Practice (BMP) 
maintenance, satisfactory to the City Engineer. 

19. Prior to the issuance of any construction permit, the Owner/Permittee shall incorporate any 
construction BMPs necessary to comply with Chapter 14, Article 2, Division I (Grading 
Regulations) of the Municipal Code, into the construction plans or specifications. 

20. Prior to the issuance of any construction permit, the Water Quality Technical Report will 
be subject to final review and approval by the City Engineer. 

21. The drainage system for this project shall be private and will be subject to approval by the 
City Engineer. 

22. Prior to the issuance of any building permits, the Owner/Permittee shall obtain a bonded 
grading permit for the grading proposed for this project. All grading shall conform to 
requirements in accordance with the City of San Diego Municipal Code in a manner satisfactory 
to the City Engineer. 

23. Development of this project shall comply with all storm water construction requirements of 
the State Construction General Permit, Order No. 2009-0009-DWQ and the Municipal Storm 
Water Permit, Order No. R9-2007-000I in accordance with Order No. 2009-0009DWQ, a Risk 
Level Determination shall be calculated for the site and a Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan 
(SWPPP) shall be implemented concurrently with the commencement of grading activities. 

24. Prior to issuance of a grading or a construction permit, a copy of the Notice of Intent (NOI) 
with a valid Waste Discharge ID number (WDID#) shall be submitted to the City of San Diego 
as a proof of emollment under the Construction General Permit. When ownership of the entire 
site or portions of the site changes prior to filing of the Notice of Termination (NOT), a revised 
NOI shall be submitted electronically to the State Water Resources Board in accordance with the 
provisions as set forth in Section II.C of Order No. 2009-0009-DWQ and a copy shall be 
submitted to the City. 

GEOLOGY REQUIREMENTS: 

25. The Owner/Permittee shall submit a geotechnical investigation report or update letter that 
specifically addresses the proposed construction plans. The geotechnical investigation report or 
update letter shall be reviewed for adequacy by the Geology Section of the Development 
Services Department prior to issuance of any construction permits. 

26. The Owner/Permittee shall submit an as-graded geotechnical report prepared in accordance 
with the City's "Guidelines for Geotechnical Reports" following completion ofthe grading. The 
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as-graded geotechnical report shall be reviewed for adequacy by the Geology Section of the 
Development Services Department prior to exoneration of the bond and grading permit close
out. 

MAP CHECK REQUIREMENTS: 

27. Prior to the issuance of any construction permit, a lot line adjustment Parcel Map shall be 
recorded at the County to adjust the lines between Lot 4 of Map No. 6229 and Lot 12 of Map No. 
12990. 

LANDSCAPE REQUIREMENTS: 

28. Prior to issuance of any construction permits, the Owner/Permittee shall submit complete 
landscape and irrigation construction documents consistent with the Landscape Standards to the 
Development Services Department for approval. The construction documents shall be in 
substantial conformance with Exhibit 'A,' Landscape Development Plan, on file in the Office of 
the Development Services Department. Construction plans shall take into account a 40 square
foot area around each tree which is unencumbered by hardscape and utilities as set forth under 
LDC 142.0403(b)(5). 

29. Driveways and utilities shall be designed so as not to prohibit the placement of street trees. 
In the event of a design conflict, the Public Improvement Plan shall be revised to be consistent 
with the Exhibit 'A' Landscape Development Plan 

30. If any required landscape (including existing or new plantings, hardscape, landscape 
features, etc.) indicated on the approved construction document plans is damaged or removed 
during demolition or construction, the Owner/Permittee shall repair and/or replace it in kind and 
equivalent size per the approved documents to the satisfaction of the Development Services 
Department within 30 days of damage. 

31. The Owner/Permittee shall be responsible for the maintenance of all landscape 
improvements shown on the approved plans, including in the right-of-way, consistent with the 
Landscape Standards unless long-term maintenance of said landscaping will be the responsibility 
of a Landscape Maintenance District or other approved entity. All required landscape shall be 
maintained in a disease, weed and litter free condition at all times. Severe pruning or "topping" 
of trees is not permitted unless specifically noted in this Permit. 

BRUSH MANAGEMENT PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS: 

32. Pursuant to SDMC 142.0412(i), the proposed scope of work includes a modified Brush 
Management Program. This modification includes a Brush Management Zone One varying from 
23-35 feet, and a Brush Management Zone Two varying from 24-65 feet, as approved by the Fire 
Marshal. This Brush Management Program shall be shown on subsequent engineering and 
building plans. 
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PLANNINGillESIGN REQUIREMENTS: 

33. The amendment to Coastal Development Permit/Hillside Review Permit No. 96-7939 is for 
only the lot line adjustment. All of the conditions contained in Coastal Development 
Permit/Hillside Review Permit No. 96-7939 shall remain in effect. 

34. Prior to issuance of building permits, the Owner/Permittee shall provide documentation 
that the project has been submitted to the U.S. Green Building Council for review and will 
achieve at least a Leadership in Energy and Enviromnental Design (LEED) Gold Certification. 
Construction documents shall note all criteria included in the design and construction of the 
project as identified in the LEED certification application. 

35. Processing, manufacturing, or storage of bulk quantities of hazardous materials (greater 
than 10,000 gallons) shall not permitted on the premises. 

36. A topographical survey conforming to the provisions of the SDMC may be required if it is 
determined, during construction, that there may be a conflict between the building(s) under 
construction and a condition of this Permit or a regulation of the underlying zone. The cost of 
any such survey shall be borne by the Owner/Permittee. 

3 7. All signs associated with this development shall be consistent with sign criteria established 
by either the approved Exhibit "A" or City-wide sign regulations. 

38. All private outdoor lighting shall be shaded and adjusted to fall on the same premises 
where such lights are located and in accordance with the applicable regulations in the SDMC. 

LONG RANGE PLANNINGillESIGN REQUIREMENTS: 

39. Structures shall be designed to create smooth transitions in form, height and scale between 
adjacent buildings. 

40. Structures shall use variations in the planes of wall surfaces, e.g., angled or recessed walls 
and pronounced architectural elements and techniques to avoid a boxy square building. 

41. Structures shall use slanting, pitched, or other varied roof forms which are more 
compatible with sloping topography. 

42. Structures should use a compatible variety of materials and textures and avoid highly 
reflective surfaces and contrasting color combinations which are inconsistent with the natural 
character of the Torrey Pines Subarea. Structures should utilize earth tone colors and materials 
which are better suited to the natural character of the area. 

43. All mechanical equipment, trash storage, service areas and utility appurtenances shall be 
screened from public view. Screening devices may include walls, doors or landscaping. 
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44. Signs shall be designed as integral parts of developments. Corporate symbols or logos 
should be used rather than corporate names. Such logos should not be located on the roof of a 
building nor be freestanding on a pole. Project identification and directional signage including 
building address numbers should be placed in locations clearly visible from the public street. 
Such numbers should also be of a size and height convenient to the motorist. The permitted 
number and size of signs should conform to the City's Sign Regulations 

TRANSPORTATION REQUIREMENTS 

45. No fewer than 430 parking spaces including 34 carpool/zero emissions spaces, 20 short 
term bicycle spaces, 20 long term bicycle spaces, 8 motorcycle spaces and 9 accessible spaces 
(504 parking spaces provided with 36 carpool/zero emissions spaces, 20 short term and 20 long 
term bicycle spaces, 8 motorcycle spaces, and 1 0 accessible spaces) shall be maintained at all 
times in the approximate location shown on Exhibit "A." All on-site and off-site parking stalls 
and aisle widths shall be in compliance with the requirements of the City's Land Development 
Code, and shall not be converted and/or utilized for any other purposes, unless otherwise 
authorized in writing by the appropriate Decision Maker in accordance with the SDMC. 

PUBLIC UTILITIES DEPARTMENT REQUIREMENTS: 

46. Prior to the issuance of any building permits, the Owner/Permittee shall apply for a 
plumbing permit for the installation of appropriate private back flow prevention device(s) 
(BFPDs ], on each water service (domestic, fire and irrigation), in a manner satisfactory to the 
Director of Public Utilities and the City Engineer. BFPDs shall be located above ground on 
private property, in line with the service and immediately adjacent to the right-of-way. The 
Public Utilities Department will not permit the required BFPDs to be located below grade or 
within the structure. 

4 7. Prior to the issuance of any building permits, the Owner/Permittee shall assure, by permit 
and bond, the design and construction of all public water and sewer facilities are to be in 
accordance with established criteria in the most current City of San Diego Water and Sewer 
Design Guides. 

48. All public water and sewer facilities are to be in accordance with the established criteria in 
the most current City of San Diego Water and Sewer Design Guides. 

49. All proposed private water and sewer facilities located within a single lot are to be designed 
to meet the requirements of the California Uniform Plumbing Code and will be reviewed as part 
of the building permit plan check. 

50. No trees or shrubs exceeding three feet in height at maturity shall be installed within ten 
feet of any sewer facilities and five feet of any water facilities. 

51. Prior to the issuance of any building permits, the Owner/Permittee shall assure, by permit 
and bond, to cap (abandon) at the property line any existing unused sewer lateral and install new 
sewer lateral( s) which must be located outside of any driveway or vehicular use area. 
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52. Prior to the issuance of any building permits, the Owner/Permittee shall assure, by permit 
and bond, to remove (kill) at the main any existing unused water service. 

INFORMATION ONLY: 

• The issuance of this discretionary use permit alone does not allow the immediate 
commencement or continued operation of the proposed use on site. The operation allowed 
by this discretionary use permit may only begin or recommence after all conditions listed 
on this permit are fully completed and all required ministerial permits have been issued and 
received final inspection. 

• Any party on whom fees, dedications, reservations, or other exactions have been imposed 
as conditions of approval of this Permit, may protest the imposition within ninety days of 
the approval of this development permit by filing a written protest with the City Clerk 
pursuant to California Government Code-section 66020. 

• This development may be subject to impact fees at the time of construction permit 
ISSUance. 

APPROVED by the Hearing Officer of the City of San Diego on June 10,2015 and Resolution 
No. -1 
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Permit Type/PTS Approval No.: CDP No. 1390732 & 
SDP No. 1390733 

Date of Approval: June 10, 2015 

AUTHENTICATED BY THE CITY OF SAN DIEGO DEVELOPMENT SERVICES 
DEPARTMENT 

Jeffrey A. Peterson 
Development Project Manager 

NOTE: Notary acknowledgment 
must be attached per Civil Code 
section 1189 et seq. 

The undersigned Owner/Permittee, by execution hereof, agrees to each and every condition of 
this Permit and promises to perform each and every obligation of Owner/Permittee hereunder. 

ARE- SD Region No. 35, LLC, a Delaware limited liability company 

By: Alexandria Real Estate Equities, L.P ., a Delaware 
limited partnership, Managing Member 

NOTE: Notary acknowledgments 
must be attached per Civil Code 
section 1189 et seq. 

By: ARE-QRS CORP., a Maryland corporation, 
General Partner 

Signature: ______________ _ 
Name (Print): 
Title: 
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HEARING OFFICER 
RESOLUTION NO. HO- -1 

COASTAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT NO. 1390732 
SITE DEVELOPMENT PERMIT NO. 1390733 

SPECTRUM 1 & 2 - PROJECT NO. 383639 [MMRP] 
AMENDMENT TO COASTAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT/ 

HILLSIDE REVIEW PERMIT NO. 96-7939 

WHEREAS, ARE-SD REGION 35, LLC, a Delaware Limited Liability Company, Owner and 
Permittee, filed an application with the City of San Diego for a permit to demolish one of the two 
existing buildings and demolish the existing parking structure, and to construct a research and 
development building, and a parking structure that includes a lot line adjustment with the adjacent 
property (as described in and by reference to the approved Exhibits "A" and corresponding conditions 
of approval for the associated Permit No. 1390732 and No. 1390733), on portions of a proposed 
7.068-acre site; 

WHEREAS, the project site is located at 3013-3033 Science Park Road in the IP-1-1 Zone within the 
University Community Plarming Area, Prime Industrial Lands, Coastal Height Limitation Overlay 
Zone, Coastal Overlay Zone (Non-Appealable Area 1 and Appealable Area), Community Plan 
Implementation Overlay Zone (CPIOZ-B), First Public Roadway, Parking Impact Overlay Zone 
(Coastal and Campus Impact Areas), and Council District 1; 

WHEREAS, the project site is legally described as: Parcel2 of Parcel Map No. 2411, in the City of 
San Diego, County of San Diego, State of California, filed in the Office of the County Recorder of 
San Diego County on March 4, 1974; and Lot 4 of Torrey Pines Science Park Unit 1, in the City of 
San Diego, County of San Diego, State of California, according to Map thereof 6229 filed in the 
Office of the County Recorder of San Diego County on November 21, 1968; Portion of Lot 12 of La 
Jolla Spectrum, in the City of San Diego, County of San Diego, State of California, according to Map 
thereof 12990 filed in the Office of the County Recorder of San Diego County on December 4, 1992; 

WHEREAS, on June 10, 2015, the Hearing Officer ofthe City of San Diego considered Coastal 
Development Permit No. 1390732 and Site Development Permit No. 1390733 pursuant to the Land 
Development Code of the City of San Diego; NOW, THEREFORE, 

BE IT RESOLVED by the Hearing Officer of the City of San Diego as follows: 

That the Hearing Officer adopts the following written Findings, dated June 10, 2015. 

FINDINGS: 

I. Coastal Development Permit- Section 126.0708(a) 

1. The proposed coastal development will not encroach upon any existing physical 
accessway that is legally used by the public or any proposed public accessway identified 
in a Local Coastal Program land use plan; and the proposed coastal development will 
enhance and protect public views to and along the ocean and other scenic coastal areas 
as specified in the Local Coastal Program land use plan; and 
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The project site is located at 3013-3033 Science Park Road and 3115-3215 Merryfield Row, 
east of North Torrey Pines Road. The project proposes the demolition of an existing building 
located at 3013 Science Park Road and the adjacent existing parking structure, and to construct 
a two-story, 62,753 square foot research and development building, and a four-level, 141,238 
square foot parking structure. The existing 110,588 square foot building located at 3033 
Science Park Road shall remain in place. As a component of the proposed project, the 
proposed new research and development building would achieve a Leadership in Energy and 
Enviromnental Design (LEED) Gold Certification. To allow for the construction of the new 
parking structure, the application includes an amendment to Coastal Development Permit 
(CDP)/Hillside Review Permit (HRP) No. 96-7939 for a lot line adjustment of 12,796 square 
feet from the property located at 3115-3215 Merryfield Row and transfers the area to 3013-
3033 Science Park Road. This amendment is only for the lot line adjustment, and all of the 
conditions contained in CDP/HRP No. 96-7939 shall remain in effect. 

The properties are located approximately 0.71-miles from the Pacific Ocean. The properties 
are located in area just west of Sorrento Valley Road and the entire area is located between the 
sea and the first public roadway paralleling the sea. Science Park Road and Merryfield Row 
are not designated as a view corridor and do not contain intermittent or partial vista, viewshed 
or scenic overlook with views toward the Pacific Ocean. The proposed development would not 
encroach upon any existing physical accessway that is legally used by the public or any 
proposed public accessway as identified in the UCP or the Local Coastal Program Land Use 
Plan. 

The site is approximately 357 feet above Mean Sea Level (MSL) at the proposed building and 
360 feet above MSL at the proposed parking structure, and is located above the I 00-year 
floodplain. The topography of the site creates various building heights around both the 
proposed building and parking structure; therefore, Sheet A4.1 within the Exhibit "A" 
provides 13 elevation exhibits that demonstrate that the structures and any projections will not 
exceed the maximum height limit allowed by the Coastal Height Limitation Overlay Zone 
(CHLOZ). 

The proposed development would be located on private property and is not requesting nor 
does it require any deviations or variances from the applicable regulations and policy 
documents, and is consistent with the recommended land use designation, design guidelines, 
and development standards in effect for this site. Therefore, the development has been 
designed to meet the development regulations of the underlying zone and would enhance and 
protect any public views to and along the ocean and other scenic coastal areas as specified in 
the Local Coastal Program Land Use Plan. 

2. The proposed coastal development will not adversely affect environmentally 
sensitive lands; and 

The project proposes the demolition of an existing building located at 3013 Science Park Road 
and the adjacent existing parking structure, and to construct a two-story, 62,753 square foot 
research and development building, and a four-level, 141 ,23 8 square foot parking structure. 
The existing 110,588 square foot building located at 3033 Science Park Road shall remain in 
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place. As a component of the proposed project, the proposed new research and development 
building would achieve a LEED Gold Certification. To allow for the construction of the new 
parking structure, the application includes an amendment to CDP/HRP No. 96-7939 for a lot 
line adjustment of 12,796 square feet from the property located at 3115-3215 Merryfield Row 
and transfers the area to 3013-3033 Science Park Road. This amendment is only for the lot line 
adjustment, and all of the conditions contained in CDP/HRP No. 96-7939 shall remain in 
effect. 

The properties are located approximately 0.71-miles from the Pacific Ocean. The properties 
are located in area just west of Sorrento Valley Road and the entire area is located between the 
sea and the first public roadway paralleling the sea. Science Park Road and Merryfield Row 
are not designated as a view corridor and do not contain intermittent or partial vista, viewshed 
or scenic overlook with views toward the Pacific Ocean. The proposed development would not 
encroach upon any existing physical accessway that is legally used by the public or any 
proposed public accessway as identified in the UCP or the Local Coastal Program Land Use 
Plan. 

The site is approximately 357 feet above MSL at the proposed building and 360 feet above 
MSL at the proposed parking structure, and is located above the 1 00-year floodplain. The 
topography of the site creates various building heights around both the proposed building and 
parking structure; therefore, Sheet A4.1 within the Exhibit "A" provides 13 elevation exhibits 
that demonstrate that the structures and any projections will not exceed the maximum height 
limit allowed by the CHLOZ. 

The project sites contain Enviromnental Sensitive Lands (ESL) in the form of steep hillsides 
and sensitive biological resources. The southern property line located at 3013-3033 Science 
Park Road is adjacent to a natural canyon, but is not within or adjacent to the Multiple Species 
Conservation Program (MSCP) Multiple Habitat Planning Area (MHPA). This natural canyon 
also extends along the southern property line for 3115-3215 Merryfield Row, and the MHPA 
does extend into the property at the far southeastern corner of the parcel. All of the proposed 
development will occur within the previously disturbed and developed portion of the site and 
there would be no encroachment into, or impacts on, any steep slopes or other ESL located on 
the site. In addition, a Brush Management Plan would be implemented with the project and all 
landscaping proposed would utilize native and non-native, non-invasive, and/or drought
tolerant plants throughout the site. 

A Mitigated Negative Declaration (MND) No. 383639 has been prepared for the project in 
accordance with State of California Enviromnental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines, which 
address potential impacts to Biological Resources, Historical Resources (Archaeology), and 
Paleontological Resources. A Mitigation, Monitoring and Reporting Program (MMRP) would 
be implemented with this project, which will reduce the potential impacts to below a level of 
significance. Therefore, the proposed coastal development would not adversely affect ESL. 

3. The proposed coastal development is in conformity with the certified Local 
Coastal Program land use plan and complies with all regulations of the certified 
Implementation Program; and 
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The project site is located at 3013-3033 Science Park Road and 3115-3215 Merryfield Row, 
east ofNorth Torrey Pines Road, in the IP-1-1 Zone within the University Community Plan 
(UCP), identified as Prime Industrial Lands, CHLOZ, Community Plan Implementation 
Overlay Zone (CPIOZ-B), First Public Roadway, and Parking Impact Overlay Zone (Coastal 
and Campus Impact Areas). The property at 3013-3033 Science Park Road is within the 
Coastal Overlay Zone (Non-Appealable Area 1) and 3115-3215 Merryfield Row is located 
within the Coastal Overlay Zone (Non-Appealable Area 1 and Appealable Area). The IP-1-1 
zoning allows for research and development uses with some limited manufacturing and the 
UCP designates the sites as Industrial. The surrounding properties are zoned IP-1-1 and 
developed with research and development uses, and the UCP designates the properties as 
Industrial. 

The project proposes the demolition of an existing building located at 3013 Science Park Road 
and the adjacent existing parking structure, and to construct a two-story, 62,753 square foot 
research and development building, and a four-level, 141 ,23 8 square foot parking structure. 
The existing 110,588 square foot building located at 3033 Science Park Road shall remain in 
place. As a component of the proposed project, the proposed new research and development 
building would achieve a LEED Gold Certification. To allow for the construction of the new 
parking structure, the application includes an amendment to CDPIHRP No. 96-7939 for a lot 
line adjustment of 12,796 square feet from the property located at 3115-3215 Merryfield Row 
and transfers the area to 3013-3033 Science Park Road. This amendment is only for the lot line 
adjustment, and all of the conditions contained in CDP/HRP No. 96-7939 shall remain in 
effect. 

The properties are located approximately 0.71-miles from the Pacific Ocean. The properties 
are located in area just west of Sorrento Valley Road and the entire area is located between the 
sea and the first public roadway paralleling the sea. Science Park Road and Merryfield Row 
are not designated as a view corridor and do not contain intermittent or partial vista, viewshed 
or scenic overlook with views toward the Pacific Ocean. The proposed development would not 
encroach upon any existing physical accessway that is legally used by the public or any 
proposed public accessway as identified in the UCP or the Local Coastal Program Land Use 
Plan. 

The site is approximately 357 feet above MSL at the proposed building and 360 feet above 
MSL at the proposed parking structure, and is located above the 1 00-year floodplain. The 
topography of the site creates various building heights around both the proposed bnilding and 
parking structure; therefore, Sheet A4.1 within the Exhibit "A" provides 13 elevation exhibits 
that demonstrate that the structures and any projections will not exceed the maximum height 
limit allowed by the CHLOZ. 

The project is not requesting nor does it require any deviations or variances from the 
applicable regulations and policy documents, and is consistent with the recommended land use 
designation, design guidelines, and development standards in effect for this site. Therefore, for 
all of these reasons, the development is in conformity with the certified Local Coastal Program 
land use plan and complies with all regulations of the certified Implementation Program. 
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4. For every Coastal Development Permit issued for any coastal development 
between the nearest public road and the sea or the shoreline of any body of water located 
within the Coastal Overlay Zone the coastal development is in conformity with the public 
access and public recreation policies of Chapter 3 of the California Coastal Act. 

The project site is located at 3013-3033 Science Park Road and 3115-3215 Merryfield Row, 
east of North Torrey Pines Road. The project proposes the demolition of an existing building 
located at 3013 Science Park Road and the adjacent existing parking structure, and to construct 
a two-story, 62,753 square foot research and development building, and a four-level, 141,238 
square foot parking structure. The existing 110,588 square foot building located at 3033 
Science Park Road shall remain in place. As a component of the proposed project, the 
proposed new research and development building would achieve a LEED Gold Certification. 
To allow for the construction of the new parking structure, the application includes an 
amendment to CDP/HRP No. 96-7939 for a lot line adjustment of 12,796 square feet from the 
property located at 3115-3215 Merryfield Row and transfers the area to 3013-3033 Science 
Park Road. This amendment is only for the lot line adjustment, and all ofthe conditions 
contained in CDP/HRP No. 96-7939 shall remain in effect. 

The properties are located in area just west of Sorrento Valley Road and the entire area is 
located between the sea and the first public roadway paralleling the sea. The properties are 
located approximately 0. 71-miles from the Pacific Ocean. The proposed development would 
be located on private property and would occur within the previously disturbed and developed 
portion of the site. The proposed development would not encroach upon any existing physical 
accessway that is legally used by the public or any proposed public accessway as identified in 
the UCP or the Local Coastal Program Land Use Plan. The project is not requesting nor does it 
require any deviations or variances from the applicable regulations and policy documents, and 
is consistent with the recommended land use designation, design guidelines, and development 
standards in effect for this site and public access to the water, public recreation facilities, ort 
public parking facilities would not be adversely affected by the approval of this development. 
Therefore, the proposed development complies with the public access and recreation policies 
of Chapter 3 of the California Coastal Act. 

II Site Development Permit- Section 126.0504 

A. Findings for all Site Development Permits 

1. The proposed development will not adversely affect the applicable land use 
plan; 

The project site is located at 3013-3033 Science Park Road and 3115-3215 Merryfield 
Row, east ofNorth Torrey Pines Road, in the IP-1-1 Zone within the University 
Community Plan (UCP), identified as Prime Industrial Lands, CHLOZ, Community 
Plan Implementation Overlay Zone (CPIOZ-B), First Public Roadway, and Parking 
Impact Overlay Zone (Coastal and Campus Impact Areas). The property at 3013-3033 
Science Park Road is within the Coastal Overlay Zone (Non-Appealable Area I) and 
3115-3215 Merryfield Row is located within the Coastal Overlay Zone (Non
Appealable Area I and Appealable Area). The IP-1-1 zoning allows for research and 
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development uses with some limited manufacturing and the UCP designates the sites 
as Industrial. The surrounding properties are zoned IP-1-1 and developed with research 
and development uses, and the UCP designates the properties as Industrial. 

The project proposes the demolition of an existing building located at 3013 Science 
Park Road and the adjacent existing parking structure, and to construct a two-story, 
62,753 square foot research and development building, and a four-level, 141,238 
square foot parking structure. The existing 110,588 square foot building located at 
3033 Science Park Road shall remain in place. As a component of the proposed 
project, the proposed new research and development building would achieve a LEED 
Gold Certification. To allow for the construction of the new parking structure, the 
application includes an amendment to CDP/HRP No. 96-7939 for a lot line adjustment 
of 12,796 square feet from the property located at 3115-3215 Merryfield Row and 
transfers the area to 3013-3033 Science Park Road. This amendment is only for the lot 
line adjustment, and all of the conditions contained in CDP/HRP No. 96-7939 shall 
remain in effect. 

The proposed development would be located on private property and is not requesting 
nor does it require any deviations or variances from the applicable regulations and 
policy documents, and is consistent with the recommended land use designation, 
design guidelines, and development standards in effect for this site. Therefore, the 
proposed development would not adversely affect the applicable land use plan. 

2. The proposed development will not be detrimental to the public health, 
safety, and welfare; and 

The project proposes the demolition of an existing building located at 3013 Science 
Park Road and the adjacent existing parking structure, and to construct a two-story, 
62,753 square foot research and development building, and a four-level, 141,238 
square foot parking structure. The existing 110,588 square foot building located at 
3033 Science Park Road shall remain in place. As a component of the proposed 
project, the proposed new research and development building would achieve a LEED 
Gold Certification. To allow for the construction of the new parking structure, the 
application includes an amendment to CDP/HRP No. 96-7939 for a lot line adjustment 
of 12,796 square feet from the property located at 3115-3215 Merryfield Row and 
transfers the area to 3013-3033 Science Park Road. This amendment is only for the lot 
line adjustment, and all of the conditions contained in CDP/HRP No. 96-7939 shall 
remain in effect. 

A Mitigated Negative Declaration (MND) No. 383639 has been prepared for the 
project in accordance with State of California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) 
Guidelines, which address potential impacts to Biological Resources, Historical 
Resources (Archaeology), and Paleontological Resources. A Mitigation, Monitoring 
and Reporting Program (MMRP) would be implemented with this project, which will 
reduce the potential impacts to below a level of significance. 
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The project is not requesting nor does it require any deviations or variances from the 
applicable regulations and policy documents, and is consistent with the recommended 
land use designation, design guidelines, and development standards in effect for this 
site. The permit for the project includes various conditions and referenced exhibits of 
approval relevant to achieving project compliance with the applicable regulations of 
the SDMC in effect for this project. Such conditions within the permit have been 
determined as necessary to avoid adverse impacts upon the health, safety and general 
welfare of persons residing or working in the surrounding area. The project shall 
comply with the development conditions in effect for the subject property as described 
in CDP No. 1390732 and Site Development Permit (SDP) No. 1390733, and other 
regulations and guidelines pertaining to the subject property per the SDMC. Prior to 
issuance of any building permit for the proposed development, the plans shall be 
reviewed for compliance with all Building, Electrical, Mechanical, Plumbing and Fire 
Code requirements, and the owner/permittee shall be required to obtain a grading and 
public improvement permit. Therefore, the proposed development would not be 
detrimental to the public health, safety and welfare. 

3. The proposed development will comply with the applicable regulations of 
the Land Development Code, including any allowable deviations pursuant to the 
Land Development Code. 

The project site is located at 3013-3033 Science Park Road and 3115-3215 Merryfield 
Row, east of North Torrey Pines Road. The project proposes the demolition of an 
existing building located at 3 013 Science Park Road and the adjacent existing parking 
structure, and to construct a two-story, 62,753 square foot research and development 
building, and a four-level, 141,238 square foot parking structure. The existing 110,588 
square foot building located at 3033 Science Park Road shall remain in place. As a 
component of the proposed project, the proposed new research and development 
building would achieve a LEED Gold Certification. To allow for the construction of 
the new parking structure, the application includes an amendment to CDP/HRP No. 
96-7939 for a lot line adjustment of12,796 square feet from the property located at 
3115-3215 Merryfield Row and transfers the area to 3013-3033 Science Park Road. 
This amendment is only for the lot line adjustment, and all of the conditions contained 
in CDP/HRP No. 96-7939 shall remain in effect. 

The proposed development would be located on private property and is not requesting 
nor does it require any deviations or variances from the applicable regulations and 
policy documents, and is consistent with the recommended land use designation, 
design guidelines, and development standards in effect for this site, including 
conformance with the applicable regulations of the Land Development Code (LDC). 

B. Supplemental Findings--Environmentally Sensitive Lands 

1. The site is physically suitable for the design and siting of the proposed 
development and the development will result in minimum disturbance to 
environmentally sensitive lands; 
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The project site is located at 3013-3033 Science Park Road and 3115-3215 Merryfield 
Row, east of North Torrey Pines Road. The project proposes the demolition of an . 
existing building located at 3013 Science Park Road and the adjacent existing parking 
structure, and to construct a two-story, 62,753 square foot research and development 
building, and a four-level, 141 ,23 8 square foot parking structure. The existing 11 0,5 88 
square foot building located at 3033 Science Park Road shall remain in place. As a 
component of the proposed project, the proposed new research and development 
building would achieve a LEED Gold Certification. To allow for the construction of 
the new parking structure, the application includes an amendment to CDPIHRP No. 
96-7939 for a lot line adjustment of 12,796 square feet from the property located at 
3115-3215 Merryfield Row and transfers the area to 3013-3033 Science Park Road. 
This amendment is only for the lot line adjustment, and all of the conditions contained 
in CDP/HRP No. 96-7939 shall remain in effect. 

The project sites contain ESL in the form of steep hillsides and sensitive biological 
resources. The southern property line located at 3013-3033 Science Park Road is 
adjacent to a natural canyon, but is not within or adjacent to the MSCP MHPA. This 
natural canyon also extends along the southern property line for 3115-3215 Merryfield 
Row, and the MHP A does extend into the property at the far southeastern corner of the 
parcel. All of the proposed development will occur within the previously disturbed and 
developed portion of the site and there would be no encroachment into, or impacts on, 
any steep slopes or other ESL located on the site. In addition, a Brush Management 
Plan would be implemented with the project and all landscaping proposed would 
utilize native and non-native, non-invasive, and/or drought-tolerant plants throughout 
the site. 

A MND No. 383639 has been prepared for the project in accordance with CEQA 
Guidelines, which address potential impacts to Biological Resources, Historical 
Resources (Archaeology), and Paleontological Resources. A MMRP would be 
implemented with this project, which will reduce the potential impacts to below a level 
of significance. Therefore, the site is physically suitable for the design and siting of 
the proposed development and the development would result in minimum disturbance 
to ESL. 

2. The proposed development will minimize the alteration of natural land 
forms and will not result in undue risk from geologic and erosional forces, flood 
hazards, or fire hazards; 

The project site is located at 3013-3033 Science Park Road and 3115-3215 Merryfield 
Row, east of North Torrey Pines Road. The project proposes the demolition of an 
existing building located at 3013 Science Park Road and the adjacent existing parking 
structure, and to construct a two-story, 62,753 square foot research and development 
building, and a four-level, 141,238 square foot parking structure. The existing 110,588 
square foot building located at 3033 Science Park Road shall remain in place. As a 
component of the proposed project, the proposed new research and development 
building would achieve a LEED Gold Certification. To allow for the construction of 
the new parking structure, the application includes an amendment to CDP/HRP No. 
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96-7939 for a lot line adjustment of 12,796 square feet from the property located at 
3115-3215 Merryfield Row and transfers the area to 3013-3033 Science Park Road. 
This amendment is only for the lot line adjustment, and all of the conditions contained 
in CDP/HRP No. 96-7939 shall remain in effect. 

All of the proposed development will occur within the previously disturbed and 
developed portion of the site and there would be no encroachment into, or impacts on, 
any steep slopes or other ESL located on the site. In addition, a Brush Management 
Plan would be implemented with the project and all landscaping proposed would 
utilize native and non-native, non-invasive, and/or drought-tolerant plants throughout 
the site. 

The proposed development would be located on private property and is not requesting 
nor does it require any deviations or variances from the applicable regulations and 
policy documents, and is consistent with the recommended land use designation, 
design guidelines, and development standards in effect for this site. Therefore, the 
proposed development has been designed to minimize the alteration of natural land 
forms and would not result in undue risk from geologic and erosional forces, flood 
hazards, or fire hazards. 

3. The proposed development will be sited and designed to prevent adverse 
impacts on any adjacent environmentally sensitive lands; 

The project site is located at 3013-3033 Science Park Road and 3115-3215 Merryfield 
Row, east of North Torrey Pines Road. The project proposes the demolition of an 
existing building located at 3013 Science Park Road and the adjacent existing parking 
structure, and to construct a two-story, 62,753 square foot research and development 
building, and a four-level, 141,238 square foot parking structure. The existing 110,588 
square foot building located at 3033 Science Park Road shall remain in place. As a 
component of the proposed project, the proposed new research and development 
building would achieve a LEED Gold Certification. To allow for the construction of 
the new parking structure, the application includes an amendment to CDP/HRP No. 
96-7939 for a lot line adjustment of 12,796 square feet from the property located at 
3115-3215 Merryfield Row and transfers the area to 3013-3033 Science Park Road. 
This amendment is only for the lot line adjustment, and all of the conditions contained 
in CDP/HRP No. 96-7939 shall remain in effect. 

The project sites contain ESL in the form of steep hillsides and sensitive biological 
resources. The southern property line located at 3013-3033 Science Park Road is 
adjacent to a natural canyon, but is not within or adjacent to the MSCP MHPA. This 
natural canyon also extends along the southern property line for 3115-3215 Merryfield 
Row, and the MHPA does extend into the property at the far southeastern corner of the 
parcel. All of the proposed development will occur within the previously disturbed and 
developed portion of the site and there would be no encroachment into, or impacts on, 
any steep slopes or other ESL located on the site. In addition, a Brush Management 
Plan would be implemented with the project and all landscaping proposed would 
utilize native and non-native, non-invasive, and/or drought-tolerant plants throughout 
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the site. Therefore, the proposed development has sited and designed to prevent 
adverse impacts on any adjacent ESL. 

4. The proposed development will be consistent with the City of San Diego's 
Multiple Species Conservation Program (MSCP) Subarea Plan; 

The project site is located at 3013-3033 Science Park Road and 3115-3215 Merryfield 
Row, east of North Torrey Pines Road. The project proposes the demolition of an 
existing building located at 3013 Science Park Road and the adjacent existing parking 
structure, and to construct a two-story, 62,753 square foot research and development 
building, and a four-level, 141,238 square foot parking structure. The existing 110,588 
square foot building located at 3033 Science Park Road shall remain in place. As a 
component ofthe proposed project, the proposed new research and development 
building would achieve a LEED Gold Certification. To allow for the construction of 
the new parking structure, the application includes an amendment to CDP/HRP No. 
96-7939 for a lot line adjustment of 12,796 square feet from the property located at 
3115-3215 Merryfield Row and transfers the area to 3013-3033 Science Park Road. 
This amendment is only for the lot line adjustment, and all of the conditions contained 
in CDP/HRP No. 96-7939 shall remain in effect. 

The southern property line located at 3013-3033 Science Park Road is adjacent to a 
natural canyon, but is not within or adjacent to the MSCP MHP A. This natnral canyon 
also extends along the southern property line for 3115-3215 Merryfield Row, and the 
MHP A does extend into the property at the far southeastern corner of the parcel. All of 
the proposed development will occur within the previously disturbed and developed 
portion of the site and there would be no encroachment into, or impacts on, any steep 
slopes or other ESL located on the site of the MHP A. In addition, a Brush Management 
Plan would be implemented with the project and all landscaping proposed would 
utilize native and non-native, non-invasive, and/or drought-tolerant plants throughout 
the site. Therefore, the proposed development is consistent with the City of San 
Diego's MSCP Subarea Plan. 

5. The proposed development will not contribute to the erosion of public 
beaches or adversely impact local shoreline sand supply; and 

The project site is located at 3013-3033 Science Park Road and 3115-3215 Merryfield 
Row, east ofNorth Torrey Pines Road, and is approximately 0.71-miles from the 
Pacific Ocean. The project proposes the demolition of an existing building located at 
3013 Science Park Road and the adjacent existing parking structure, and to construct a 
two-story, 62,753 square foot research and development building, and a four-level, 
141,238 square foot parking structure. The existing 110,588 square foot building 
located at 3033 Science Park Road shall remain in place. As a component of the 
proposed project, the proposed new research and development building would achieve 
a LEED Gold Certification. To allow for the construction of the new parking structnre, 
the application includes an amendment to CDP/HRP No. 96-7939 for a lot line 
adjustment of 12,796 square feet from the property located at 3115-3215 Merryfield 
Row and transfers the area to 3013-3033 Science Park Road. This amendment is only 
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for the lot line adjustment, and all of the conditions contained in CDP/HRP No. 96-
793 9 shall remain in effect. 

The proposed development would be located on private property and will occur within 
the previously disturbed and developed portion of the site. Therefore, the proposed 
development would not contribute to the erosion of public beaches or adversely impact 
local shoreline sand supply. 

6. The nature and extent of mitigation required as a condition of the permit is 
reasonably related to, and calculated to alleviate, negative impacts created by the 
proposed development. 

A MND No. 383639 has been prepared for the project in accordance with CEQA 
Guidelines, which address potential impacts to Biological Resources, Historical 
Resources (Archaeology), and Paleontological Resources. A MMRP would be 
implemented with this project, which will reduce the potential impacts to below a level 
of significance. Therefore, the mitigation required as a condition of the permit is 
reasonably related to, and calculated to alleviate, any negative impacts created by the 
proposed development. 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that, based on the findings hereinbefore adopted by the Hearing 
Officer, Coastal Development Permit No. 1390732 and Site Development Permit No. 1390733 are 
hereby GRANTED by the Hearing Officer to the referenced Owner/Permittee, in the form, exhibits, 
terms and conditions as set forth in Permit No. 1390732 and No. 1390733 a copy of which is attached 
hereto and made a part hereof. 

Jeffrey A. Peterson 
Development Project Manager 
Development Services 

Adopted on: June 10, 2015 

Internal Order No. 24004990 
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ATTACHMENT 14 

SPACE ABOVE THIS LINE FOR RECORDER'S USE 
INTERNAL ORDER NUMBER: 24004990 

COASTAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT NO. 1447486 
SITE DEVELOPMENT PERMIT NO. 1447488 

LA JOLLA SPECTRUM -PROJECT NO. 383639 [MMRP] 
AMENDMENT TO COASTAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT I 

HILLSIDE REVIEW PERMIT NO. 96-7939 
HEARING OFFICER 

This Coastal Development Permit No. 1447486 and Site Development Permit No. 1447488, an 
amendment to Coastal Development Permit /Hillside Review Permit No. 96-7939, is granted by 
the Hearing Officer of the City of San Diego to ARE-SD REGION 23, LLC, a Delaware Limited 
Liability Company, Owner and Permittee, pursuant to San Diego Municipal Code [SDMC] 
Sections 126.0504 and 126.0708. The 14.2-acre site is located at 3115-3215 Merryfield Row in 
the IP-1-1 Zone within the University Community Planning Area, Prime Industrial Lands, 
Coastal Height Limitation Overlay Zone, Coastal Overlay Zone (Non-Appealable Area 1 and 
Appealable Area), Community Plan Implementation Overlay Zone (CPIOZ-B), First Public 
Roadway, Parking Impact Overlay Zone (Coastal and Campus Impact Areas), and Council 
District I. The project site is legally described as: Lots 9 through 12 of La Jolla Spectrum, in the 
City of San Diego, County of San Diego, State of California, according to Map thereof 12990 
filed in the Office of the County Recorder of San Diego County on December4, 1992. 

Subject to the terms and conditions set forth in this Permit, permission is granted to 
Owner/Permittee for a lot line adjustment with the adjacent property; described and identified by 
size, dimension, quantity, type, and location on the approved exhibits [Exhibit "A"] dated June 
10, 2015, on file in the Development Services Department. 

The project shall include: 

a. A lot line adjustment of 12,796 square feet from Lot 12 of Map No. 12990 located at 
3115-3215 Merryfield Row and transfers the area to Lot 4 of Map No. 6229located at 
3013-3033 Science Park Road; 
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STANDARD REQUIREMENTS: 

1. This permit must be utilized within thirty-six (36) months after the date on which all rights 
of appeal have expired. If this permit is not utilized in accordance with Chapter 12, Article 6, 
Division 1 of the SDMC within the 36 month period, this permit shall be void unless an 
Extension of Time has been granted. Any such Extension of Time must meet all SDMC 
requirements and applicable guidelines in effect at the time the extension is considered by the 
appropriate decision maker. This permit must be utilized by , 2018. 

2. This Coastal Development Permit shall become effective on the eleventh working day 
following receipt by the California Coastal Commission of the Notice of Final Action, or 
following all appeals. 

3. No permit for the construction, occupancy, or operation of any facility or improvement 
described herein shall be granted, nor shall any activity authorized by this Permit be conducted 
on the premises until: 

a. The Owner/Permittee signs and returns the Permit to the Development Services 
Department; and 

b. The Permit is recorded in the Office ofthe San Diego County Recorder. 

4. While this Permit is in effect, the subject property shall be used only for the purposes and 
under the terms and conditions set forth in this Permit unless otherwise authorized by the 
appropriate City decision maker. 

5. This Permit is a covenant running with the subject property and all of the requirements and 
conditions of this Permit and related documents shall be binding upon the Owner/Permittee and 
any successor( s) in interest. 

6. The continued use of this Permit shall be subject to the regulations of this and any other 
applicable governmental agency. 

7. Issuance of this Permit by the City of San Diego does not authorize the Owner/Permittee 
for this Permit to violate any Federal, State or City laws, ordinances, regulations or policies 
including, but not limited to, the Endangered Species Act of 1973 [ESA] and any amendments 
thereto (16 U.S.C. § 1531 et seq.). 

8. The Owner/Permittee shall secure all necessary building permits. The Owner/Permittee is 
informed that to secure these permits, substantial building modifications and site improvements 
may be required to comply with applicable building, fire, mechanical, and plumbing codes, and 
State and Federal disability access laws. 

9. Construction plans shall be in substantial conformity to Exhibit "A." Changes, 
modifications, or alterations to the construction plans are prohibited unless appropriate 
application( s) or amendment( s) to this Permit have been granted. 
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10. All of the conditions contained in this Permit have been considered and were determined
necessary to make the findings required for approval of this Permit. The Permit holder is 
required to comply with each and every condition in order to maintain the entitlements that are 
granted by this Permit. 

If any condition of this Permit, on a legal challenge by the Owner/Permittee of this Permit, is 
found or held by a court of competent jurisdiction to be invalid, unenforceable, or unreasonable, 
this Permit shall be void. However, in such an event, the Owner/Permittee shall have the right, 
by paying applicable processing fees, to bring a request for a new permit without the "invalid" 
conditions( s) back to the discretionary body which approved the Permit for a determination by 
that body as to whether all of the findings necessary for the issuance of the proposed permit can 
still be made in the absence of the "invalid" condition(s). Such hearing shall be a hearing de 
novo, and the discretionary body shall have the absolute right to approve, disapprove, or modify 
the proposed permit and the condition(s) contained therein. 

11. The Owner/Permittee shall defend, indemnify, and hold harmless the City, its agents, 
officers, and employees from any and all claims, actions, proceedings, damages, judgments, or 
costs, including attorney's fees, against the City or its agents, officers, or employees, relating to 
the issuance of this permit including, but not limited to, any action to attack, set aside, void, 
challenge, or annul this development approval and any environmental document or decision. 
The City will promptly notify Owner/Permittee of any claim, action, or proceeding and, if the 
City should fail to cooperate fully in the defense, the Owner/Permittee shall not thereafter be 
responsible to defend, indemnify, and hold harmless the City or its agents, officers, and 
employees. The City may elect to conduct its own defense, participate in its own defense, or 
obtain independent legal counsel in defense of any claim related to this indemnification. In the 
event of such election, Owner/Permittee shall pay all of the costs related thereto, including 
without limitation reasonable attorney's fees and costs. In the event of a disagreement between 
the City and Owner/Permittee regarding litigation issues, the City shall have the authority to 
control the litigation and make litigation related decisions, including, but not limited to, 
settlement or other disposition of the matter. However, the Owner/Permittee shall not be required 
to pay or perform any settlement unless such settlement is approved by Owner/Permittee. 

ENVIRONMENTAL/MITIGATION REQUIREMENTS: 

12. Mitigation requirements in the Mitigation, Monitoring, and Reporting Program [MMRP] 
shall apply to this Permit. These MMRP conditions are hereby incorporated into this Permit by 
reference. 

13. The mitigation measures specified in the MMRP and outlined in MITIGATED 
NEGATIVE DECLARATION, NO. 383639, shall be noted on the construction plans and 
specifications under the heading ENVIRONMEKTAL MITIGATION REQUIREMENTS. 

14. The Owner/Permittee shall comply with the MMRP as specified in MITIGATED 
NEGATIVE DECLARATION, NO. 383639, to the satisfaction of the Development Services 
Department and the City Engineer. Prior to issuance of any construction permit, all conditions of 
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the MMRP shall be adhered to, to the satisfaction of the City Engineer. All mitigation measures 
described in the MMRP shall be implemented for the following issue areas: 

Biological Resources 
Historical Resources (archaeology) 
Paleontological Resources 

MAP CHECK REQUIREMENTS: 

15. Prior to the issuance of any construction permit, a lot line adjustment Parcel Map shall be 
recorded at the County to adjust the lines between Lot 4 of Map No. 6229 and Lot 12 of Map No. 
12990, and shall be in substantial conformity to Exhibit "A." 

DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENTS: 

16. All of the conditions contained in Coastal Development Permit/Hillside Review Permit No. 
96-7939 shall remain in effect. 

INFORMATION ONLY: 

• The issuance of this discretionary use permit alone does not allow the immediate 
commencement or continued operation of the proposed use on site. The operation allowed 
by this discretionary use permit may only begin or recommence after all conditions listed 
on this permit are fully completed and all required ministerial permits have been issued and 
received final inspection. 

• Any party on whom fees, dedications, reservations, or other exactions have been imposed 
as conditions of approval of this Permit, may protest the imposition within ninety days of 
the approval of this development permit by filing a written protest with the City Clerk 
pursuant to California Government Code-section 66020. 

APPROVED by the Hearing Officer of the City of San Diego on June 10,2015 and Resolution 
No. -2 
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Permit Type/PTS Approval No.: CDP No. 1447486 & 
SDP No. 1447488 

Date of Approval: June 10,2015 

AUTHENTICATED BY THE CITY OF SAN DIEGO DEVELOPMENT SERVICES 
DEPARTMENT 

Jeffrey A. Peterson 
Development Project Manager 

NOTE: Notary acknowledgment 
must be attached per Civil Code 
section 1189 et seq. 

The undersigned Owner/Permittee, by execution hereof, agrees to each and every condition of 
this Permit and promises to perform each and every obligation of Owner/Permittee hereunder. 

ARE- SD Region No. 23, LLC, a Delaware limited liability company 

By: Alexandria Real Estate Equities, L.P., a Delaware 
limited partnership, Managing Member 

NOTE: Notary acknowledgments 
must be attached per Civil Code 
section 1189 et seq. 

By: ARE-QRS CORP., a Maryland corporation, 
General Partner 

Signature:--------------
Name (Print): 
Title: 
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HEARING OFFICER 
RESOLUTION NO. HO- -2 

COASTAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT NO. 1447486 
SITE DEVELOPMENT PERMIT NO. 1447488 

ATTACHMENT 15 

LA JOLLA SPECTRUM - PROJECT NO. 383639 [MMRP] 
AMENDMENT TO COASTAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT I 

HILLSIDE REVIEW PERMIT NO. 96-7939 

WHEREAS, ARE-SD REGION 23, LLC, a Delaware Limited Liability Company, Owner and 
Permittee, filed an application with the City of San Diego for a lot line adjustment of 12,796 square 
feet from Lot 12 of Map No. 12990 located at 3115-3215 Merryfield Row and transfers the area to 
Lot 4 of Map No. 6229located at 3013-3033 Science Park Road (as described in and by reference to 
the approved Exhibits "A" and corresponding conditions of approval for the associated Permit No. 
1447486 and No. 1447488), on portions of a proposed 14.2-acre site; 

WHEREAS, the project site is located at 3115-3215 Merryfield Row in the IP-1-1 Zone within the 
University Community Plarming Area, Prime Industrial Lands, Coastal Height Limitation Overlay 
Zone, Coastal Overlay Zone (Non-Appealable Area 1 and Appealable Area), Community Plan 
Implementation Overlay Zone (CPIOZ-B), First Public Roadway, Parking Impact Overlay Zone 
(Coastal and Campus Impact Areas), and Council District I; 

WHEREAS, the project site is legally described as: Lots 9 through 12 of La Jolla Spectrum, in the 
City of San Diego, County of San Diego, State of California, according to Map thereof 12990 filed in 
the Office of the County Recorder of San Diego County on December 4, 1992; 

WHEREAS, on June 10,2015, the Hearing Officer of the City of San Diego considered Coastal 
Development Permit No. 1447486 and Site Development Permit No. 1447488 pursuant to the Land 
Development Code ofthe City of San Diego; NOW, THEREFORE, 

BE IT RESOLVED by the Hearing Officer of the City of San Diego as follows: 

That the Hearing Officer adopts the following written Findings, dated June 10,2015. 

FINDINGS: 

I. Coastal Development Permit- Section 126.0708(a) 

1. The proposed coastal development will not encroach upon any existing physical 
accessway that is legally used by the public or any proposed public accessway identified 
in a Local Coastal Program land use plan; and the proposed coastal development will 
enhance and protect public views to and along the ocean and other scenic coastal areas 
as specified in the Local Coastal Program land use plan; and 

The project site is located at 3115-3215 Merryfield Row, east ofNorth Torrey Pines Road. 
The project proposes an amendment to Coastal Development Permit (CDP)/Hillside Review 
Permit (HRP) No. 96-7939 for a lot line adjustment of 12,796 square feet from the property 
located at 3115-3215 Merryfield Row and transfers the area to 3013-3033 Science Park Road. 
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ATTACHMENT 15 

This amendment is only for the lot line adjustment, and all of the conditions contained in 
CDPIHRP No. 96-7939 shall remain in effect. The lot line adjustment is to allow for the 
construction of the new parking structure located at 3013-3033 Science Park Road, which this 
development activity is covered under CDP No. 1390732 and Site Development Permit (SDP) 
No. 1390733. 

The property is located approximately 0.71-miles from the Pacific Ocean. The property is 
located in area just west of Sorrento Valley Road and the entire area is located between the sea 
and the first public roadway paralleling the sea. Merryfield Row are not designated as a view 
corridor and do not contain intermittent or partial vista, viewshed or scenic overlook with 
views toward the Pacific Ocean. The proposed lot line adjustment would not encroach upon 
any existing physical accessway that is legally used by the public or any proposed public 
accessway as identified in the University Community Planning (UCP) or the Local Coastal 
Program Land Use Plan. 

The proposed lot line adjustment would be between two private properties that occurs within 
the previously disturbed and developed portion of the site and is not requesting nor does it 
require any deviations or variances from the applicable regulations and policy documents, and 
is consistent with the recommended land use designation, design guidelines, and development 
standards in effect for this site. This approval is for an adjustment of property area and would 
not grant any new development or structures; therefore, the lot line adjustment would enhance 
and protect any public views to and along the ocean and other scenic coastal areas as specified 
in the Local Coastal Program Land Use Plan. 

2. The proposed coastal development will not adversely affect environmentally 
sensitive lands; and 

The project proposes an amendment to CDP/HRP No. 96-7939 for a lot line adjustment of 
12,796 square feet from the property located at 3115-3215 Merryfield Row and transfer the 
area to 3013-3033 Science Park Road. This amendment is only for the lot line adjustment, and 
all of the conditions contained in CDP/HRP No. 96-7939 shall remain in effect. The lot line 
adjustment is to allow for the construction of the new parking structure located at 3013-3033 
Science Park Road, which this development activity is covered under CDP No. 1390732 and 
SDP No. 1390733. 

The project site contains Enviromnental Sensitive Lands (ESL) in the form of steep hillsides 
and sensitive biological resources. The southern property line is adjacent to a natural canyon, 
and the Multiple Species Conservation Program (MSCP) Multiple Habitat Planning Area 
(MHP A) extends into the property at the far southeastern comer of the parcel. The proposed 
lot line adjustment would be between two private properties and would be located 
approximately 800 feet from the MHPA. The lot line adjustment would occur within the 
previously disturbed and developed portion of the site and there would be no encroachment 
into, or impacts on, any steep slopes or other ESL located on the site. 

A Mitigated Negative Declaration (MND) No. 383639 has been prepared for the project in 
accordance with State of California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines, which 
covers both the 3115-3215 Merryfield Row and 3013-3033 Science Park Road project sites 
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and addresses potential impacts to Biological Resources, Historical Resources (Archaeology), 
and Paleontological Resources. A Mitigation, Monitoring and Reporting Program (MMRP) 
would be implemented with this project, which will reduce the potential impacts to below a 
level of significance. Therefore, the proposed coastal development would not adversely affect 
ESL. 

3. The proposed coastal development is in conformity with the certified Local 
Coastal Program land use plan and complies with all regulations of the certified 
Implementation Program; and 

The project site is located at 3115-3215 Merryfield Row, east ofNorth Torrey Pines Road, in 
the IP-1-1 Zone within the UCP, identified as Prime Industrial Lands, Coastal Overlay Zone 
(Non-Appealable Area I and Appealable Area), Coastal Height Limitation Overlay Zone 
(CHLOZ), Community Plan Implementation Overlay Zone (CPIOZ-B), First Public Roadway, 
and Parking Impact Overlay Zone (Coastal and Campus Impact Areas). The zoning 
designation allows for research and development uses with some limited manufacturing and 
the UCP designates the sites as Industrial. The surrounding properties are zoned IP-1-1 and 
developed with research and development uses, and the UCP designates the properties as 
Industrial. 

The project proposes an amendment to CDP/HRP No. 96-7939 for a lot line adjustment of 
12,796 square feet from the property located at 3115-3215 Merryfield Row and transfer the 
area to 3013-3033 Science Park Road. This amendment is only for the lot line adjustment, and 
all of the conditions contained in CDP/HRP No. 96-7939 shall remain in effect. The lot line 
adjustment is to allow for the construction of the new parking structure located at 3013-3033 
Science Park Road, which this development activity is covered under CDP No. 1390732 and 
SDP No. 1390733. 

The property is located approximately 0. 71-miles from the Pacific Ocean. The property is 
located in area just west of Sorrento Valley Road and the entire area is located between the sea 
and the first public roadway paralleling the sea. Merryfield Row are not designated as a view 
corridor and do not contain intermittent or partial vista, viewshed or scenic overlook with 
views toward the Pacific Ocean. The proposed lot line adjustment would not encroach upon 
any existing physical accessway that is legally used by the public or any proposed public 
accessway as identified in the UCP or the Local Coastal Program Land Use Plan. 

The proposed lot line adjustment would be between two private properties that occurs within 
the previously disturbed and developed portion of the site and is not requesting nor does it 
require any deviations or variances from the applicable regulations and policy documents, and 
is consistent with the recommended land use designation, design guidelines, and development 
standards in effect for this site. This approval is for an adjustment of property area and would 
not grant any new development or structures; therefore, the lot line adjustment is in conformity 
with the certified Local Coastal Program land use plan and complies with all regulations of the 
certified Implementation Program. 

4. For every Coastal Development Permit issued for any coastal development 
between the nearest public road and the sea or the shoreline of any body of water located 
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within the Coastal Overlay Zone the coastal development is in conformity with the public 
access and public recreation policies of Chapter 3 of the California Coastal Act. 

The project site is located at 3115-3215 Merryfield Row, east of North Torrey Pines Road. 
The project proposes an amendment to CDP/ HRP No. 96-7939 for a lot line adjustment of 
12,796 square feet from the property located at 3115-3215 Merryfield Row and transfers the 
area to 3013-3033 Science Park Road. This amendment is only for the lot line adjustment, and 
all of the conditions contained in CDP/HRP No. 96-7939 shall remain in effect. The lot line 
adjustment is to allow for the construction of the new parking structure located at 3013-3033 
Science Park Road, which this development activity is covered under CDP No. 1390732 and 
SDP No. 1390733. 

The property is located in area just west of Sorrento Valley Road and the entire area is located 
between the sea and the first public roadway paralleling the sea. The properties are located 
approximately 0.71-miles from the Pacific Ocean. The lot line adjustment would be located on 
private property and would occur within the previously disturbed and developed portion of the 
site. The existing development does not encroach upon any existing physical accessway that is 
legally used by the public or any proposed public accessway as identified in the UCP or the 
Local Coastal Program Land Use Plan. 

The proposed lot line adjustment would be between two private properties that occurs within 
the previously disturbed and developed portion ofthe site and is not requesting nor does it 
require any deviations or variances from the applicable regulations and policy documents, and 
is consistent with the recommended land use designation, design guidelines, and development 
standards in effect for this site and public access to the water, public recreation facilities, ort 
public parking facilities would not be adversely affected by the approval of this development. 
This approval is for an adjustment of property area and would not grant any new development 
or structures; therefore, the lot line adjustment complies with the public access and recreation 
policies of Chapter 3 of the California Coastal Act. 

II Site Development Permit- Section 126.0504 

A. Findings for all Site Development Permits 

1. The proposed development will not adversely affect the applicable land use 
plan; 

The project site is located at 3115-3215 Merryfield Row, east of North Torrey Pines 
Road, in the IP-1-1 Zone within the UCP, identified as Prime Industrial Lands, Coastal 
Overlay Zone (Non-Appealable Area 1 and Appealable Area), CHLOZ, CPIOZ-B, 
First Public Roadway, and Parking Impact Overlay Zone (Coastal and Campus Impact 
Areas). The zoning designation allows for research and development uses with some 
limited manufacturing and the UCP designates the sites as Industrial. The surrounding 
properties are zoned IP-1-1 and developed with research and development uses, and 
the UCP designates the properties as Industrial. 
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The project proposes an amendment to CDP/HRP No. 96-7939 for a lot line 
adjustment of 12,796 square feet from the property located at 3115-3215 Merryfield 
Row and transfer the area to 3013-3033 Science Park Road. This amendment is only 
for the lot line adjustment, and all of the conditions contained in CDP/HRP No. 96-
7939 shall remain in effect. The lot line adjustment is to allow for the construction of 
the new parking structure located at 3013-3033 Science Park Road, which this 
development activity is covered under CDP No. 1390732 and SDP No. 1390733. 

The proposed lot line adjustment would be between two private properties that occurs 
within the previously disturbed and developed portion of the site and is not requesting 
nor does it require any deviations or variances from the applicable regulations and 
policy documents, and is consistent with the recommended land use designation, 
design guidelines, and development standards in effect for this site. This approval is for 
an adjustment of property area and would not grant any new development or structures; 
therefore, the lot line adjustment would not adversely affect the applicable land use 
plan. 

2. The proposed development will not be detrimental to the public health, 
safety, and welfare; and 

The project site is located at 3115-3215 Merryfield Row, east of North Torrey Pines 
Road. The project proposes an amendment to CDP/HRP No. 96-7939 for a lot line 
adjustment of 12,796 square feet from the property located at 3115-3215 Merryfield 
Row and transfers the area to 3013-3033 Science Park Road. This amendment is only 
for the lot line adjustment, and all of the conditions contained in CDP/HRP No. 96-
793 9 shall remain in effect. The lot line adjustment is to allow for the construction of 
the new parking structure located at 3013-3033 Science Park Road, which this 
development activity is covered under CDP No. 1390732 and SDP No. 1390733. 

A MND No. 383639 has been prepared for the project in accordance with State of 
CEQA Guidelines, which covers both the 3115-3215 Merryfield Row and 3013-3033 
Science Park Road project sites and addresses potential impacts to Biological 
Resources, Historical Resources (Archaeology), and Paleontological Resources. A 
MMRP would be implemented with this project, which will reduce the potential 
impacts to below a level of significance. 

The proposed lot line adjustment would be between two private properties that occurs 
within the previously disturbed and developed portion of the site and is not requesting 
nor does it require any deviations or variances from the applicable regulations and 
policy documents, and is consistent with the recommended land use designation, 
design guidelines, and development standards in effect for this site. This approval is for 
an adjustment of property area and would not grant any new development or structures. 
The project shall comply with the development conditions in effect for the subject 
property as described in CDP No. 1447486 and SDP No. 1447488, and other 
regulations and guidelines pertaining to the subject property per the SDMC. Therefore, 
the lot line adjustment would not be detrimental to the public health, safety and 
welfare. 
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3. The proposed development will comply with the applicable regulations of 
the Land Development Code, including any allowable deviations pursuant to the 
Land Development Code. 

The project site is located at 3115-3215 Merryfield Row, east ofNorth Torrey Pines 
Road. The project proposes an amendment to CDP/HRP No. 96-7939 for a lot line 
adjustment of 12,796 square feet from the property located at 3115-3215 Merryfield 
Row and transfers the area to 3013-3033 Science Park Road. This amendment is only 
for the lot line adjustment, and all of the conditions contained in CDP/HRP No. 96-
7939 shall remain in effect. The lot line adjustment is to allow for the construction of 
the new parking structure located at 3013-3033 Science Park Road, which this 
development activity is covered under CDP No. 1390732 and SDP No. 1390733. 

This approval is for an adjustment of property area and would not grant any new 
development or structures. The proposed lot line adjustment would be between two 
private properties that occurs within the previously disturbed and developed portion of 
the site and is not requesting nor does it require any deviations or variances from the 
applicable regulations and policy documents, and is consistent with the recommended 
land use designation, design guidelines, and development standards in effect for this 
site, including conformance with the applicable regulations of the Land Development 
Code (LDC). 

B. Supplemental Findings--Environmentally Sensitive Lands 

1. The site is physically suitable for the design and siting of the proposed 
development and the development will result in minimum disturbance to 
environmentally sensitive lands; 

The project proposes an amendment to CDP/HRP No. 96-7939 for a lot line 
adjustment of 12,796 square feet from the property located at 3115-3215 Merryfield 
Row and transfer the area to 3013-3033 Science Park Road. This amendment is only 
for the lot line adjustment, and all of the conditions contained in CDP/HRP No. 96-
7939 shall remain in effect. The lot line adjustment is to allow for the construction of 
the new parking structure located at 3013-3033 Science Park Road, which this 
development activity is covered under CDP No. 1390732 and SDP No. 1390733. 

The project site contains ESL in the form of steep hillsides and sensitive biological 
resources. The southern property line is adjacent to a natural canyon, and the MSCP 
MHP A extends into the property at the far southeastern comer of the parcel. The 
proposed lot line adjustment would be between two private properties and would be 
located approximately 800 feet from the MHP A The lot line adjustment would occur 
within the previously disturbed and developed portion of the site and there would be no 
encroachment into, or impacts on, any steep slopes or other ESL located on the site. 

A MND No. 383639 has been prepared for the project in accordance with CEQA 
Guidelines, which covers both the 3115-3215 Merryfield Row and 3013-3033 Science 
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Park Road project sites and addresses potential impacts to Biological Resources, 
Historical Resources (Archaeology), and Paleontological Resources. A MMRP would 
be implemented with this project, which will reduce the potential impacts to below a 
level of significance. This approval is for an adjustment of property area and would 
not grant any new development or structures; therefore, the lot line adjustment would 
not result in any disturbance to ESL. 

2. The proposed development will minimize the alteration of natural land 
forms and will not result in undue risk from geologic and erosional forces, flood 
hazards, or fire hazards; 

The project site is located at 3115-3215 Merryfield Row, east of North Torrey Pines 
Road. The project proposes an amendment to CDP/HRP No. 96-7939 for a lot line 
adjustment of 12,796 square feet from the property located at 3115-3215 Merryfield 
Row and transfers the area to 3013-3033 Science Park Road. This amendment is only 
for the lot line adjustment, and all of the conditions contained in CDP/HRP No. 96-
7939 shall remain in effect. The lot line adjustment is to allow for the construction of 
the new parking structure located at 3013-3033 Science Park Road, which this 
development activity is covered under CDP No. 1390732 and SDP No. 1390733. 

This approval is for an adjustment of property area and would not grant any new 
development or structures. The proposed lot line adjustment would be between two 
private properties that occurs within the previously disturbed and developed portion of 
the site and is not requesting nor does it require any deviations or variances from the 
applicable regulations and policy documents, and is consistent with the recommended 
land use designation, design guidelines, and development standards in effect for this 
site. Therefore, the lot line adjustmeot would create any alteration of natural land forms 
and would not result in undue risk from geologic and erosional forces, flood hazards, 
or fire hazards. 

3. The proposed development will be sited and designed to prevent adverse 
impacts on any adjacent environmentally sensitive lands; 

The project proposes an amendment to CDP/HRP No. 96-7939 for a lot line 
adjustment of 12,796 square feet from the property located at 3115-3215 Merryfield 
Row and transfer the area to 3013-3033 Science Park Road. This amendment is only 
for the lot line adjustment, and all of the conditions contained in CDP/HRP No. 96-
7939 shall remain in effect. The lot line adjustment is to allow for the construction of 
the new parking structure located at 3013-3033 Science Park Road, which this 
development activity is covered under CDP No. 1390732 and SDP No. 1390733. 

The project site contains ESL in the form of steep hillsides and sensitive biological 
resources. The southern property line is adjacent to a natural canyon, and the MSCP 
MHP A extends into the property at the far southeastern comer of the parcel. The 
proposed lot line adjustment would be between two private properties and would be 
located approximately 800 feet from the MHP A. The lot line adjustment would occur 
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within the previously disturbed and developed portion of the site and there would be no 
encroachment into, or impacts on, any steep slopes or other ESL located on the site. 

4. The proposed development will be consistent with the City of San Diego's 
Multiple Species Conservation Program (MSCP) Subarea Plan; 

The project proposes an amendment to CDP/HRP No. 96-7939 for a lot line 
adjustment of 12,796 square feet from the property located at 3115-3215 Merryfield 
Row and transfer the area to 3013-3033 Science Park Road. This amendment is only 
for the lot line adjustment, and all of the conditions contained in CDP/HRP No. 96-
7939 shall remain in effect. The lot line adjustment is to allow for the construction of 
the new parking structure located at 3013-3033 Science Park Road, which this 
development activity is covered under CDP No. 1390732 and SDP No. 1390733. 

The project site contains ESL in the form of steep hillsides and sensitive biological 
resources. The southern property line is adjacent to a natural canyon, and the MSCP 
MHP A extends into the property at the far southeastern comer of the parcel. The 
proposed lot line adjustment would be between two private properties and would be 
located approximately 800 feet from the MHP A. This approval is for an adjustment of 
property area and would not grant any new development or structures. The proposed 
lot line adjustment would be between two private properties that occurs within the 
previously disturbed and developed portion of the site and is not requesting nor does it 
require any deviations or variances from the applicable regulations and policy 
documents, and is consistent with the recommended land use designation, design 
guidelines, and development standards in effect for this site. Therefore, the proposed 
development is consistent with the City of San Diego's MSCP Subarea Plan. 

5. The proposed development will not contribute to the erosion of public 
beaches or adversely impact local shoreline sand supply; and 

The project proposes an amendment to CDPIHRP No. 96-7939 for a lot line 
adjustment of 12,796 square feet from the property located at 3115-3215 Merryfield 
Row and transfer the area to 3013-3033 Science Park Road. This amendment is only 
for the lot line adjustment, and all of the conditions contained in CDP/HRP No. 96-
7939 shall remain in effect. The lot line adjustment is to allow for the construction of 
the new parking structure located at 3013-3033 Science Park Road, which this 
development activity is covered under CDP No. 1390732 and SDP No. 1390733. 

This approval is for an adjustment of property area and would not grant any new 
development or structures. The proposed lot line adjustment would be between two 
private properties that occurs within the previously disturbed and developed portion of 
the site and is not requesting nor does it require any deviations or variances from the 
applicable regulations and policy documents, and is consistent with the recommended 
land use designation, design guidelines, and development standards in effect for this 
site. Therefore, the lot line adjustment would not contribute to the erosion of public 
beaches or adversely impact local shoreline sand supply. 
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6. The nature and extent of mitigation required as a condition of the permit is 
reasonably related to, and calculated to alleviate, negative impacts created by the 
proposed development. 

The project proposes an amendment to CDP/HRP No. 96-7939 for a lot line 
adjustment of 12,796 square feet from the property located at 3115-3215 Merryfield 
Row and transfer the area to 3013-3033 Science Park Road. This amendment is only 
for the lot line adjustment, and all of the conditions contained in CDP/HRP No. 96-
7939 shall remain in effect. The lot line adjustment is to allow for the construction of 
the new parking structure located at 3013-3033 Science Park Road, which this 
development activity is covered under CDP No. 1390732 and SDP No. 1390733. 

This approval is for an adjustment of property area and would not grant any new 
development or structures. The proposed lot line adjustment would be between two 
private properties that occurs within the previously disturbed and developed portion of 
the site and is not requesting nor does it require any deviations or variances from the 
applicable regulations and policy documents, and is consistent with the recommended 
land use designation, design guidelines, and development standards in effect for this 
site. 

A MND No. 383639 has been prepared for the project in accordance with State of 
CEQA Guidelines, which covers both the 3115-3215 Merryfield Row and 3013-3033 
Science Park Road project sites and addresses potential impacts to Biological 
Resources, Historical Resources (Archaeology), and Paleontological Resources. A 
MMRP would be implemented with this project, which will reduce the potential 
impacts to below a level of significance. 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that, based on the findings hereinbefore adopted by the Hearing 
Officer, Coastal Development Permit No. 1447486 and Site Development Permit No. 1447488 are 
hereby GRANTED by the Hearing Officer to the referenced Owner/Permittee, in the form, exhibits, 
terms and conditions as set forth in Permit No. 1447486 and No. 1447488 a copy of which is attached 
hereto and made a part hereof. 

Jeffrey A. Peterson 
Development Project Manager 
Development Services 

Adopted on: June 10,2015 

Internal Order No. 24004990 
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HEARING OFFICER 
RESOLUTION NO. HO- -3 

SPECTRUM 1 & 2/LA JOLLA SPECTRUM- PROJECT NO. 383639 [MMRP] 
MITIGATED NEGATIVE DECLARATION NO. 383639 

ADOPTED ON JUNE 10,2015 

WHEREAS, on August 27, 2014, ARE-SD REGION 35, LLC, a Delaware Limited Liability 
Company, Owner and Permittee, submitted an application to Development Services Department 
for a Coastal Development Permit and Site Development Permit for the Spectrum I & 2/La Jolla 
Spectrum (Project); and 

WHEREAS, the matter was set for a public hearing to be conducted by the Hearing Officer of 
the City of San Diego; and 

WHEREAS, the issue was heard by the Hearing Officer on Jnne 10, 2015; and 

WHEREAS, the Hearing Officer considered the issues discussed in Mitigated Negative 
Declaration No. 383639 (Report) prepared for this Project; NOW THEREFORE, 

BE IT RESOLVED, by the Hearing Officer, that it is certified that the Mitigated Negative 
Declaration No. 383639 has been completed in compliance with the California Environmental 
Quality Act of 1970 (CEQA) (Public Resources Code Section 21000 et seq.), as amended, and 
the State CEQA Guidelines thereto (California Code of Regulations, Title 14, Chapter 3, Section 
15000 et seq.), that the Report reflects the independent judgment of the City of San Diego as 
Lead Agency and that the information contained in said Report, together with any comments 
received during the public review process, has been reviewed and considered by the Hearing 
Officer in connection with the approval of the Project. 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Hearing Officer finds on the basis of the entire record 
that project revisions now mitigate potentially significant effects on the environment previously 
identified in the Initial Study, that there is no substantial evidence that the Project will have a 
significant effect on the environment, and therefore, that said Report is hereby adopted. 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that pursuant to CEQA Section 21081.6, the Hearing Officer 
hereby adopts the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program, which is attached hereto as 
Exhibit A 

By~~~--------------
J effrey A Peterson 
Development Project Manager 

ATTACHMENT(S): Exhibit A, Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program 
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EXHIBIT A 

MITIGATION MONITORING AND REPORTING PROGRAM 

SPECTRUM 1 & 2/LA JOLLA SPECTRUM - PROJECT NO. 383639 

This Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program is designed to ensure compliance with Public 
Resources Code Section 21081.6 during implementation of mitigation measures. This program 
identifies at a minimum: the department responsible for the monitoring, what is to be monitored, 
how the monitoring shall be accomplished, the monitoring and reporting schedule, and 
completion requirements. A record of the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program will be 
maintained at the offices of the Land Development Review Division, 1222 First Avenue, Fifth 
Floor, San Diego, CA, 92101. All mitigation measures contained in the Mitigated Negative 
Declaration No. 383639 shall be made conditions of Coastal Development Permit No. 1390732 
and Site Development Permit No. 1390733, and Coastal Development Permit No. 1447486 and 
Site Development Permit No. 1447486, as may be further described below. 

A. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS- PART I Plan Check Phase (prior to permit 
issuance) 

1. Prior to the issuance of a Notice To Proceed (NTP) for a subdivision, or 
any construction permits, such as Demolition, Grading or Building, or 
beginning any construction related activity on-site, the Development 
Services Department (DSD) Director's Environmental Designee (ED) 
shall review and approve all Construction Documents (CD), (plans, 
specification, details, etc.) to ensure the MMRP requirements are 
incorporated into the design. 

2. In addition, the ED shall verify that the MMRP Conditions/Notes that 
apply ONLY to the construction phases of this project are included 
VERBATIM, under the heading, "ENVIRONMENTAL/MITIGATION 
REQUIREMENTS." 

3. These notes must be shown within the first three (3) sheets of the 
construction documents in the format specified for engineering 
construction document templates as shown on the City website: 
http:/ /www.sandiego.gov/development-services/industry/standtemp.shtml 

4. The TITLE INDEX SHEET must also show on which pages the 
"Environmental/Mitigation Requirements" notes are provided. 

5. SURETY AND COST RECOVERY- The Development Services 
Director or City Manager may require appropriate surety instruments or 
bonds from private Permit Holders to ensure the long term performance or 
implementation of required mitigation measures or programs. The City is 
authorized to recover its cost to offset the salary, overhead, and expenses 
for City personnel and programs to monitor qualifYing projects. 
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B. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS-PART II Post Plan Check (After permit 
issuance/Prior to start of construction) 

I. PRE CONSTRUCTION MEETING IS REQUIRED TEN (10) 
WORKING DAYS PRIOR TO BEGINNING ANY WORK ON THIS 
PROJECT. The PERMIT HOLDER/OWNER is responsible to arrange 
and perform this meeting by contacting the CITY RESIDENT 
ENGINEER (RE) of the Field Engineering Division and City staff from 
MITIGATION MONITORING COORDINATION (MMC). Attendees 
must also include the Permit holder's Representative(s), Job Site 
Superintendent and the following consultants: Qualified biologist, 
archaeologist, and paleontologist 

Note: Failure of all responsible Permit Holder's representatives and 
consultants to attend shall require an additional meeting with all 
parties present. 

CONTACT INFORMATION: 
a) The PRIMARY POINT OF CONTACT is theRE at the Field 

Engineering Division - 858-627-3200 
b) For Clarification of ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS, applicant t 

is also required to call RE and MMC at 858-627-3360 

2. MMRP COMPLIANCE: This Project, Project Tracking System (PTS) 
Number 383639 and/or Environmental Document Number 383639, shall 
conform to the mitigation requirements contained in the associated 
Environmental Document and implemented to the satisfaction of the 
DSD's Environmental Designee (MMC) and the City Engineer (RE). The 
requirements may not be reduced or changed but may be annotated (i.e. to 
explain when and how compliance is being met and location of verifying 
proof, etc.). Additional clarifying information may also be added to other 
relevant plan sheets and/or specifications as appropriate (i.e., specific 
locations, times of monitoring, methodology, etc. 

Note: Permit Holder's Representatives must alert RE and MMC if 
there are any discrepancies in the plans or notes, or any changes due 
to field conditions. All conflicts must be approved by RE and MMC 
BEFORE the work is performed. 

3. OTHER AGENCY REQUIREMENTS: Evidence of compliance with 
all other agency requirements or permits shall be submitted to the RE and 
MMC for review and acceptance prior to the beginning of work or within 
one week of the Permit Holder obtaining documentation of those permits 
or requirements. Evidence shall include copies of permits, letters of 
resolution or other documentation issued by the responsible agency: Not 
Applicable 
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4. MONITORING EXHIBITS: All consultants are required to submit, to 
RE and MMC, a monitoring exhibit on a 11x17 reduction of the 
appropriate construction plan, such as site plan, grading, landscape, etc., 
marked to clearly show the specific areas including the LIMIT OF 
WORK, scope of that discipline's work, and notes indicating when in the 
construction schedule that work will be performed. When necessary for 
clarification, a detailed methodology of how the work will be performed 
shall be included. 

Note: Surety and Cost Recovery- When deemed necessary by the 
Development Services Director or City Manager, additional surety 
instruments or bonds from the private Permit Holder may be 
required to ensure the long term performance or implementation of 
required mitigation measures or programs. The City is authorized to 
recover its cost to offset the salary, overhead, and expenses for City 
personnel and programs to monitor qualifying projects. 

5. OTHER SUBMITTALS AND INSPECTIONS: The Permit 
Holder/Owner's representative shall submit all required documentation, 
verification letters, and requests for all associated inspections to the RE 
and MMC for approval per the following schedule: 

DOCUMENT SUBMITTAL/INSPECTION CHECKLIST 

Issue Area Document Submittal 
Associated 

Inspection! Approvals/Notes 

General 
Consultant Qualification 

Prior to Preconstruction Meeting 
Letters 

General 
Consultant Construction 

Prior to or at Preconstruction Meeting 
Monitoring Exhibits 

Biology 
Biologist Limit of Work 

Limit of Work Inspection 
Verification 

Paleontology Paleontology Reports Paleontology Site Observation 

Historical 
Archaeology Reports 

Archaeology/Historic Site 
Resources Observation 
Waste Waste Management Reports Waste Management Inspections 
Management 

Bond Release 
Request for Bond Release Final MMRP Inspections Prior to 
Letter Bond Release Letter 

C. SPECIFIC MMRP ISSUE AREA CONDITIONS/REQUIREMENTS 

BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES (RESOURCE PROTECTION DURING CONSTRUCTION) 
I. Prior to Construction 
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A. Biologist Verification: The owner/permittee shall provide a letter 
to the City's Mitigation Monitoring Coordination (MMC) section 
stating that a Project Biologist (Qualified Biologist) as defined in 
the City of San Diego's Biological Guidelines (2012), has been 
retained to implement the project's biological monitoring program. 
The letter shall include the names and contact information of all 
persons involved in the biological monitoring of the project. 

B. Preconstruction Meeting: The Qualified Biologist shall attend the 
preconstruction meeting, discuss the project's biological 
monitoring program, and arrange to perform any follow up 
mitigation measures and reporting including site-specific 
monitoring, restoration or revegetation, and additional fauna/flora 
surveys/salvage. 

C. Biological Documents: The Qualified Biologist shall submit all 
required documentation to MMC verifYing that any special 
mitigation reports including but not limited to, maps, plans, 
surveys, survey timelines, or buffers are completed or scheduled 
per City Biology Guidelines, Multiple Species Conservation 
Program (MSCP), Environmentally Sensitive Lands Ordinance 
(ESL ), project permit conditions; California Environmental 
Quality Act (CEQA); endangered species acts (ESAs); and/or other 
local, state or federal requirements. 

D. Biological Construction Mitigation/Monitoring Exhibit: The 
Qualified Biologist shall present a Biological Construction 
Mitigation/Monitoring Exhibit (BCME) which includes the 
biological documents in C above. In addition, include: 
restoration/revegetation plans, plant salvage/relocation 
requirements (e.g., coastal cactus wren plant salvage, burrowing 
owl exclusions, etc.), avian or other wildlife surveys/survey 
schedules (including general avian nesting and USFWS protocol), 
timing of surveys, wetland buffers, avian construction avoidance 
areas/noise buffers/ barriers, other impact avoidance areas, and any 
subsequent requirements determined by the Qualified Biologist 
and the City ADD/MMC. The BCME shall include a site plan, 
written and graphic depiction of the project's biological 
mitigation/monitoring program, and a schedule. The BCME shall 
be approved by MMC and referenced in the construction 
documents. 

E. Avian Protection Requirements: To avoid any direct impacts to 
raptors and/or any native/migratory birds, removal of habitat that 
supports active nests in the proposed area of disturbance should 
occur outside of the breeding season for these species (February I 
to September 15). If removal of habitat in the proposed area of 
disturbance must occur during the breeding season, the Qualified 
Biologist shall conduct a pre-construction survey to determine the 
presence or absence of nesting birds on the proposed area of 
disturbance. The pre-construction survey shall be conducted within 
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1 0 calendar days prior to the start of construction activities 
(including removal of vegetation). The applicant shall submit the 
results of the pre-construction survey to City DSD for review and 
approval prior to initiating any construction activities. If nesting 
birds are detected, a letter report or mitigation plan in conformance 
with the City's Biology Guidelines and applicable State and 
Federal Law (i.e. appropriate follow up surveys, monitoring 
schedules, construction and noise barriers/buffers, etc.) shall be 
prepared and include proposed measures to be implemented to 
ensure that take of birds or eggs or disturbance of breeding 
activities is avoided. The report or mitigation plan shall be 
submitted to the City for review and approval and implemented to 
the satisfaction of the City. The City's MMC Section or RE, and 
Biologist shall verify and approve that all measures identified in 
the report or mitigation plan are in place prior to and/or during 
construction. 

F. Resource Delineation: Prior to construction activities, the 
Qualified Biologist shall supervise the placement of orange 
construction fencing or equivalent along the limits of disturbance 
adjacent to sensitive biological habitats and verify compliance with 
any other project conditions as shown on the BCME. This phase 
shall include flagging plant specimens and delimiting buffers to 
protect sensitive biological resources (e.g., habitats/flora & fauna 
species, including nesting birds) during construction. Appropriate 
steps/care should be taken to minimize attraction of nest predators 
to the site. 

G. Education: Prior to commencement of construction activities, the 
Qualified Biologist shall meet with the owner/permittee or 
designee and the construction crew and conduct an on-site 
educational session regarding the need to avoid impacts outside of 
the approved construction area and to protect sensitive flora and 
fauna (e.g., explain the avian and wetland buffers, flag system for 
removal of invasive species or retention of sensitive plants, and 
clarify acceptable access routes/methods and staging areas, etc.). 

II. During Construction 
A. Monitoring: All construction (including access/staging areas) shall 

be restricted to areas previously identified, proposed for 
development/staging, or previously disturbed as shown on "Exhibit 
A" and/or the BCME. The Qualified Biologist shall monitor 
construction activities as needed to ensure that construction 
activities do not encroach into biologically sensitive areas, or cause 
other similar damage, and that the work plan has been amended to 
accommodate any sensitive species located during the pre
construction surveys. In addition, the Qualified Biologist shall 
document field activity via the Consultant Site Visit Record 
(CSVR). The CSVR shall bee-mailed to MMC on the 1st day of 
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monitoring, the 1st week of each month, the last day of monitoring, 
and immediately in the case of any undocumented condition or 
discovery. 

B. Subsequent Resource Identification: The Qualified Biologist 
shall note/act to prevent any new disturbances to habitat, flora, 
and/or fauna onsite (e.g., flag plant specimens for avoidance during 
access, etc). If active nests or other previously unknown sensitive 
resources are detected, all project activities that directly impact the 
resource shall be delayed until species specific local, state or 
federal regulations have been determined and applied by the 
Qualified Biologist. 

III. Post Construction Measures 
A. In the event that impacts exceed previously allowed amounts, 

additional impacts shall be mitigated in accordance with City 
Biology Guidelines, ESL and MSCP, State CEQA, and other 
applicable local, state and federal law. The Qualified Biologist 
shall submit a final BCME/report to the satisfaction of the City 
ADD/MMC within 30 days of construction completion. 

HISTORICAL RESOURCES (ARCHAEOLOGY) 

I. Prior to Permit Issuance 
A. Entitlements Plan Check 

1. Prior to issuance of any construction permits, including but not 
limited to, the first Grading Permit, Demolition Plans/Permits and 
Building Plans/Permits or a Notice to Proceed for Subdivisions, 
but prior to the first preconstruction meeting, whichever is 
applicable, the Assistant Deputy Director (ADD) Environmental 
designee shall verify that the requirements for Archaeological 
Monitoring and Native American monitoring have been noted on 
the appropriate construction documents. 

B. Letters of Qualification have been submitted to ADD 
1. The applicant shall submit a letter of verification to Mitigation 

Monitoring Coordination (MMC) identifying the Principal 
Investigator (PI) for the project and the names of all persons 
involved in the archaeological monitoring program, as defined in 
the City of San Diego Historical Resources Guidelines (HRG). If 
applicable, individuals involved in the archaeological monitoring 
program must have completed the 40-hour HAZWOPER training 
with certification documentation. 

2. MMC will provide a letter to the applicant confirming the 
qualifications of the PI and all persons involved in the 
archaeological monitoring of the project. 

3. Prior to the start of work, the applicant must obtain approval from 
MMC for any personnel changes associated with the monitoring 
program. 
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II. Prior to Start of Construction 
A. Verification of Records Search 

1. The PI shall provide verification to MMC that a site specific 
records search (1/4 mile radius) has been completed. Verification 
includes, but is not limited to a copy of a confirmation letter from 
South Coast Information Center, or, ifthe search was in-house, a 
letter of verification from the PI stating that the search was 
completed. 

2. The letter shall introduce any pertinent information concerning 
expectations and probabilities of discovery during trenching and/or 
grading activities. 

3. The PI may submit a detailed letter to MMC requesting a reduction 
to the \14 mile radius. 

B. PI Shall Attend Precon Meetings 
1. Prior to beginning any work that requires monitoring; the 

Applicant shall arrange a Precon Meeting that shall include the PI, 
Construction Manager (CM) and/or Grading Contractor, Resident 
Engineer (RE), Building Inspector (BI), if appropriate, and MMC. 
The qualified Archaeologist and Native American Monitor shall 
attend any grading/excavation related Precon Meetings to make 
comments and/or suggestions concerning the Archaeological 
Monitoring program with the Construction Manager and/or 
Grading Contractor. 
a. If the PI is unable to attend the Precon Meeting, the 

Applicant shall schedule a focused Precon Meeting with 
MMC, the PI, RE, CM or BI, if appropriate, prior to the 
start of any work that requires monitoring. 

2. Identify Areas to be Monitored 
a. Prior to the start of any work that requires monitoring, the 

PI shall submit an Archaeological Monitoring Exhibit 
(AME) based on the appropriate construction documents 
(reduced to llxl7) to MMC identifying the areas to be 
monitored including the delineation of grading/excavation 
limits. 

b. The AME shall be based on the results of a site specific 
records search as well as information regarding existing 
known soil conditions (native or formation). 

3. When Monitoring Will Occur 
a. Prior to the start of any work, the PI shall also submit a 

construction schedule to MMC through theRE indicating 
when and where monitoring will occur. 
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b. The PI may submit a detailed letter to MMC prior to the 
start of work or during construction requesting a 
modification to the monitoring program. This request shall 
be based on relevant information such as review of final 
construction documents which indicate site conditions such 
as depth of excavation and/or site graded to bedrock, etc., 
which may reduce or increase the potential for resources to 
be present. 

III. During Construction 
A. Monitor(s) Shall be Present During Grading/Excavation/Trenching 

1. The Archaeological Monitor shall be present full-time during 
grading/excavation/trenching activities which could result in 
impacts to archaeological resources as identified on the AME. The 
Native American monitor shall determine the extent of their 
presence during construction related activities based on the AME 
and provide that information to the PI and MMC. The 
Construction Manager is responsible for notifying the RE, PI, 
and MMC of changes to any construction activities such as in 
the case of a potential safety concern within the area being 
monitored. In certain circumstances OSHA safety 
requirements may necessitate modification of the PME. 

2. The PI may submit a detailed letter to MMC during construction 
requesting a modification to the monitoring program when a field 
condition such as modern disturbance post -dating the previous 
grading/trenching activities, presence of fossil formations, or when 
native soils are encountered may reduce or increase the potential 
for resources to be present. 

3. The monitor shall document field activity via the Consultant Site 
Visit Record (CSVR). The CSVR's shall be faxed by the CM to 
the RE the first day of monitoring, the last day of monitoring, 
monthly (Notification of Monitoring Completion), and in the 
case of ANY discoveries. The RE shall forward copies to MMC. 

B. Discovery Notification Process 
1. In the event of a discovery, the Archaeological Monitor shall direct 

the contractor to temporarily divert trenching activities in the area 
of discovery and immediately notify theRE or BI, as appropriate. 

2. The Monitor shall immediately notify the PI (unless Monitor is the 
PI) of the discovery. 

3. The PI shall immediately notify MMC by phone of the discovery, 
and shall also submit written documentation to MMC within 24 
hours by fax or email with photos of the resource in context, if 
possible. 
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C. Determination of Significance 
I. The PI and Native American monitor shall evaluate the 

significance of the resource. If Human Remains are involved, 
follow protocol in Section IV below. 
a. The PI shall immediately notify MMC by phone to discuss 

significance determination and shall also submit a letter to 
MMC indicating whether additional mitigation is required. 

b. If the resource is significant, the PI shall submit an 
Archaeological Data Recovery Program (ADRP) and 
obtain written approval from MMC. Impacts to significant 
resources must be mitigated before ground disturbing 
activities in the area of discovery will be allowed to 
resume. 

c. If resource is not significant, the PI shall submit a letter to 
MMC indicating that artifacts will be collected, curated, 
and documented in the Final Monitoring Report. The letter 
shall also indicate that that no further work is required. 

IV. Discovery of Human Remains 
If human remains are discovered, work shall halt in that area and the following 
procedures as set forth in the California Public Resources Code (Sec. 5097.98) 
and State Health and Safety Code (Sec. 7050.5) shall be undertaken: 
A. Notification 

I. Archaeological Monitor shall notify the RE or BI as appropriate, 
MMC, and the PI, if the Monitor is not qualified as a PI. MMC 
will notify the appropriate Senior Plauner in the Environmental 
Analysis Section (EAS). 

2. The PI shall notifY the Medical Examiner after consultation with 
the RE, either in person or via telephone. 

B. Isolate discovery site 
I. Work shall be directed away from the location of the discovery and 

any nearby area reasonably suspected to overlay adjacent human 
remains until a determination can be made by the Medical 
Examiner in consultation with the PI concerning the provenience 
of the remains. 

2. The Medical Examiner, in consultation with the PI, will determine 
the need for a field examination to determine the provenience. 

3. If a field examination is not warranted, the Medical Examiner will 
determine with input from the PI, ifthe remains are or are most 
likely to be of Native American origin. 

C. If Human Remains ARE determined to be Native American 
I. The Medical Examiner will notifY the Native American Heritage 

Commission (NAHC) within 24 hours. By law, ONLY the 
Medical Examiner can make this call. 

2. NAHC will immediately identify the person or persons determined 
to be the Most Likely Descendent (MLD) and provide contact 
information. 
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3. The MLD will contact the PI within 24 hours or sooner after the 
Medical Examiner has completed coordination, to begin the 
consultation process in accordance with the California Public 
Resource and Health & Safety Codes. 

4. The MLD will have 48 hours to make recommendations to the 
property owner or representative, for the treatment or disposition 
with proper dignity, of the human remains and associated grave 
goods. 

5. Disposition of Native American Human Remains shall be 
determined between the MLD and the PI, IF: 
a. The NAHC is unable to identify the MLD, OR the MLD 

failed to make a recommendation within 48 hours after 
being notified by the Commission; OR; 

b. The landowner or authorized representative rejects the 
recommendation of the MLD and mediation in accordance 
with PRC 5097.94 (k) by the NAHC fails to provide 
measures acceptable to the landowner. 

c. In order to protect these sites, the Landowner shall do one 
or more of the following: 
(I) Record the site with the NAHC; 
(2) Record an open space or conservation easement on 

the site; 
(3) Record a document with the County. 

d. Upon the discovery of multiple Native American human 
remains during a ground disturbing land development 
activity, the landowner may agree that additional conferral 
with descendants is necessary to consider culturally 
appropriate treatment of multiple Native American human 
remains. Culturally appropriate treatment of such a 
discovery may be ascertained from review of the site 
utilizing cultural and archaeological standards. Where the 
parties are unable to agree on the appropriate treatment 
measures the human remains and buried with Native 
American human remains shall be reinterred with 
appropriate dignity, pursuant to Section 5 .c., above. 

D. If Human Remains are NOT Native American 
I. The PI shall contact the Medical Examiner and notify them of the 

historic era context of the burial. 
2. The Medical Examiner will determine the appropriate course of 

action with the PI and City staff (PRC 5097.98). 
3. If the remains are of historic origin, they shall be appropriately 

removed and conveyed to the Museum of Man for analysis. The 
decision for internment of the human remains shall be made in 
consultation with MMC, EAS, the applicant/landowner and the 
Museum of Man. 
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V. Night and/or Weekend Work 
A. If night and/or weekend work is included in the contract 

I. When night and/or weekend work is included in the 
contract package, the extent and timing shall be presented and 
discussed at the precon meeting. 

2. The following procedures shall be followed. 
a. No Discoveries- In the event that no discoveries were 

encountered during night and/or weekend work, the PI shall 
record the information on the CSVR and submit to MMC 
via fax by SAM of the next business day. 

b. Discoveries- All discoveries shall be processed and 
documented using the existing procedures detailed in 
Sections III - During Construction, and IV - Discovery of 
Human Remains. 

c. Potentially Significant Discoveries - Ifthe PI determines 
that a potentially significant discovery has been made, the 
procedures detailed under Section III - During Construction 
shall be followed. 

d. The PI shall immediately contact MMC, or by 8AM 
of the next business day to report and discuss the fmdings 
as indicated in Section III-B, unless other specific 
arrangements have been made. 

B. If night and/or weekend work becomes necessary during the course of 
construction 
I. The Construction Manager shall notify the RE, or BI, as 

appropriate, a minimum of 24 hours before the work is to begin. 
2. TheRE, or BI, as appropriate, shall notify MMC immediately. 

C. All other procedures described above shall apply, as appropriate. 

VI. Post Construction 
A. Preparation and Submittal of Draft Monitoring Report 

I. The PI shall submit two copies of the Draft Monitoring 
Report (even if negative), prepared in accordance with the 
Historical Resources Guidelines (Appendix C/D) which describes 
the results, analysis, and conclusions of all phases of the 
Archaeological Monitoring Program (with appropriate graphics) to 
MMC for review and approval within 90 days following the 
completion of monitoring, 
a. For significant archaeological resources encountered during 

monitoring, the Archaeological Data Recovery Program 
shall be included in the Draft Monitoring Report. 

b. Recording Sites with State of California Department 
of Parks and Recreation 
The PI shall be responsible for recording (on the 
appropriate State of California Department of Park and 
Recreation forms-DPR 523 AlB) any significant or 
potentially significant resources encountered during the 
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Archaeological Monitoring Program in accordance with the 
City's Historical Resources Guidelines, and submittal of 
such forms to the South Coastal Information Center with 
the Final Monitoring Report. 

MMC shall return the Draft Monitoring Report to the PI for 
revision or, for preparation of the Final Report. 

The PI shall submit revised Draft Monitoring Report to 
MMC for approval. 

MMC shall provide written verification to the PI of the 
approved report. 

MMC shall notify the RE or BI, as appropriate, of receipt 
of all Draft Monitoring Report submittals and approvals. 
Handling of Artifacts 

The PI shall be responsible for ensuring that all cultural 
remains collected are cleaned and catalogued 

The PI shall be responsible for ensuring that all artifacts are 
analyzed to identify function and chronology as they relate to the 
history of the area; that faunal material is identified as to species; 
and that specialty studies are completed, as appropriate. 

The cost for curation is the responsibility of the property 
owner. 

C. Curation of artifacts: Accession Agreement and Acceptance Verification 
1. The PI shall be responsible for ensuring that all artifacts 

associated with the survey, testing and/or data recovery for this 
project are permanently curated with an appropriate institution. 
THIS WOULD ALSO REQUIRE THE INCLUSION OF ALL 
PRIOR ARCHAEOLOGICAL WORK CONDUCTED 
WHERE MATERIALS WERE COLLECTED IN 1996 AND 
2003 BY BFSA. REFER TO HISTORICAL RESOURCES 
(CULTURAL RESOURCES/CURATION AND FINAL 
REPORT PREPARATION OF PREVIOUS 
ARCHAEOLOGICAL WORK CONDUCTED MMRP 
CONIDTION). This shall be completed in consultation with 
MMC and the Native American representative, as applicable. 

2. The PI shall include the Acceptance Verification from the 
curation institution in the Final Monitoring Report submitted to the 
RE or BI and MMC. 

D. Final Monitoring Report(s) 
1. The PI shall submit one copy of the approved Final 

Monitoring Report to the RE or BI as appropriate, and one copy to 
MMC (even if negative), within 90 days after notification from 
MMC that the draft report has been approved. 

2. TheRE shall, in no case, issue the Notice of Completion and/or 
release of the Performance Bond for grading until receiving a copy 
of the approved Final Monitoring Report from MMC, which 
includes the Acceptance Verification from the curation institution. 
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PALEONTOLOGICAL RESOURCES 

I. Prior to Permit Issuance 
A. Entitlements Plan Check 

I. Prior to issuance of any construction permits, including but not 
limited to, the first Grading Permit, Demolition Plans/Permits and 
Building Plans/Permits or a Notice to Proceed for Subdivisions, 
but prior to the first preconstruction meeting, whichever is 
applicable, the Assistant Deputy Director (ADD) Environmental 
designee shall verify that the requirements for Paleontological 
Monitoring have been noted on the appropriate construction 
documents. 

B. Letters of Qualification have been submitted to ADD 
1. The applicant shall submit a letter of verification to Mitigation 

Monitoring Coordination (MMC) identifYing the Principal 
Investigator (PI) for the project and the names of all persons 
involved in the paleontological monitoring program, as defined in 
the City of San Diego Paleontology Guidelines. 

2. MMC will provide a letter to the applicant confirming the 
qualifications of the PI and all persons involved in the 
paleontological monitoring of the project. 

3. Prior to the start of work, the applicant shall obtain approval from 
MMC for any personnel changes associated with the monitoring 
program. 

II. Prior to Start of Construction 
A. Verification of Records Search 

1. The PI shall provide verification to MMC that a site specific 
records search has been completed. Verification includes, but is 
not limited to a copy of a confirmation letter from San Diego 
Natural History Museum, other institution or, ifthe search was in
house, a letter of verification from the PI stating that the search 
was completed. 

2. The letter shall introduce any pertinent information concerning 
expectations and probabilities of discovery during trenching and/or 
grading activities. 

B. PI Shall Attend Precon Meetings 
l. Prior to beginning any work that requires monitoring; the 

Applicant shall arrange a Precon Meeting that shall include the PI, 
Construction Manager (CM) and/or Grading Contractor, Resident 
Engineer (RE), Building Inspector (BI), if appropriate, and MMC. 
The qualified paleontologist shall attend any grading/excavation 
related Precon Meetings to make comments and/or suggestions 
concerning the Paleontological Monitoring program with the 
Construction Manager and/or Grading Contractor. 
a. If the PI is unable to attend the Precon Meeting, the 

Applicant shall schedule a focused Precon Meeting with 
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MMC, the PI, RE, CM or BI, if appropriate, prior to the 
start of any work that requires monitoring. 

2. Identify Areas to be Monitored - Prior to the start of any work that 
requires monitoring, the PI shall submit a Paleontological 
Monitoring Exhibit (PME) based on the appropriate construction 
documents (reduced to 11x17) to MMC identifying the areas to be 
monitored including the delineation of grading/excavation limits. 
The PME shall be based on the results of a site specific records 
search as well as information regarding existing known soil 
conditions (native or formation). 

3. When Monitoring Will Occur 
a. Prior to the start of any work, the PI shall also submit a 

construction schedule to MMC through theRE indicating 
when and where monitoring will occur. 

b. The PI may submit a detailed letter to MMC prior to the 
start of work or during construction requesting a 
modification to the monitoring program. This request shall 
be based on relevant information such as review of final 
construction documents which indicate conditions such as 
depth of excavation and/or site graded to bedrock, presence 
or absence of fossil resources, etc., which may reduce or 
increase the potential for resources to be present. 

III. During Construction 
A. Monitor Shall be Present During Grading/Excavation/Trenching 

1. The monitor shall be present full-time during 
grading/excavation/trenching activities as identified on the PME 
that could result in impacts to formations with high and moderate 
resource sensitivity. The Construction Manager is responsible 
for notifying theRE, PI, and MMC of changes to any 
construction activities such as in the case of a potential safety 
concern within the area being monitored. In certain 
circumstances OSHA safety requirements may necessitate 
modification of the PME. 

2. The PI may submit a detailed letter to MMC during construction 
requesting a modification to the monitoring program when a field 
condition such as trenching activities that do not encounter 
formational soils as previously assumed, and/or when 
unique/unusual fossils are encountered, which may reduce or 
increase the potential for resources to be present. 

3. The monitor shall document field activity via the Consultant Site 
Visit Record (CSVR). The CSVR's shall be faxed by the CM to 
the RE the first day of monitoring, the last day of monitoring, 
monthly (Notification of Monitoring Completion), and in the 
case of ANY discoveries. The RE shall forward copies to MMC. 
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B. Discovery Notification Process 
1. In the event of a discovery, the Paleontological Monitor shall 

direct the contractor to temporarily divert trenching activities in the 
area of discovery and immediately notify the RE or BI, as 
appropriate. 

2. The Monitor shall immediately notify the PI (unless Monitor is the 
PI) of the discovery. 

3. The PI shall immediately notify MMC by phone of the discovery, 
and shall also submit written documentation to MMC within 24 
hours by fax or email with photos of the resource in context, if 
possible. 

C. Determination of Significance 
1. The PI shall evaluate the significance of the resource. 
a. The PI shall immediately notify MMC by phone to discuss 

significance determination and shall also submit a letter to MMC 
indicating whether additional mitigation is required. The 
determination of significance for fossil discoveries shall be at the 
discretion of the PI. 

b. If the resource is significant, the PI shall submit a Paleontological 
Recovery Program (PRP) and obtain written approval from MMC. 
Impacts to significant resources must be mitigated before ground
disturbing activities in the area of discovery will be allowed to 
resume. 

c. If resource is not significant (e.g., small pieces of broken common 
shell fragments or other scattered common fossils) the PI shall 
notify the RE, or BI as appropriate, that a non-significant discovery 
has been made. The Paleontologist shall continue to monitor the 
area without notification to MMC unless a significant resource is 
encountered. 

d. The PI shall submit a letter to MMC indicating that fossil resources 
will be collected, curated, and documented in the Final Monitoring 
Report. The letter shall also indicate that no further work is 
required. 

IV. Night and/or Weekend Work 
A. If night and/or weekend work is included in the contract 

1. When night and/or weekend work is included in the contract 
package, the extent and timing shall be presented and discussed at 
the precon meeting. 

2. The following procedures shall be followed. 
a. No Discoveries - In the event that no discoveries were 

encountered during night and/or weekend work, The PI 
shall record the information on the CSVR and submit to 
MMC via fax by SAM on the next business day. 

b. Discoveries- All discoveries shall be processed and 
documented using the existing procedures detailed in 
Sections III - During Construction. 
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c. Potentially Significant Discoveries - If the PI determines 
that a potentially significant discovery has been made, the 
procedures detailed under Section III - During Construction 
shall be followed. 

d. The PI shall immediately contact MMC, or by SAM on the 
next business day to report and discuss the findings as 
indicated in Section III-B, unless other specific 
arrangements have been made. 

B. If night work becomes necessary during the course of construction 
1. The Construction Manager shall notify the RE, or BI, as 

appropriate, a minimum of 24 hours before the work is to begin. 
2. The RE, or BI, as appropriate, shall notify MMC immediately. 

C. All other procedures described above shall apply, as appropriate. 

V. Post Construction 
A. Preparation and Submittal of Draft Monitoring Report 

1. The PI shall submit two copies of the Draft Monitoring Report 
(even if negative), prepared in accordance with the Paleontological 
Guidelines which describes the results, analysis, and conclusions 
of all phases of the Paleontological Monitoring Program (with 
appropriate graphics) to MMC for review and approval within 90 
days following the completion of monitoring, 

a. For significant paleontological resources encountered during monitoring, 
the Paleontological Recovery Program shall be included in the Draft 
Monitoring Report. 

b. Recording Sites with the San Diego Natural History Museum- The PI 
shall be responsible for recording (on the appropriate forms) any 
significant or potentially significant fossil resources encountered during 
the Paleontological Monitoring Program in accordance with the City's 
Paleontological Guidelines, and submittal of such forms to the San Diego 
Natural History Museum with the Final Monitoring Report. 
1. MMC shall return the Draft Monitoring Report to the PI for 

revision or, for preparation of the Final Report. 
2. The PI shall submit revised Draft Monitoring Report to MMC for 

approval. 
3. MMC shall provide written verification to the PI ofthe approved 

report. 
4. MMC shall notify the RE or BI, as appropriate, of receipt of all 

Draft Monitoring Report submittals and approvals. 
B. Handling of Fossil Remains 

1. The PI shall be responsible for ensuring that all fossil remains 
collected are cleaned and catalogued. 

2. The PI shall be responsible for ensuring that all fossil remains are 
analyzed to identify function and chronology as they relate to the 
geologic history of the area; that faunal material is identified as to 
species; and that specialty studies are completed, as appropriate 

C. Curation of fossil remains: Deed of Gift and Acceptance Verification 
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I. The PI shall be responsible for ensuring that all fossil remains 
associated with the monitoring for this project are permanently 
curated with an appropriate institution. 

2. The PI shall include the Acceptance Verification from the curation 
institution in the Final Monitoring Report submitted to the RE or 
BiandMMC. 

D. Final Monitoring Report(s) 
1. The PI shall submit two copies of the Final Monitoring Report to 

MMC (even if negative), within 90 days after notification from 
MMC that the draft report has been approved. 

2. TheRE shall, in no case, issue the Notice of Completion until 
receiving a copy of the approved Final Monitoring Report from 
MMC which includes the Acceptance Verification from the 
curation institution. 

Paleo Private 100509.doc 

The above mitigation monitoring and reporting program will require additional fees 
and/or deposits to be collected prior to the issuance of building permits, certificates of 
occupancy and/or final maps to ensure the successful completion of the monitoring 
program. 
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Executive Committee Monthly Meeting -Tuesday, February 10, 2015 
Minutes(Final) 

Directors present: Janay Kruger (JK) (Chair), Meagan Beale (MB) (Vice-Chair), Andrew Wiese (AW), Nancy 
Groves (NG), John Bassler (JB), Caryl Lees Witte (CW), Nan Madden (NM), Alison Barton (AB), Ash Nasseri 
(AN), George Lattimer (GL), Kristopher Kopensky (KK), Donna Andonian (DA), Petr Krysl (PK), Ryan Perry 
(RP), Bruce Rainey (BR), Jason Moorhead (JM), Juan Lias (JL), and Anu Delouri (AD). 

Directors absent: Sam L. Greening, Jr. (SG), and Dan Monroe (DM). 

1. Call Meeting to Order- Janay Kruger, Chair, at 9:06 PM 
2. Pledge of Allegiance followed by Moment of Silence 
3. Agenda: Call for additions/deletions: Adoption 

a. Item 8 is continued until March 
Motion: Motion to amend item 8 and approve agenda as presented otherwise by NG and 
seconded by JB. 
Vote: Unanimous. 

4. SDPD-
a. 24 Car prowls in the area, reminder not to leave visible packages inside your vehicle 

5. Announcements- Chair Letters/Meetings 
a. We were going to appoint someone to the resigned seat but bylaws have changed 
b. If the seat is open within 90 days of election then candidate must run for election 
c. If there are two openings we must have an election 
d. Kyle has resigned as he is no longer a student 
e. Petr is termed out but Chancellor will appoint Petr to the faculty position 
f. New facility finance person, Frank assigned in January 
g. We will work with him on the community plan amendment 
h. City is updating bylaws for planning group 
i. These changes are small and copies are available 
j. JK wants to appoint DA, MB, and JK to review and make recommendations 
k. CPC is updating land use code, more information in packet provided to Directors 
I. Regency Center CPA also in packet 
m. Review nominees: 

a. Rl-B Andrew Wiese -spoke 
b. R2-B Alison Barton - spoke 
c. R3-B Roger Cavnaugh - spoke 
d. R3-C Alice Buck- spoke 
e. Bl-B Caryl Lees Witte- spoke 
f, B2-B George Lattimer- spoke 
g. B3-B Bruce Rainey- spoke 

n. Reminder that write ins are not allowed so if there are no other candidates by midnight tonight 
these candidates do not have someone running against them 

o. The next three years will have likely a dozen projects. 
6. Updates: 

a. UCSD- Anu Delouri 
a. Community Group update is available on website 
b. Information available regarding a new building built in conjunction with Bio-Med Realty 

Trust 
b. Membership Report- John Bassler 

a. Review of membership and election rules 
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c. Council person Sherri Lightner Office- Janie Hoover 
a. City approved a city wide asphalt overlay project, will effect Lebon, University Center 

lane, Palmia drive, Charmont, Porte depalmas, timing is next five months 
b. Swanson pool will now open in March versus April 
c. Investigating poles that have been installed. JK: gave history of approval 
d. Investigating foul odor experienced jmhoover@sandiego.gov 

d. Supervisor Dave Roberts- Wesley Moore (Absent) 
e. State Senator Marty Block- Hilary Nemchik (Absent) 
f. Assemblywoman Toni Atkins- Deanna Spain (Absent) 
g. 52nd District, Congressman Scott Peters- Hugo Carmona (Absent) 
h. Planning Department- Dan Monroe( Absent) 
i. MCAS Mirimar- Juan Lias 

a. Juan available for questions 
7. Approval of Minutes- January 2015 

a. NG recommended adding more information on bike paths in item 10 
b. Spelling correction to item 6, DA instead of DJ for Donna 
Motion: Motion to approve as amended by NM and seconded by DA. 
Vote: Unanimous. 

8. Public Comment-
~ "n' 

9. Action Item: Spectrum One and Two, Alexandria Real Estate 
Presenters: Jon Olson, DGA-MV Architect 

a. 3033 and 3013 Science Parkway Torrey pines road intersection 
b. One building already refurbished 
c. Demoing one building and parking structure rebuilding smaller 
d. Demolishing a second parking structure and rebuilding it 
e. 3 per 1000 parking ratio in new garage 
f. Reducing trips 
g. Been through review process 
h. PK: Q:How does it open to canyon? A: lobby opens up to canyon 
i. GL: Q: Square footage? A: Reducing from 170k rsf to 160k rsf 
j. Public: Q: What are you planting? A: California natives, drought tolerance planting, Torrey 

pines, no Mexican fan palms 
k. Public: Q: Will it be solar? A: We are exploring solar roofs and canopies 
I. Public: Q: Fire suppression? A: Fully sprinklered building built to code 
m. LEED gold certified targeted 
n. JK: meeting City's requirements, building LEED gold 
Motion: Motion to approve as presented by PK and seconded by NM. 
Vote: 14 for and 2 recusals, motion passed. 

~U. £Lt:Hlo n•~;J' 'Y "-"dl C>Ldlt:, >U •vc w•Y v• 

Presenters: Brad Tuck, Algeria, COO 
a. Review of project 
b. JB: Q: Why should we grant you the deviation in lot width? A: We are developing 10 instead of 

19 homes 
c. Public: Q: Is there access to Regents for pedestrians? A: We are building sidewalk along 

Regents, there will be a 14' set back before the sound wall 
d. Public: Comments in opposition to the height of the projects obscuring in place residents views 
e. Public: Concern on water, recommends UCPG require reclaimed water 
f. JB: Q: On retaining wall height. A: Maximum 10' Q: Are there other boundary fences? A: No 

based on feedback 
g. PK: Q: Is there a speaker that wants to summarize the issues? A: Public, more questions on 

details of project 
h. Public: Can you tell us more about Alegria and its success in SD? A: Through the recession we 

bought and sold distressed homes, this is our first project of this type together. Individually 
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have done many different projects 
i. JK: Reminder that we have to keep the decisions to land use. The City has approved but there 

have been changes 
j. Public comment about lot width being a variance from allowable minimum width from City 
k. Other Public comments and concerns are: 

a. Traffic 
b. Emergency response 
c. Concerned about high risk fire requirements 
d. Would like to understand cross sections of elevations and Regents elevation 
e. Noise issues 
f. Understand changes made to pad depth and building heights 
g. Community character 
h. Maintenance considerations 

I. CW: what prices are you thinking of? 
m. Discussion, GL: Hard pressed to disapprove as it conforms to the community plan 
n. AvV: Appreciates Alegria being somewhat cooperative but haven't addressed ail concerns 

brought in front of the board in the past, some of what has also been shared tonight. Also 
concerned about the community being private 

o. NM: concerned about pedestrians and the sidewalk 
Motion: Motion to recommend denial of the project by JB and seconded by MB. 
Vote: 10 for, 4 against, 1 abstention, motion passed. 

11. Action Item: University Terrace East, 18 units, amend project, amend application, CEQA exemption 
Presenters: Matt Peterson, Peterson & Price, Luigi Angelucci, Owner 

a. Review of project and changes 
b. Discussion on original permit and covenant 
c. Addressing previous concerns 
d. Changed unit m'ix 
e. Reduced size of building 
f. Removed the roof deck 
g. Balconies facing neighbors removed 
h. Shifted parking area near current homes 
i. Reduced units 50 percent 
j. Will or will not put in parking gates 
k. Reduced traffic to 108 ADT's 
I. RP: Q: Parking? A: Discussed 
m. Public: Gate questions, A: Owner willing to add gates if requested 
n. PK: Comment on ingress. A: Not sure city will allow recommended change, grade precludes 
o. JK: Reading email from public, concern on not enough parking? A: Adding underground, 

adding parking spaces. 
p. Q: Why did you hire an attorney? A: He is a much better speaker and is advising 
q. BR: Fire access? A: Answered 
r. JB : What is the net change in parking. A: Required is 180, providing 180 
s. Public presentation 
t. Public: Comment on safety and the attractiveness of the project 
u. Public Comment: Feels project is disingenuous 30 years ago this project was negotiated and 

now they want to change it 
v. Public : Concerned on density and safety 
w. NG: Where is the outdoor space? 
x. AB: Comment on traffic and how more apartments are needed. Are you expecting school or 

families? A: Currently predominantly families. 
Motion: Motion to approve as presented by AB and seconded by GL. 
Vote: 8 in favor, 4 opposed, 2 abstentions. Motion passed. 

12. Ad Hoc Committee Reports 
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a. Bicycle Committee- Petr Krysl and Andy Wiese 
a. No report 

b. Fire Station Committee - Ash Nasari 
a. No report 

c. High Speed Rail - Sam Greening 
a. No report 

d. Mid Coast Trolley- Janay Kruger 
a. No report 

13. Old Business/New Business 
14. Adjourn - 7:55 pm 

Submitted by: 

Kristopher J. Kopensky, Secretary 
University Community Planning Group 
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City of San Diego 
Development Services 
1222 First Ave .. MS-302 
San Diego. CA 92101 

THO: CrrY OF SA .. Dlf'ao (619) 446-5000 

Ownership Disclosure 
Statement 

Approval Type: Check appropriate box for type of approval (s) requested: I Neighborhood Use Permit r5( Coastal Development Permit 
1 ut 

r Neighborhood Development Permit IX Site Development Permit r Planned Development Permit r.conditional Use Permit 
!Variance rTentative Map I Vesting Tentative Map rMap Waiver r Land Use Plan Amendment • r Other 

Project Title Project No. For City Use Only 

Spectrum I & 2 ;;'<~02~ .. ' 2-
Project Address: 

30 I 3 & 3033 Science Park Road 

Part 1- To be cornpl~led':"hen pr~perty is held bylndividual(s) N{k .· . . .. ·•· .. ··. ·· . I 
12~ §ignjng tb§! O~oe[sbiQ DisgfQ:;'!l!!£!! St§temeot tbe Ql!ioer(s} ll!cknow!e:Qge that ao QQtllicatloo for£;~ germit mag or gtbgr m§tter ii!S identified 
abQve will Qe: f.ii~Q w!tb tl:!e City gf S;go DiegQ gn the ~ubiect Q(QQed:i with the int§nt tQ record an e;n~;;ymQrance against the QrDt!§:!i¥. Please list 
below the owner(s) and tenant(s) (if applicable) of the above referenced property. The list must include the names and addresses of all persons 
who have an ·mterest In the property, recorded or otherwise, and state the type of property interest (e.g., tenants who will benefit from the permit, all 
indiyiduals who own the property). A signature is required of at !east one of the property owners. Attach additional pages if needed. A signature 
from the Assistant Executive Director of the San Diego Redevelopment Agency shall be required for all project parcels for which a Disposition and 
Development Agreement (DDA) has been approved I executed by the City CounciL Note: The applicant is responsible for notifying the Project 
Manager of any changes in ownership during the time the application is being processed or considered. Changes in ownership are to be given to 
the Project Manager at !east thirty days prior to any public hearing on the subject property. Failure to provide accurate and current ownership 
information could result in a delay in the hearing process. 

Additional pages attached p:(Yes jNo 

!\lame ol lndivrdual rfYpe or prtnij: !\lame or lndtvli3ual {fYpe or pnnn': 

r Owner I Tenant/Lessee r Redevelopment Agency r Owner J Tenant/Lessee r Redevelopment Agency 

Street A.aaress: :Street Aaaress: 

City/Stale/Zip; City/State/Zip: 

Phone No: Fax No: Pfione.No: Fax No: 

Stgnaiure: Date: Stgnalure: Dale: 

Name of Individual (type or print): Name of lndivi?ual (type or print): 

I Owner }Tenant/Lessee !Redevelopment Agency r Owner IT enant!Lessee I' Redevelopment Agency 

Street Address: Street Address: 

City7State/Zip: City/State/Zip: 

Phone No: Fax No: Phone No: Fax No: 

Signature: Date: Signature : Date: 

Printed on recycled paper. Visit our web site at www.sandiego.gov/development-services 
Upon request, this information is available in alternative formats for persons with disabilities. 

DS-318 (5-05) 
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Project Title: ~ Proje~ ~~3qe Only) 
Spectrum l & 2 

I Part 11- To be completed when property'is held by a corporation or partnership I 
Legal Status (please check): 

I Corporation Q{imited Liability -or- I General) What State? __ Corporate Identification No. 4S -3,~ 
I Partnership 

8¥: g:igning !he Qwoershig Oi§QIQ§Ure Statement the gwner(s) aQkno~ledge thli:!t ao aggliQf;!tiQO fgr ~ germit, mag or other metter 
as identified above will be filed with tbe City of San Diego on the ~ubject grQge~ ~ith the intent to recgrQ gn encpmbraoc~ agajost 
the property .. Please list below the names, titles and addresses of all persons who have an interest in the property, recorded or 
otherwise, and state the type of property interest (e.g,, tenants who will benefit from the permit, all corporate officers, and all partners 
in a partnership who own the property). A signature is rggt!imd of at least one at the corgorate offi~rn or gar:toers ~bo own the 
oroperty. Attach additional pages if needed. Note: The applicant is responsible for notifying the Project Manager of any changes in 
ownership during the time the application is being processed or considered. Changes in ownz:hip are to be given to the Project 
Manager at least lhirty days prior to any public hearing on the subject property. Failure ~"'jVide accurate and current ownership 
information could result in a delay in the hearing process. Additional pages attached Yes J No 

Corporate/Partnership Name~ype or print): corporate/Partnership I' ame (type or pnnt): 
l><f2.E -so ~ ,.,..! o. ~s, u....e-

)<:.Owner J Tenant/Lessee r Owner I Tenant/Lessee 

JZ"G,.Addrn_~ -../ $OJ \'\6' ~ Street Address: 
o « L~ cs D~,-.~e 

~tzi~(GG:j I> CA- q 2.-1 z .. :z. City/State/Zip: 

P~:-t;'30~&>1'}0 Fax!'lo: Phone No: Fax No: 

~~;fCorpora~pe or print): 
vt: llt.G 

Name of Corporate Officer/Partner (type or print): 

~~pe o[:>rint) 4 4:> • Title (type or print): 
- ~$ \.:;;,,..,:. N'So~Of.J 

~~ :tz~'·!± 
Signature; Date: 

Corporate/Partnership Name (type or print): Corporate/Partnership Name (type or print): 

J Owner J. T enanULessee J Owner f T enantllessee 

Street Aadress: Street Address: 

City/State/Zip: City/State/Zip: 

Phone No: Fax No: Pfione f\lo: Fax No: 

Name of Corporate Officer/Partner (type or print): Name of Corporate Officer/Partner (type or print): 

Title (type or print): Title (type or print): 

Signature: Date: Signature: Date: 

~orporate,~aiinerslilp f:lame liYPe or pnni~: Corporale/Partnership Name (type or print): 

J Owner I Tenant/Lessee rowner I Tenant!Lessee 

Street Address: Street Address: 

City/State/Zip: City/State/Zip: 

Phone No: Fax No: Phone No: Fax No: 

f\lame of Corporafe OfficeriPai'Iner (fYpe or pnnt): Name of Corporate Officer/Partner (type or print): 

Title (type or print): Title (type or print): 

Signature: Date: Signature: Date: 
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Sypplement to Ownership Qisc!gsyre Egrm tor project No 383696 

1. 3013/3030 Science Park Road (Spectrum 1 & 2) 

ABE sp Begign No 35. LLC, a pe!aware ljmjtedliability company 

Managing (and Sole) Member: Alexandria Real Estate Equities, L.P., a Delaware limited 
partnership 

Alexandria Real Estate Equities. L.P .• a Delaware limited partnership 

General Partner: ARE-QRS CORP., a Maryland corporation 

AREmOBS CORPcr a Maryland cocporatjon 

Joel S. Marcus, CEO and Founder 
Dean A. Shigenaga, Executive VP, CFO and Treasurer 
Jennifer J. Banks, General Counsel and Corporate Secretary 
Gary Dean, Senior VP 
Daniel J. Ryan, Executive VP, Regional Marketing Director 
Brei E. Gossett, SeniorVP 
Vincent R. Ciruzzi, Senior VP 
Stephen Pomerenke, VP 
These individuals are a subset of ARE-QRS Corp officers and oversee and are responsible for 
the San Diego region 

2. 3115/3215 Merryfield Row 

ABE sp Beg jon No. 23 LLC a QAiaware limjtedliabi!ity company 

Managing (and Sole) Member: Alexandria Real Estate Equities, L.P., a Delaware limited 
partnership 

Alexandria Real Estate Equities. L.P .• a Delaware limited partnership 

General Partner: ARE-QRS CORP., a Maryland corporation 

ABE-QRS CORp a Marvland corpqration 

Joel S. Marcus, CEO and Founder 
Dean A. Shigenaga, Executive VP, CFO and Treasurer 
Jennifer J. Banks, General Counsel and Corporate Secretary 
Gary Dean, Senior VP 
Daniel J. Ryan, Executive VP, Regional Marketing Director 
Brei E. Gossett, Senior VP 
Vincent R. Ciruzzi, Senior VP 
Stephen Pomerenke, VP 
These individuals are a subset of ARE·QRS Corp officers and oversee and are responsible for 
the San Diego region 
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City of San Diego 
Development Services 
1222 First Ave., MS-302 
San Diego, CA 92101 

T"• Co~o,s.- D••= (619) 446-5000 

Ownership Disclosure 
Statement 

Approval Type: Check appropriate box for type of approval (s) requested: j Neighborhood Use Permit j.caastal Development Permit 
' 6 

d-
r Neighborhood Development Permit I S'ite Development Permit I Planned Development Permit )'Conditional Use Permit r Variance I Tentative Map r Vesting Tentative Map I Map Waiver fX Land Use Plan Amendment • r Other 

Project Title 

L s~cr~) 
Project No. For City Use Only 

Spectrum 3 & 4 L~ _j,o1-~ ~3b31 
Project Address: 

3 J J 5 & 3125 Merrfield Row 

Part I, T<! be completed whe~ property is held by lndividual(s) f-..1/~ · .. · .. . ' I 
E!~ §:igoing tb§ Qwn§r§:bitJ: Qisc/o§yrg Qtatgm!imt the gwoer(sJ acknowledg~ 1bat an e~!J:Iic;;~tiQD for a JJ:ermit maQ O[ o~hg[ rnatt§r a§ !Qeotifigd 
gQove will be tiled witb t!Je Citx: of San Diego QD tbe §Ubject grQgecrt w~h the intent to r~QQrQ an encumQrnn~ against t!Je J::!CQQef!:l. Please list 
below the owner(s) and tenant(s) (if applicable) of the above referenced property. The list must include the names and addresses of all persons 
who have an interest In the property, recorded or othef1.111.1Se, and state the type of property Interest (e.g., tenants who will benefit from the permit, all 
individuals who own the property). A signature is required of at least one of the prooertv owners. Attach additional pages if needed. A signature 
from the Assistant Executive Director of the San Diego Redevelopment Agency shalf be required for all project parcels for which a Disposition and 
Development Agreement (DDA) has been approved I executed by the City Council. Note: The applicant is responsible for notifying the Project 
Manager of any changes in owners~ip during the time the application is being processed or considered. Changes In ownership are to be given to 
the Project Manager at least thirty days prior to any public hearing on the subject property. Failure to provide accurate and current ownership 
information could result in a delay~ hearing process. , 

Additional pages attached , Yes j No 
! 

Name ot 1norvrdua1 (type or prrnp: f\lame of lnCilvtClual r£Ype or prrnf}: 

r Owner I Tenant/Lessee I Redevelopment Agency r Owner j Tenant/Lessee r Redevelopment Agency 

Street Aaaress: Street Aaaress: 

c·1ty/State/Zip: Clty]State/Zip: 

Phone No: Fax No: Pfione No: Fax No: 

S:1gnature : Date: S1gnaiure: Oafe: 

Name of Individual (type or print): Name of Individual (type or print): 

j Owner I Tenant/Lessee j Redevelopment Agency ! Owner J T enantllessee J Redevelopment Agency 

Street Address: Street Address: 

City/State/Lip: City/State/Zip: 

Phone No: Fax No: Phone No: Fax No: 

Signature: Date: Signature: uate: 

Printed on recycled paper. V1sit our web site at www.sandiego.gov/deve!oQment-services 
Upon request, this information is available in alternative formats for persons with disabilities. 

DS-318 (5-05) 
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Project Title: 
J Proj~~N~~3_5¥' Soectrum 3 & 4 

1 Partii-To be completed When .property is held by a corporation or partnership ·• I 
Legal Status (please check): 

J Corporation ~mited Liability -or- I General) What State? __ Corporate Identification No. '2..Go- 0 ""2..(...2..;. .5 
I Partnership 

B!i §!igning the Owo~rshig Dis~IQsure Statement, th~ owner(s) ecknowledge thgt an SJQQiiQation for a ggrmit mag or otber matter 
as ideotified gbove will be filed witb the Ci!Y of Sao Dir;:go oo the §tJbject I;):[Qpert:l witb ttl§ intent to reGQ[d an eocumQran~ ggaiqst 
the propertv .. Please list below the names, titles and addresses of all persons who have an interest in the property, recorded or 
otherwise. and state the type of property interest (e.g .. tenants who will benefit from the permit, all corporate officers, and all partners 
in a partnership who own the property). A sign~ture is regyired Qf at legg:t on~ Qf the corporate gfficers or ggd;ners whQ owo the 
property. Attach additional pages if needed. Note: The applicart is responsible for notifying the Project Manager of any changes in 
ownership during the time the application is being processed or considered. Changes in owne~ieip are to be given to the Project 
Manager at least thirty days prior to any public hearing on the subject property. FaHure to~ e accurate and current ownership 
information could result in a delay in the hearing process. Additional pages attached :Ves I No 

Corporate/Partnership Naq1e (ty~ or p~ 
A(ZJ;i- SD ~~toN o t U...C. 

c;orporatewartnershrp 7me (type or pnnt): 

~Owner r TenantJLessee I Owner I TenantJLessee 

~eet Addrer,..,.--/ I) Svrre7ZJ; 
Street Address: 

C.'-o lL~Eo lott"iiC' 
C~ZiP.:: CA- "tZ-1 t,.Z... 

City/State/Zip: 
't>LE'«S:o I 

PfJe5~ - li??o -~ ttto 
F'ax: 1\lo: Phone No: Fax No: 

Name of Corpora~Officer/Partner (type or print): Name of Corporate Officer/Partner (type or print): 
$ 15"'< G <>M.G 101..&--1~ 

Title (~ or~C¥!' • .f: u · N T1tle (type or print): 
'Y - <;.tc:!>l'l. NS~o 

Signatur~ f 
~ .£f.'" l't 

Signature: Date: 

r lS· 
Corporate/Partnership Name (type or print): Corporate/Partnership Name (type or print): 

r Owner I Tenant/Lessee r Owner / TenanUlessee 

Street Address: Street Address: 

City/State/Zip: City/State/Zip: 

Phone No: Fax No: Pfione 1\lo: Fax No: 

Name of Corporate Officer/Partner (type or print): Name of Corporate Officer/Partner (type or print}: 

Title (type or print): Title (type or print): 

Signature: Date: Signature: uate: 

~orpora[e1~artnerslilp ~arne rtype or pnnt): Corporate/Partnership Name (type or print): 

r Owner r Tenant/Lessee rowner ! Tenant/Lessee 

Street Address: Street Address: 

' 
City/State/Zip: City/State/Zip: 

Phone No: Fax No: Phone No: Fax No: 

1\lame of Corporafe Cifhcer7Partner l{ype or pnnf): Name of Corporate Officer/Partner (type or print): 

Title (type or print): Title (type or print): 

Signature: Date: Signature: uate: 



ATTACHMENT 18 

Sypplement to Ownership pjsc!osyre Form for Proiect No, 383696 

1. 3013/3030 Science Park Road (Spectrum 1 & 2) 

ABE - sp Regjgn No 35 LLC. a pe!aware limjted!jabi!itv company 

Managing (and Sole) Member: Alexandria Real Estate Equities, L.P., a Delaware limited 
partnership 

Alexandria Real Estate Equities. L.P., a Delaware limited partnership 

General Partner: ARE-QRS CORP., a Maryland corporation 

AREaOBS CORP a Marv!and corpgratjgn 

Joel S. Marcus, CEO and Founder 
Dean A. Shigenaga, Executive VP, CFO and Treasurer 
Jennifer J. Banks, General Counsel and Corporate Secretary 
Gary Dean, Senior VP 
Daniel J. Ryan, Executive VP, Regional Marketing Director 
Bret E. Gossett, Senior VP 
Vincent R. Ciruzzi, Senior VP 
Stephen Pomerenke, VP 
These individuals are a subset of ARE-QRS Corp officers and oversee and are responsible for 
the San Diego region 

2. 3115/3215 Merryfield Row 

ARE - Sp Regjon No, 23 LLC, a pelaware HmjtedHabWtv cgmpany 

Managing (and Sole) Member: Alexandria Real Estate Equities, L.P., a Delaware limited 
partnership 

Alexandria Real Estate Equities. L.P., a Delaware limited partnership 

General Partner: ARE-QRS CORP., a Maryland corporation 

ARE~QRS CORp., a Marv!and corpgratjon 

Joel S. Marcus, CEO and Founder 
Dean A. Shigenaga, Executive VP, CFO and Treasurer 
Jennifer J. Banks, General Counsel and Corporate Secretary 
Gary Dean, Senior VP 
Daniel J. Ryan, Executive VP, Regional Marketing Director 
Bret E. Gossett, Senior VP 
Vincent R. Ciruzzi, Senior VP 
Stephen Pomerenke, VP 
These individuals are a subset of ARE-QRS Corp officers and oversee and are responsible for 
the San Diego region 



DEVELOPMENT SERVICES DEPARTMENT 
PROJECT CHRONOLOGY 

ATTACHMENT 19 

SPECTRUM 1 & 2/LA JOLLA SPECTRUM -PROJECT NO. 383639 [MMRP] 

City Review Applicant 
Date Action Description Time Response 

(Working 
Days) 

8/27/2014 First Submittal Project Deemed Complete - -

9/29/2014 First Assessment 22 days 
Letter 

11/17/2014 Second Submittal 34 days 

115/2015 Second Assessment 27 days 
Letter 

1116/2015 Third Submittal 9 days 

2/2/2015 Third Review Outstanding issues resolved, just 10 days 
Completed need community group 

2110/2015 Community Group Recommended approval 6 days 

4/20/2015 MND Prepared aud distributed for 51 days 
public review. 

5/10/2015 MND End of public review period (20 14 days 
calendar days) 

5/14/2015 MND Finalized 4 days 

6110/2015 Public Hearing First available date. 18 days 

TOTAL STAFF TIME (Does not include City Holidays 132 days 
or City Furlough) 

TOTAL APPLICANT TIME (Does not include City Holidays 63 days 
or City Furlough) 

TOTAL PROJECT RUNNING From Deemed Complete to 195 working days 
TIME Hearing (287 calendar days) 


